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Abstract 

Carbon fibre (CF) reinforced polymer (CFRP) composites are surpassing steel greatly in terms 

of strength and stiffness per weight. This makes them particularly attractive when the weight of a part 

has a major influence on the performance and environmental impact, such as in automotive or airspace 

applications, wind turbines or sporting goods. The superior mechanical properties of the CFRPs 

are mostly pronounced along the fibre orientation. However, in load modes such as compression 

or shear, the CFRP performance is much lower, dominated by the properties of the polymer matrix 

and the fibre-matrix interface. Therefore, it is critical to enhance the performance of the fibre-matrix 

interface and of the matrix in order to push the limits of the lightweight CFRP materials. This thesis 

explores the concept of hierarchical composites based on CFs grafted with carbon nanotubes (CNTs) 

by chemical vapour deposition (CVD) for an additional reinforcement of the CF-matrix interphase 

region at the nanoscale, harnessing the extraordinary mechanical properties of CNTs. CNT growth 

on CFs poses a challenge, particularly due to the CF degradation in the CVD process, which occurs 

due to migration of iron (the common catalyst of CNT growth by CVD) into the CF. This issue leads 

to trade-offs between the quality of the grown CNTs and the strength of CF. In this work, we utilised 

an alumina barrier layer, synthesised on the CF by atomic layer deposition (ALD) for protection 

of the fibre in the harsh CVD conditions as well as for an effective support of CNT growth. 

In Chapter 2, we demonstrated that a 12 nm alumina film indeed allows to block the migration of iron 

into the CF, which results in retained CF tensile properties. Moreover, the mechanisms 

of the detrimental iron migration into CFs are identified and quantified by means of ptychographic X-

ray computed tomography and scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM). In Chapter 3, we 

addressed the issue of delamination of the alumina film from the CF upon exposure to high 

temperatures used for CNT growth. A modified ALD process was proposed, including an ozone 

treatment for enhancement of covalent bonding between the fibre and the alumina film. 

The preservation of the CF-alumina interface shear strength was evidenced by single fibre pull-out 

testing. The findings were supported by fracture analysis of the pull-out surfaces by scanning electron 

microscopy and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopic elemental analysis. In Chapter 4, we reported 

a method of coating of alumina-buffered surfaces with iron catalyst nanoparticles, which allows 

for a homogeneous CNT growth over substrates of complex geometries, such as CF fabrics. A dip-

coating method was applied to deposit the iron catalyst precursor on the substrates. We examined 

the influence of the iron nitrate solution concentration and ageing time on the resultant catalyst iron 

nanoparticle coating quality in terms of nanoparticle sizes, coating density and dispersion. Moreover, 

we proposed an aminosilane treatment of the alumina surface, which we showed to enhance the coating 

quality. The catalyst nanoparticle coating quality was quantified by SEM image analysis. We showed 

a correlation between the improvements in the catalyst coating quality with the enhanced CNT growth 

uniformity, density and alignment. The excellent CNT growth morphology was demonstrated on flat 

substrates, as well as on complex surfaces of CF fabrics. We have identified, that the theory of gas 

transport in fibrous structures was lacking in the literature. In Chapter 5 we derived an analytical model 

of gas transport in fibrous media from basic physical principles. The model is applicable both at low 

pressures, when the gas transport occurs in the Knudsen regime, as well as at higher pressures, while 

an analytical continuous transition towards the viscous gas transport regime was delivered. 

The applicability of the model presented reaches far beyond the processing of the fibres for composites. 

The theoretical framework provided in Chapter 5 was validated at nanoscale in Chapter 6, where it was 

applied in a kinetic model of ALD on CNT mats. The modelling allowed to predict a coating thickness 

profile of CNTs in a multicycle diffusion-limited ALD experiment. The predicted profile was compared 

with an experimentally obtained one, giving an excellent agreement. Moreover, the chapter provides 

numerous new physical insights into the kinetics of ALD coating of porous structures in general. 

Accounting for all the above, we believe that the work presented in this thesis constitutes a major 

progress in understanding and development of the CF-CNT hierarchical composites.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 “The whole is greater 

 than the sum of its parts.” 

 Aristotle 

This chapter contains literature background regarding carbon fibre-

carbon nanotube hierarchical composites and formulates 

the motivation of this thesis. 
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1.1. Background 

Discovery and development of new materials often lead to major leaps in technology. Material-driven 

technologies tend to be initially used in high-end applications, gradually paving their way to common 

use, ultimately impacting or even fundamentally changing our everyday lives. Such was the story 

of advances in semiconductor materials, for instance, which led to the development of integrated 

electronic circuits (ICs). The first ICs were used mainly in space exploration programs 

and by the military, whereas, in modern days, the ICs have become such an integral part of our lives, 

that we almost do not realise their existence. Iron metallurgy is another example, albeit of much longer 

history – the developments in the technology of iron metallurgy defined the Iron Age. Iron and steel are 

thought to have presumably first been used for tools and weapons, which were initially expensive. 

The material is still with us, well and widespread, present in applications from large-scale constructions 

to smaller objects of everyday use. We believe that composite materials – carbon fibre-reinforced 

polymers (CFRP) in particular – share a similar destiny. 

As a result of developments in material science and engineering, humanity learned that assembling 

several materials in specific ways may give new composite materials with better- or entirely new 

properties, compared to any of the individual constituents. CFRPs are a type of a high-performance 

composite material, which are nowadays very well-established throughout the industry, as well 

as in the consumer market, encompassing applications in wind turbines, aerospace and automotive 

components and sporting goods, to name a few [1]. CFRPs became competitive particularly to metal 

in structural applications owing to the impressive mechanical properties of the fibres along the fibre 

direction, which allow saving on the weight of the part to be manufactured, without compromises 

on its mechanical performance [2]. The substantial reduction of the weight of a land vehicle 

or an aircraft results in a major decrease in fuel consumption and, consequently, in CO2 emissions. 

This is why pushing the mechanical performance of the CFRPs beyond the current limitations if of great 

importance, both from an economic and an environmental standpoint. 

While the technology of CFRPs was continuing its rapid growth and development, new carbon materials 

such as graphene and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were discovered. Ideal graphene is a monoatomic sheet 

of sp2-hybridised carbon atoms bound together covalently in a honeycomb arrangement, which is 

essentially an atomic 2D sheet of graphite, see: Figure 1.1a,b. Numerous routes of graphene production 

have been developed, including mechanical and chemical cleavage and exfoliation of graphite, epitaxial 

growth, chemical vapour deposition (CVD) and bottom-up synthesis of graphene nanoribbons [3]. 

CNTs are hollow cylinders of graphene; they can be multi-wall (MWCNTs) or single-wall (SWCNTs), 

see: Figure 1.1c. Occasionally double-wall CNTs are mentioned as a distinct type. Like graphene, CNTs 

have been synthesised by various techniques as well, including arc-discharge, laser ablation, CVD, 

and template synthesis by pyrolysis [4,5]. 

One can say, that graphene is a basic building block of the carbon materials considered in this work, 

as the carbon fibres (CFs) as well consist of multilayer graphene grains, i.e. graphitic domains, see: 

Figure 1.1d. High-performance CFs are typically produced by pyrolysis of polyacrylonitrile (PAN). 

They owe their high tensile (on-axis) properties – tensile strength and modulus – to the internal 

structure. The CF tensile performance is dominated by its outer shell, which is highly graphitised 

with the graphitic planes oriented in line with the fibre axis [6,7]. This characteristic of CFs offers 

an opportunity of aligning the fibres in the CFRP composite in load direction for harnessing the fibres 

mechanical properties to the greatest extend possible. 

Both graphene and CNTs have generated great interest in numerous potential applications, owing 

to their extraordinary physical properties [8]. The use of CNTs and graphene in composites 

for structural applications is motivated mainly by their strength (CNTs: 11-63 GPa; graphene: 130 GPa) 

and modulus (CNTs: 270-950 GPa; graphene: 1000 GPa) [9,10], which are among the highest 
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of materials known to man, surpassing steel significantly. However, CNTs and graphene may exhibit 

lower strength and modulus, depending on the defect density. Although in this work we are focusing 

on the mechanical aspects of the composites, it is important to keep other potential benefits 

of incorporating CNTs and graphene in composites in mind, which may reach far beyond 

the mechanical improvements. Introduced functionalities include shape memory effects [11], enhanced 

heat dissipation [11–13], or large increases in electrical conductivity [11–16] approaching values 

required for lightning strike protection of aircraft [16]. The impressive improvements in electrical 

conductivity of CNT composites are owed to two factors: high electrical conductivity of CNTs reaching 

values up to 107 S/m [17], which is in on par with the most conductive metals (silver, copper and gold) 

and the extremely low percolation threshold, when embedded in a polymer matrix, achieved at CNT 

loadings as low as 0.0025 wt% [18]. The percolation is achievable at such low loadings thanks 

to the ultrahigh aspect ratio and specific area of the CNTs. Furthermore, thermoelectric functionality 

of CNT-polymer composites tailored by p- and n-type doping of CNTs was reported [15], as well 

as health monitoring function under cyclic loads and impact damage [19,20]. 

The incorporation of CNTs or graphene in the CFRP composites, on top of mechanical improvements, 

may add the above-mentioned functionalities to the material, which can lead to further savings 

in weight. For instance, in the context of lightning strike resistance of an aircraft, if the electrical 

conductivity of the CFRP panel gets high enough due to the addition of CNTs, it might eliminate 

the need to install heavy protective copper meshes in the parts [21]. Another example is energy storage 

– if a certain capacity to store electrical energy is added to the composite part by the addition of CNTs, 

the weight of the energy storage-specific components can be reduced [22]. Materials incorporating 

reinforcements at several length of scales are referred to as hierarchical composites, with microscale 

and nanoscale fillers working in a composite synergistically. In nature, the concept of a hierarchical 

composite is nothing new. Taking a closer look at wood, for instance, we notice its distinct hierarchical 

structure, from microscale high-aspect-ratio wood cells, down to nanoscale cellulose fibrils 

and hemicellulose-lignin matrix [23,24]. The particular combination and geometric arrangement 

of its multiscale constituents give wood its mechanical properties: toughness, elasticity and strength, 

at the same time fulfilling the function of transport of nutrients and water. Other examples 

of hierarchical structures in nature include bone, seashells or glass sponges [23,25], to name a few. 

Seemingly, nature is pointing us to the direction of hierarchical, multifunctional composites. 

The hierarchical composites considered in this work are based on dense, aligned arrays of nanoscale 

CNTs grown directly on the microscale CFs, see Figure 1.1e (schematic illustration, not to scale). 

With this hierarchical arrangement of carbon-based materials, we aim to enhance the off-axial 

performance of the CFRPs, dominated by properties of CF-epoxy interface and the matrix. Notably, 

commonly in the industry, the CF-matrix interface adhesion is promoted by application of polymeric 

sizing [26]. The approach to enhance the interface with CNTs constitutes a promising alternative, 

offering multiple additional benefits on top of the mechanical enhancement, as discussed in the further 

part of this chapter. In section 1.2, we give a more detailed introduction to CNT- and graphene 

nanocomposites. In section 1.3 we review the effects of incorporating CNTs together with CFs 

in composites, outline the challenges in the direct growth of CNTs on CF and describe various 

approaches to tackle them. Further on, in section 1.4, we motivate the content of the subsequent 

chapters, the knowledge gaps identified and the way they are addressed. 
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Figure 1.1. Hierarchy of different forms of carbon leading to carbon fibres grafted with carbon nanotubes; 

a. Graphene – a 2D sheet of sp2-hybridised carbon atoms arranged in a honeycomb lattice (illustrated additionally

as a grey solid for clarity); b. Graphite – a bulk crystalline solid consisting of multiple graphene sheets bound

together with van der Waals bonds; c. Carbon nanotube – a cylinder of one- or multiple graphene sheets

of nanometre diameters, referred to as a single- or multi-wall carbon nanotube, respectively (the multiwall variety

is illustrated); d. Carbon fibre – a solid cylinder of microscopic diameter, highly graphitised. The graphitic planes

are preferentially oriented in line with the fibre axis, which improves the fibre mechanical properties; e. Carbon

fibres grafted with radially aligned carbon nanotubes – a concept illustration of the multiscale arrangement

of the carbon constituents of the hierarchical composites targeted in this work (not to scale).

1.2. Graphene and carbon nanotubes in nanocomposites 

1.2.1. Nanocarbons dispersed in polymers 

There have been large efforts in science and engineering to produce polymer composites with CNT 

and graphene nanofillers that would harness their mechanical advantages. In a simple approach, CNTs 

are dispersed and mixed in the polymer. The filler load is however strongly limited by a rapid increase 

in polymer viscosity with addition of CNTs [27], hindering the processability. Moreover, as pointed out 

by Fiedler et al., [28] the extremely high surface area of CNTs leads to the tendency to agglomeration. 

Therefore, the dispersion of the nanofiller needs to be ensured, for instance by stirring, sonication 

or calendering. Nonetheless, even at low nano-filler loads, significant mechanical improvements were 

observed [28]. For instance, an increase of fracture energy of epoxy with 1 wt.% filler content of CNTs 

by 25% in mode I (tensile mode) and by 170% mode II (shearing mode) was reported, compared 

to the neat epoxy [29]. Graphene-epoxy nanocomposites show improvements in fracture energy 
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in mode I by ca. 200% [30], 40% in mode II [31] and up to ca. 400%-1600% increase in fatigue life, 

depending on the load applied [32]. Synergistic toughening effects of incorporating both CNTs 

and graphene in epoxy for was also observed [11,33]. Meeuw et al. [34] examined a broad range 

of carbon nanofillers in epoxy resin, including, but not limited to, single- and multiwall CNTs 

and graphene and studied their effects on the rheological, electrical and mechanical properties. They 

observed, that single-wall CNTs gave the greatest increase in electrical conductivity, while providing 

improvement both in mode I and mode II fracture toughness, at the same time keeping the epoxy 

viscosity at levels allowing for effective processing. Notably, all the carbon nanofillers resulted 

in significant increases in mode I fracture toughness, however, contrarily to other studies cited here 

above, decreases in mode II fracture toughness were mostly observed with increased filler loading. 

The latter were attributed to carbon nanofiller particles promoting crack initiation. 

Because the strength of the nanofillers considered is so high, breakage of CNT or of graphene planes is 

far from being the primary failure mode of a nanocomposite. The toughening mechanisms are 

dominated by crack deflection, increased fracture surface area, creation of shear bands, crack pinning 

and bridging [33], all of which become apparent even at small filler content. For graphene, additionally 

graphene layer shearing and separation has been observed as an energy dissipating mechanism [35]. 

At higher weight percentages of nanocarbon in polymers, the mechanical benefits are lost due 

to agglomeration [36,37], leading to voids in the material, which poses a challenge on the way to harness 

the mechanical properties of CNTs and graphene in composites. Nonetheless, the toughness 

improvements of polymers at small filler weight fractions of CNTs dispersed and mixed in matrices 

attracted the applications of CNT fillers in hierarchical composites, exploring synergistic effects 

of the well-established microscale reinforcement by CF and nanoscale reinforcement and toughening 

by CNTs to improve matrix-dominated composite properties. Enhancements in impact and post-impact 

performance were reported [38], 200% increase in impact energy absorption [39], and mode I 

interlaminar fracture toughness of a unidirectional composite (44% improvement at 0.043 wt.% 

of CNTs) [40]; 32% improvement in flexural strength and 33% in interlaminar shear strength was 

observed at 0.025 wt.% of CNTs in woven fabric CF-epoxy composites [36]. In another example, 

at much higher nanocarbon filler loadings (3 wt.%) in woven fabric CF-epoxy composites, increases 

of 80% and 115% in mode I and mode II fracture toughness, respectively, were measured, as an effect 

of CNT addition, whereas incorporation of the graphene nanoplatelets resulted in 153% and 42% 

improvements in mode I and mode II fracture toughness, respectively [41]. At such high filler loadings 

dispersed in epoxy, care needs to be taken to maintain the filler suspension throughout the impregnation 

process, e.g. via frequent sonication and/or mixing [41,42], which limits the applicability at larger 

scales. 

1.2.2. Aligned CNTs – an increase of wettability and filler loading 

High CNT loadings in epoxies are achievable by impregnation of aligned forests of CNTs (A-CNTs) 

[43–46]. A-CNTs are arrays of CNTs aligned parallel to each other, typically achieved by direct growth 

of CNTs on surfaces by catalytic CVD. The alignment arises from a crowding effect during the growth 

when the distances between the tubes are small enough to allow the self-assembly of CNTs into A-

CNTs by steric inter-tube interactions [47]. García et al. [44] demonstrated, that A-CNTs (as-grown 

volume fraction ~1%) are readily wetted by epoxy, leading to void-free composite structures. This effect 

is attributed to the capillary action in A-CNTs. Moreover, even at 20-fold densification of A-CNTs up 

to 20 vol.% prior to epoxy infiltration, no voids in the nanocomposite were observed, even though 

the impregnation was driven solely by capillary forces [48]. This approach allowed for impregnation 

of even millimetre-thick A-CNTs. Hence, A-CNTs are shown to form effective composites 

with thermosets. Capillary force-driven wetting with polymer matrices allows for forming 

nanocomposites at high filler fractions, overcoming the re-agglomeration issues. In a follow-up study, 

García et al. [45] carried out micropillar compression testing of A-CNT-epoxy composites along 
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the CNT alignment axis, obtaining a 220% increase in stiffness at 2 vol.% CNT loads, compared to neat 

epoxy. Notably, A-CNT composites at 2 vol.% of CNTs exhibited a clear stiffness advantage over 

the results for analogous tests on randomly-aligned CNT composites across weight fractions of CNTs 

from 0.1 to 14.3 wt.% (maximum 100% improvement in stiffness), reported by Coleman et al. [49]. 

Bradford et al. reported the tensile strength and modulus of A-CNT-epoxy composites of 400 MPa 

and 25 MPa, respectively, at 27 vol.% of CNTs [50], which are intermediate values between the ones 

characteristic to a typical neat epoxy and CF. Wicks et al. studied the fracture mechanics of A-CNT-

polymer composites. No significant improvement of mode I fracture toughness at crack initiation 

with respect to neat epoxies was observed [51,52], however, a potential for toughening by CNT pull-

out and increase of fracture surface area was shown. Therefore, one needs to keep in mind, that sparse, 

randomly-aligned CNTs are generally more effective for matrix toughening, whereas A-CNTs enhance 

the stiffness and tensile/compression strength of the composite. 

1.3. Carbon nanotubes in hierarchical fibre-reinforced composites 

1.3.1. Advantages of direct carbon nanotube growth on carbon fibre 

The findings described above demonstrate the potential of CNTs for application in hierarchical 

composites as a nanoscale reinforcement working in synergy with the microscale fibre reinforcement. 

The A-CNTs can be used for enhancement of the CF-epoxy interface by forming a nanocomposite 

interphase region between the fibres and the matrix. Numerical studies have revealed, that A-CNTs 

at CF in a composite result in a reduction of radial and shear stresses in the CF-epoxy interphase region 

[53]. Accounting for the fact, that the fibre-matrix interface is the typical failure point of fibre-reinforced 

plastics upon load modes such as shear, compression or bending, reduction of stresses in the CF-matrix 

region is expected to be beneficial to composite mechanical performance [54]. Lv et al. studied 

the effect of CNT alignment on the composite performance at a single fibre level [55]. The A-CNT-

grafted CFs showed significantly higher improvement of interfacial shear strength (IFSS) between CF 

and epoxy (175% greater than unsized CFs), with respect to the improvement observed with tangled 

CNTs (28%). Moreover, the wettability with epoxy was shown to be strictly positively correlated 

with the IFSS improvement and the wetting behaviour was attributed to the alignment of CNTs as well 

as to the increase of surface area by several orders of magnitude due to the presence of CNTs. Lv et al. 

also discuss, that the alignment of the CNTs arises from the steric interactions between the growing 

tubes – they correlate the growth density with CNT alignment. This phenomenon may also be referred 

to as a crowding effect [47,56]. The enhancements in IFSS due to direct growth of CNTs on CF fabrics 

correlated with the increased surface area and improved wetting behaviour have been broadly reported 

in the literature, for instance by Qian et al. for PMMA polymer matrix [13] or by An et al. further 

for epoxy matrices [57]. Increases in tensile strength measured due to the direct growth of CNTs 

on fibres have been reported for unidirectional CF composites in the axial direction [58,59] as well 

as for isotropic short CF composites [60]. Rahmanian et al. [37] studied low filler content composites 

(1 wt.% of short CF and 1 wt.% of CNTs in epoxy), and examined the effect of CNTs grown directly 

on CF, CNTs dispersed in epoxy and both of the above. The tensile strength, stiffness and impact 

resistance of the composites improved in all cases. Moreover, CNTs grown on CF and dispersed 

in epoxy showed a synergistic reinforcement effect. 

1.3.2. Challenges in direct carbon nanotube growth on carbon fibre with chemical vapour 

deposition 

As the reader may have noticed, the above-described mechanical advantages brought into CFRPs 

by CNTs grown on CFs are related mainly to the matrix-dominated properties or properties dominated 

by the fibre-matrix interface. However, it has been reported broadly, that the synthesis process of CNTs 

on CF by CVD is detrimental to fibre mechanical properties. The usually observed drop of the fibre 

tensile strength and modulus have been attributed to dissolution of the iron catalyst used for CNT 
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growth into the CFs [13] or to the embedding of catalyst nanoparticles in the CF [55]. The latter has 

an advantage of strong anchorage of the CNTs in the CFs; however, it comes at a price of impaired 

axial fibre properties. Aiming at the high-performance composites, it is not acceptable to compromise 

on the main CFRP advantage, which is their performance in axial direction. The solubility of carbon 

in iron, being the very effect which makes iron such an effective CNT synthesis catalyst, seems 

to render its use detrimental to the CF substrate in direct CNT growth. This leads to the effect of etching 

of the fibre topmost layer, which – as mentioned earlier – carries most of the fibre load. Moreover, this 

mechanism often leads to the deactivation of the iron catalyst nanoparticles, which results in a sparse 

CNT growth [13] and, as a consequence, lack of CNT alignment, while at lower growth densities 

the steric interactions between the tubes no longer provide preferential normal growth direction. 

1.3.3. Alternative approaches to carbon nanotube-enhanced hierarchical composites 

To circumvent the issues discussed in the previous section and to demonstrate the benefits of the direct 

growth of CNTs on fibres, the process was carried out on other types of fibres, such as on alumina fibres 

[61,62] or silicon carbide fibres [12], which are not susceptible to damage by the iron catalyst 

in the CVD process. The choice of alumina fibres was motivated by the fact, that alumina has been 

shown to be a very effective support for CNT synthesis due to the specifics of the substrate-catalyst 

interactions, which will be discussed in section 1.3.5 of this chapter. Importantly, the works on alumina 

fibres further substantiated the impact of CNT alignment on the impregnation of the fabrics 

with the polymer matrices. While the extraordinarily strong wetting of A-CNTs grown on flat substrates 

is intuitively understandable, impregnation of fabrics with CNTs may raise questions about whether 

the CNTs between the fibres constitute an obstacle to the resin flow, rather than aid it. However, it has 

been demonstrated, that the A-CNTs on the fibres indeed help the impregnation, leading to void-free 

composites [61,62]. Moreover, essentially electrically insulating alumina fibre-epoxy composites were 

rendered conductive by the CNTs [62]. Improvements of mode I interlaminar fracture toughness were 

also observed both for alumina and silicon carbide fibre composites, due to nano-stitching effect 

of CNTs by bridging, CNT pull-out and enhanced surface area of the crack [63]. 

Other attempts to circumvent the issues of CF degradation in the fabrication of CNT-CF hierarchical 

composites avoid direct growth altogether. The simple approach uses CNT-toughened matrices with 

CFs, as discussed in section 1.2.1. Otherwise, A-CNT forests, separately grown on flat substrates, were 

transplanted into the interplay region of the CFRP, leading to an impressive improvement 

in interlaminar fracture toughness: two-fold in mode I and three-fold in mode II [61,64]. Solvent-

spraying of CNTs onto CF fabrics resulted in modest tensile strength and modulus benefits [65] 

and an increase in mode II interlaminar fracture toughness [66]. Dispersing CNTs in the fibre sizing led 

to ~70% increase in the fibre-matrix interface shear strength [67]. 

Recently, Herceg et al. [16,68] presented a novel worth-mentioning approach to CNT-CF-epoxy 

hierarchical composites, which is based on the wet powder impregnation. In short, the process relies 

on preparing a CNT nanocomposite at high CNT loads (up to 20 wt.%) according to the previously 

reported recipe [69], grinding it into a microscale powder, mixing the nanocomposite powder with 

the epoxy matrix and impregnating the CF fabrics. In this approach, one obtains fibre-reinforced 

composites with a matrix inhomogeneously reinforced with CNTs– i.e. regions of high CNT 

concentration corresponding to the nanocomposite powder are present, with neat epoxy in between. 

This unique geometry results in significant enhancement of fracture toughness via multiple crack 

deflection by the CNT-rich regions. This effect was demonstrated by comparing the mode I fracture 

toughness of these hierarchical composites with the ones obtained by a homogeneous dispersion 

of CNTs in the matrix at the same weight fraction, resulting in the 26% advantage of the new approach 

[68]. 
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Another alternative approach, grafting of CNTs onto CF by electrophoretic deposition (EPD) has been 

pursued as well. Its scalability to a continuous process on fibre tows has been demonstrated, which 

makes this approach industrially attractive [70]. CNT EPD on unidirectional CF yielded 100% increase 

in fibre-matrix interface shear strength [71], up to 70% increases in composite shear strength, 90% 

increases in mode I fracture toughness [14,72]. Due to the specifics of the method however, the CNTs 

are deposited flat or in random orientations onto the CF, but still, the mechanical improvements 

achieved by EPD are significant. In this work we are pursuing the goal of exploiting the reinforcement 

potential of CNTs in composites in the off-axis direction to its maximum, as well as the CNT-driven 

wetting enhancement, for both of which the CNT alignment is critical, as discussed for the A-CNT-

epoxy nanocomposites in section 1.2.2.  

1.3.4. Mitigation of carbon fibre damage in carbon nanotube growth 

As discussed in the previous section, we aim at aligned CNTs on carbon fibre surfaces. Radial CNT 

alignment on CF is achievable exclusively through direct growth; therefore, ways to mitigate 

the destructive effect of CNT growth on CF were pursued. Various studies attempted lowering the CNT 

synthesis temperature, hypothesizing that it will reduce the damage, choosing alternative catalysts, 

which might be less harmful to the fibres, or both of the above. The examined catalysts included nickel 

[58,73–76], cobalt [76], palladium [77,78], or alloys of iron with nickel [76], cobalt [76] and copper 

[79], to name a few. The results were encouraging – the synthesis temperature was reduced 

significantly, the fibre tensile properties were largely preserved and moderate mechanical 

improvements of hierarchical composites due to the CNTs grown were noted. However, the CNT 

growth morphology in terms of growth density, alignment and the quality of the grown CNTs generally 

suffered. Clearly, to effectively exploit the potential of the CNTs in hierarchical composites, another 

approach was needed. 

The application of a barrier layer on the carbon fibre appeared as one solution to this problem. The target 

function of the barrier layer was to constitute a barrier against penetration of metal catalyst into 

the fibres and to serve as an effective support to CNT growth. The layer materials examined included 

aluminium [80], aluminium oxide (alumina) [6,57] and silicon oxide (silica) [55,58]. 

In the study of Boroujeni et al., 75 nm of silica and 2 nm of nickel catalyst were sputtered onto 

the fabrics for CVD of CNTs for reinforcement of the interply regions [58]. The silica thickness was 

referred to as a “thermal barrier coating” (TBC), and it was shown to be effective in preserving the on-

axis properties of the composite upon the CNT growth. However, the off-axis properties were shown 

to worsen with the TBC included, which hints that the adhesion between in the new interfaces 

introduced by TBC - the new composite component – might be an issue (interfaces: CF-TBC, TBC-

epoxy or TBC-CNTs). No effect of the silica TBC on the CNT morphology was observed. Contrarily, 

Lv et al. [55] did observe an improvement in grown CNT morphology obtained with the silica coating 

on CF. The silica film was obtained by dip-coating of the fibres in toluene-based solutions 

of tetraethoxysilane and silicon tetrachloride (5 vol.% each), followed by hydrolysis and pyrolysis. 

The barrier coatings were however not conformal and the deterioration of the fibre outer shell 

with metal catalyst nanoparticles was not avoided. Moreover, the thickness of the silica films obtained 

with this method was less than 10 nm. The findings of Lv et al. indicate the importance of the control 

of the barrier layer conformality and thickness at nanoscale level. 

Steiner et al. [6] and An et al. [57] applied an alumina coating of CF fabrics by dip-coating in aluminium 

nitrate salt solution followed by calcination. The fabrics were subsequently dip-coated with the iron 

catalyst by another dip coating in an iron nitrate solution. The results showed, that the alumina coating 

serves well as a barrier against the etching of the CF with the metal catalyst. Moreover, it was confirmed, 

that the alumina film strongly promotes a dense and aligned CNT growth [6,57]. Importantly, Steiner 

et al. [6] also established, that another factor important for preserving the tensile properties of the fibres 
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during the CNT synthesis is keeping the fibres under tension (≥12% of fibre tensile strength). They 

hypothesised, that the tension prevents the thermally-induced mechanochemical restructuring 

of the graphitic CF material, which would otherwise change the proportions of the load-bearing, highly-

ordered graphitic phase within the fibres’ outer shell and the disordered fibre cores. 

1.3.5. Role of the alumina support in the carbon nanotube synthesis 

The functions of the alumina coating of CF as effective support of CNT growth by CVD and as a barrier 

against the destructive penetration of the catalyst into the CF have not been specifically investigated 

from the fundamental point of view, to the best of our knowledge. This section is dedicated 

to the description of the role of the catalyst-support interaction in the context of CNT growth by CVD 

to clarify the motivation of the choice of the system of the alumina layer and iron catalyst. For this 

purpose, let us follow a route from the metal catalyst or catalyst precursor film on the support 

to the growth of aligned CNTs. 

Initially, a film of metal catalyst or catalyst precursor is present on the support. The film may be 

in a form of a continuous coating or in form of particles. At high temperature, under a reducing 

atmosphere, the film gets calcinated under evaporation of gaseous decomposition products and what 

remains gets reduced to a metallic state [81]. For instance, in case of coating with iron nitrate, 

the calcination step leads to formation of iron oxide, which is subsequently reduced to metallic iron 

under reducing, high temperature conditions. 

Due to the size effect, the few nanometre thin film melts even hundreds of degrees below the melting 

temperature of the bulk metal, following the phenomenon referred to as melting point depression [82]. 

The further geometrical evolution of the catalyst is dictated by the wetting behaviour [83], which is 

determined by the surface energies of the support 𝛾S, molten metal 𝛾M and the metal-support interface

𝛾I. The contact angle 𝜃C of the droplets on the support is evaluated based on the Young’s equation [84]

cos 𝜃C =
𝛾S − 𝛾I

𝛾M
. (1.1) 

If the metal-support interface energy 𝛾I was too low, the metal would remain in the form of a continuous

film (𝜃C determined as less than 0 based on equation (1.1)), which is undesirable for CNT growth,

as the growth requires nanosized droplets or nanoparticles. Therefore, the interface surface energy 

needs to be higher, to allow for the droplet formation. This is indeed the case for iron droplets 

on alumina surfaces [83]. The droplets have a certain mobility on the surface, which causes the Ostwald 

ripening [83,85] – the phenomenon, where mobile particles collide and coalesce, favouring the survival 

of larger particles over the small ones and narrowing down the particle size distribution. While for CNT 

growth ideally ~10-20 nm diameter particles are required, the ripening must not proceed towards further 

coalescence of the particles when this size range is reached. A mechanism hindering the surface 

mobility of the particles is therefore desired. 

There have been conflicting reports regarding the interaction of alumina and iron in the context of CNT 

growth. Weak interaction and, consequently, high mobility of droplets has been reported to lead 

to coalescence of iron into large particles ~100 nm in size, unsuitable for CNT growth [86]. Contrarily, 

iron catalyst particles of desired sizes anchored in alumina surfaces have been reported as well [56]. 

As it turns out, the type and morphology of the supporting alumina play a critical role in the process. 

Amama et al. [83] examined various types of the alumina supports, here listed from the lowest 

to the highest catalytic activity resulting: c-cut sapphire, alumina films that were e-beam deposited 

and annealed, deposited by atomic layer deposition (ALD), electron-beam deposited without annealing 

and sputter-deposited. Their results showed, that more amorphous and porous the film is, higher 
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the catalytic activity of deposited iron towards the CNT growth. The imperfections in the alumina film, 

such as grain boundaries and nanopores, absorb the catalyst, leading to the subsurface diffusion of iron. 

This effect causes a localised rapid decrease in the interfacial energy 𝛾I and, consequently,

immobilisation of the catalyst droplets, preventing the undesired continuation of the Ostwald ripening 

[56,83,85,87–89]. Moreover, iron remains strongly bonded with alumina after the solidification [88], 

which is highly relevant for the mechanical anchorage of the CNTs in the support for the application 

in hierarchical composites. 

While according to results of Amama et al. [83], the best catalytic activity is observed for the most 

amorphous and porous alumina films, for which also the degree of subsurface diffusion was second 

largest, we need to keep in mind the other target function of the alumina film critical in our application, 

which is to provide a diffusion barrier against penetration of iron into the underlying CF. ALD alumina 

shows intermediate catalytic activity. The films synthesised with this method are typically amorphous, 

but pinhole-free, which may limit the subsurface diffusion of iron mostly to the grain boundaries, 

with the decreased component of the influence of the nanopores. The porosity of the ALD alumina is 

15%, i.e. between the sapphire (0%) and the sputtered alumina (36%) [83]. Moreover, ALD allows 

for an atomic-level control over the layer thickness on complex geometries, such as of CFs in the form 

of fabrics or tows, considered in our case. Therefore, alumina synthesised using ALD is our choice 

as the barrier layer for CNT synthesis on CF. The depth of the subsurface diffusion of iron 

into the amorphous alumina has been roughly estimated to ~3 nm under CNT growth conditions 

by CVD [83,85], which dictates the order of magnitude of the thickness of the alumina barrier layer 

for achieving the protective effect. 

1.4. Approach to hierarchical composites in this work 

In light of the findings reviewed in section 1.3, the approach to hierarchical composites based on 

alumina-coated CFs and direct growth of aligned CNTs on the CF by CVD was adopted in this work, 

specifically motivated by the following: 

• The aim is to enhance the CF-matrix interface with radially-aligned CNTs. The CNT alignment

is expected to help the impregnation with epoxy by capillary action.

• The above is achievable by direct growth of CNTs by CVD.

• CF tensile properties deteriorate at CVD conditions without the protection layer due to damage

of the CF surfaces by the iron catalyst.

• The approaches attempting to mitigate the fibre damage without any protection layer

by modifying the CVD process (e.g. lower synthesis temperatures, alternative catalysts) lead

to inferior CNT quality, growth density and alignment.

• An alumina support film promotes the desired CNT growth morphology.

• ALD-synthesised alumina is expected to serve both as catalyst support and a diffusion barrier

against the etching of CF in contact the catalyst during CNT synthesis.

• The application of ALD as the coating technique allows for an extremely uniform coating

and an atomically-precise control over the coating thickness.

The previous efforts of our group reported by Vogel et al. [90] have demonstrated the effectiveness 

of the ALD-synthesised alumina film in the preservation of the CF tensile strength upon exposure 

to the CNT growth conditions by CVD. The effect of maintaining the fibre under tension throughout 

the process, suggested previously by Steiner et al. [6], has been confirmed as well. The alumina layer 

thickness sufficient for the CF protection has been established at 12 nm. The following paragraphs 

specify the motivation, knowledge gaps identified and the way they are addressed in subsequent 

chapters. 
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Chapter 2 Protection of carbon fibre with a thin alumina film 

In this chapter answers, we explore the mechanisms governing the protection of the CF by the alumina 

film in the CNT growth process by CVD. Moreover, we investigate mechanisms of migration of the iron 

catalyst into the CF and what morphological changes this process causes in the fibres. 

The morphological changes that occur in the CF shell during the direct growth of CNTs without 

the protective layer have been largely understudied and remained subject to speculation. Moreover, 

the function of the alumina film as a barrier against the diffusion of iron into the CF required a direct 

confirmation. These issues are addressed in a ptychographic X-ray computed tomographic (PXCT) 

study of CFs with- and without the protective alumina film. The PXCT is a nanoscale 3D imaging 

method (in our case, 50 nm resolution was achieved), carried out at a synchrotron beamline. The results 

are additionally confirmed by a complementary scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) 

examination of thin CF slices (~100 nm thick) prepared by focused ion beam milling. 

Chapter 3 Mechanical improvement of the alumina – CF interface 

This chapter tackles the question whether an ozone treatment provides sufficient adhesion between CF 

and the alumina protective layer, which does not deteriorate upon exposure to the high temperature 

conditions of CNT growth by CVD. 

The study of Vogel et al. [90] has shown, that while the protective effect of the alumina film is achieved, 

another challenge arises - the interface shear strength between the CF and the alumina drops at the CNT 

growth conditions. The study of Boroujeni et al. [58] indicated that failure at the additional interfaces, 

which created with the barrier coating, might be an issue. This is clearly unacceptable for application 

in hierarchical composites, therefore means to mitigate this effect needed to be devised. Here, we 

present the enhancement of the CF-alumina interface achieved by modifying the ALD process 

with an ozone treatment, which is expected to promote covalent bonding between the alumina film 

and the CF substrate. The interface shear strength is examined employing single fibre pull-out testing. 

Furthermore, the interface failure surfaces are analysed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

and nanoscale elemental mapping is carried out using energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) 

to elucidate the failure mechanisms and confirm the interface strength enhancement. 

Chapter 4 Optimisation of carbon nanotube growth morphology on carbon fibre fabrics 

In this chapter, we explore the influence of concentration and ageing time of the iron catalyst precursor 

solution on the surface dispersion quality of the catalyst nanoparticle coating. Moreover, we investigate 

whether an aminosilane treatment enhances the coating quality and how the catalyst dispersion quality 

translates to the CNT growth morphology. Ultimately, the question whether the developed catalyst 

coating process apply well to dense, aligned and homogeneous growth of CNTs on surfaces of complex 

geometry, such as carbon fibre fabrics is addressed. 

We aim at a dense, aligned and uniform CNT growth on the CF to harness the reinforcement potential 

of the CNTs to the greatest extend. CNT growth is strictly determined by the catalyst nanoparticles; 

therefore, an appropriate method of coating with the catalyst needs to be considered. For stitching 

of the interply region of the composites with CNTs, a straightforward sputtering of a thin iron film 

onto the alumina-coated CF fabric would be the right choice, as the shadowing effect would result 

in a coating of only the top surfaces of the CF fabrics with the catalyst. In this work, however, 

the nanoscale reinforcement of CF-epoxy interfaces with CNTs within the fibre tows or fabrics is 

targeted; therefore, a recipe for a uniform coating of structures as complex as CFs with the iron catalyst 

needed to be developed. Moreover, the control of the CNT length and alignment in the CVD process 

had to be achieved, so that the CNTs do not occupy too much space between the fibres, allowing 
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to retain the fibre volume fractions typical for industrial composites. We demonstrate a novel method 

of coating with the catalyst precursor by precipitation from iron nitrate solution in isopropanol promoted 

by an aminosilane treatment of alumina-coated surfaces. The temporal evolution of the precipitation 

within the solutions is studied by dynamic light scattering. The iron catalyst nanoparticle coatings are 

examined and quantitatively analysed in terms of surface dispersion quality, areal density 

and nanoparticle size distributions by scanning electron microscopy image analysis. The effectiveness 

of the novel recipe for dense, aligned and homogeneous growth of CNTs on the complex surfaces 

of woven CF fabrics is demonstrated. 

Chapter 5 Theory of gas transport in random fibrous structures 

This chapter presents an analytical description of the diffusion of gas in random fibrous structures in the 

Knudsen regime derived from basic principles. This description gives the background to explore 

the effect of the fibre mat density (fibre length per volume) and average fibre diameter on the gas 

transport. Furthermore, a generalised model to the transition to the viscous gas transport regime 

at higher pressures is presented. 

The growth of CNTs on substrates of as complex geometries as CF fabrics or tows is not a trivial process 

from the perspective of gas transport. It has been shown, that the CNT growth, even on flat substrates, 

is limited by gas diffusion, while the carbon feedstock molecules need to find their way to the catalyst 

nanoparticle located at the CNT base in the base-growth mode [91]. The longer the CNTs, the stronger 

the diffusion limitation effect. We expect it to be even more pronounced when the tortuosity of an inter-

fibre confined space is considered. We believe that the deep understanding of the gas transport will 

allow for optimisation of the CVD process for a uniform CNT growth throughout the CF fibres or tows. 

Alternatively, an accurate model may allow for tailoring the CNT growth rates spatially; for instance 

aiming at longer CNTs on the outer part of the tows with respect to the tow core. The mean free path 

of gas molecules within a CNT forest can potentially be significantly shorter than the mean free path 

in the bulk gas considering the intermolecular collisions only, due to geometrical confinement 

of the flight paths by the walls of CNTs. In cases, when the mean free path within a given confined 

space or structure (usually a pipe or a porous material) is much shorter the mean free path in the bulk 

gas, the gas transport occurs in a Knudsen regime [92]. The Knudsen diffusion is very well described 

in regular porous structures, such as cylindrical pores or trenches. On the other hand, the Knudsen 

diffusivity in the inverse porous structures such as dense CNT forests or arrays of fibres has been 

described mostly by phenomenological, probabilistic or otherwise approximate models. The analytical 

description of the phenomenon from the physical principles, and thus, its fundamental understanding, 

have remained elusive. Here, the Knudsen diffusivity within fibrous structures is analytically described 

from basic physical principles for the first time, along with numerous other gas transport parameters 

specific to this type of structures. A continuous transition from the Knudsen diffusion to the viscous gas 

transport regime is also provided, which becomes important at higher gas pressures, i.e. when the mean 

free paths in the bulk and in the space confined by CNT walls are comparable. The findings are relevant 

in other contexts as well, such as gas-phase functionalisation of the CNTs for enhanced binding with the 

matrix [93], densification of hairy fibres by chemical vapour infiltration [94] and many other 

applications, which are impacted by gas transport in fibrous membranes in general. 

Chapter 6 Atomic layer deposition on porous substrates: from general formulation to fibrous substrates 

and scaling laws 

In this chapter we present a fundamental description of the ALD coating kinetics of arbitrary porous 

structures. From the model, we derive the main physical parameters that influence the single- 

and multicycle ALD coating thickness, and we show how to fundamentally distinguish the reaction- 

and diffusion-limited ALD coating regime. Ultimately, we demonstrate that the gas transport theory 
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in fibrous structures, developed in Chapter 5, allows to accurately predict the ALD coating profile 

on CNT mats. 

The introduced theoretical framework of gas transport in fibrous structures required an experimental 

validation. Naturally, in the context of hierarchical composites and CNT growth on CF tows or fabrics, 

one would consider a multiscale model accounting for macroscale diffusion of carbon precursor 

between the CF tows, microscale diffusion through the tows, nanoscale diffusion between the growing 

CNTs and depletion of the carbon precursor concentration as it feeds the CNT growth. This kind 

of model would be characterised however by a large number of unknown parameters. Given the novelty 

of the theory of gas diffusion developed in Chapter 5, for its validation, a simpler model system needed 

to be considered, to pave the way towards application of the diffusion theory in more complex systems. 

We present a continuum diffusion-reaction model of ALD on forests of CNTs grown on flat substrates, 

which accounts for the diffusion of precursor gas in the fibrous medium of the CNT forests and the self-

limiting surface reaction of the precursors on the CNT surfaces. The model predicts the profile 

of the coating thickness in a multi-cycle ALD experiment. At each cycle, the coated CNT diameter 

grows, which decreases the diffusivity and increases the surface area to coat, both of which have 

an impact on the depth into the fibrous structure which gets coated in a single ALD cycle. The diameter 

profile of the ALD-coated CNT forest is examined by SEM, whereas the surface area – by a Brunauer–

Emmett–Teller (BET) krypton surface adsorption. The experimental results are compared with model 

predictions. The modelling presented in this chapter not only validates the diffusion theory described 

in Chapter 5, but also provides new insights into ALD on porous structures in general with the new 

scaling laws describing the process.
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Chapter 2

Protection of carbon fibre 

with a thin alumina film 

“Each one has to find his peace 

from within. And peace to be real 

must be unaffected by outside 

circumstances.” 

Mahatma Gandhi 

This chapter is based on the published work W. Szmyt, S. Vogel, 

A. Diaz, M. Holler, J. Gobrecht, M. Calame, C. Dransfeld, Carbon.

115 (2017) 347–362.

Wojciech Szmyt contributed to this work with conceptualisation, 

methodology and software for formal data analysis, experimental 

investigations, writing of the original draft and visualisation of the data. 

Samuel Vogel took part in conceptualisation, investigation, writing 

the original draft, project administration and funding acquisition. 

Ana Diaz assisted with the tomography measurements, processed 

the data for tomographic reconstruction, assisted with the development 

and use of software for formal data analysis, investigation, writing 

the original draft as well as with manuscript review. Mirko Holler 

performed the tomography measurements, assisted with the processing 

of the data for ptychographic reconstruction, assisted with manuscript 

review and investigation supervision. Jens Gobrecht provided 

the facilities for CNT growth and he and Michel Calame supported 

the work by reviewing the manuscript and project supervision. 

Clemens Dransfeld participated in conceptualisation, manuscript 

review, carried out project supervision, administration and funding 

acquisition. 
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Abstract 

Composite materials based on carbon fibre (CF) are prone to failure at the fibre-matrix interface upon 

compression or stress transverse to the fibre axis. The direct growth of carbon nanotubes on CF 

constitutes a novel approach to enhance the mechanical properties of the interface. However, 

the challenge is that, during the growth, tensile properties of the fibre are altered due to the diffusion 

effect of iron nanoparticles used in the process, leading to CF surface defect formation. In this work, 

we deliver and discuss an analysis methodology on ptychographic X-ray computed tomography 

(PXCT) images in order to assess the iron nanoparticle abundance within CFs. PXCT provides 50 nm 

- resolved 3D electron density maps of the CFs. We evidence the protective effect of an ultrathin

alumina film against iron infiltration into CF during the CNT growth. This method potentially allows

to evaluate the efficiency of other diffusion-minimizing approaches. The conclusions of the PXCT

examination are validated by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy and scanning transmission electron

microscopy carried out on thin sample slices cut with a focused ion beam. The results provide a new

insight into the mechanical performance of CFs and therefore constitute valuable knowledge

for the development of hierarchical composites.

2.1. Introduction 

Carbon fibre reinforced polymers (CFRP) easily overcome the traditional metal solutions in terms 

of strength- and stiffness-to-mass ratio owing to their extraordinary tensile mechanical properties 

in the fibre direction. The failure of CFRP occurs typically at the fibre-matrix interface upon stress 

in the direction transverse to the CF or compression. Hierarchical composites constitute a novel 

approach to enhance the mechanical properties of the CF-based composites utilizing the direct growth 

of nanoscale carbon nanotubes (CNT) on the surface of the microscale CF with chemical vapour 

deposition (CVD) before the impregnation with the polymer [95]. The CNT CVD growth process is 

typically catalyzed by iron nanoparticles (NPs). The direct CNT growth on the CF is challenged 

by surface defect formation induced by the iron catalyst, leading to strongly altered tensile properties 

of the CF, because the tensile failure of the fibre often originates at a defect [96]. Qian et al. [97] have 

observed homogeneously distributed pits in the surface of a CF after CNT growth and subsequent 

chemical removal of iron. They related this effect directly to the defect-induced strength decrease. They 

have also come to a conclusion that dissolution of iron in CF along with the resulting defect formation 

occurs in the same CVD parameter window, as the efficient CNT growth, which has appeared 

as a challenge. In a later study, Qian et al. [13] have experimentally verified that the strength of CF 

decreases significantly in the process, which supported the previous observations. Zhu et al. [98] have 

attributed the roughening of CF to recrystallisation of CF surface and etching with hydrogen at CNT 

growth temperatures up to 750°C, however they also state a hypothesis that at higher temperatures iron 

NPs diffuse into the CF body and thus get disabled as CNT growth catalyst. Sonoyama et al. [99] have 

tackled the challenge of iron dissolution in CFs and NP deactivation by introducing a novel two-step 

CVD process based on ferrocene, xylene and H2S vapours, hypothesizing that the sulphur absorbed 

by iron minimises the unwanted effects. However, the mechanical properties of such prepared hairy 

fibres have not been examined. Zhang et al. [100] have reported, that at the CVD processing 

temperature of 750°C the tensile properties of the fibres do not change significantly, however this 

reasoning was based on results with unusually large error bars. The preservation of the tensile properties 

in the process is crucial for the hierarchical composites to supersede the classical CFRP, which has been 

recently addressed in ways such as the alternative choice of the catalyst system [76,79], different CVD 

growth reaction mechanism [76], non-covalent fibre functionalisation with polymeric coating [6,75] 

or application of a protective alumina film prior to coating with the catalyst [6,90]. The latter was 

the subject of our recent study where we have shown that the application of a 12 nm thick alumina layer 

as a first processing step preserves the mechanical strength of the fibre during CNT growth [90]. 

For the convenience of the reader, the results are described briefly in Appendix A.1. Degradation 

of high tensile strength carbon fibre coated with 0.1-0.5 μm thick nickel films upon CVD processing 
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conditions has been studied by Warren et al. [101], where the diffusion-controlled carbon dissolution 

in metal and precipitation have been pointed out as the main mechanisms governing the process. The 

diffusion of iron particles into CFs at CVD processing temperatures is not well understood yet. In a 

previous work we presented 3D electron density maps of CF sections with and without alumina 

protective layer with a resolution of about 50 nm [102]. Measurements were done using ptychographic 

X-ray computed tomography (PXCT) [103,104] with a high-resolution instrument [105]. Here, we

introduce a methodology of quantitative assessment of iron NP abundance below the surface of the CF

that overcomes the challenge that the NPs are not resolved in the PXCT measurements. The results

of this novel method of 3D imaging and the unprecedented data analysis approach are confirmed

by means of energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

and scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) carried out on thin transverse slices of CFs cut

with a focused ion beam (FIB). The results prove the protective effect of the thin alumina film against

iron diffusion into CFs.

2.2. Experimental 

The CFs that were used in the experiments were the commercially unsized and oxidative treated type 

of AS4 produced by Hexcel, USA, as used by Steiner et al. [6]. The CFs have been coated with alumina 

of two different thicknesses using the atomic layer deposition (ALD) technique [90,106]. The iron 

catalyst has been deposited with a metal sputtering method on such prepared CFs as well as on a neat 

CF. Afterwards, the CNT growth has been carried out using a CVD technique based on hydrocarbon 

thermal decomposition. The sample preparation was equivalent to the one discussed in our previous 

work [102] and is described in detail in the following section 2.2.1. The EDX elemental characterisation 

and STEM imaging have been performed as a validation of the PXCT results. CF slices of ~100 nm 

thickness were cut using FIB in order to enable a clear identification of the positions of iron NPs 

by STEM for the subsequent analysis. A pristine CF was taken as a control sample. Subsequently, 

the PXCT imaging of the samples has been performed in order to assess the abundance of iron NPs 

within the fibres and thus evaluate the protective effect of the alumina film. Afterwards, EDX elemental 

characterisation and STEM imaging has been performed as a validation of the PXCT results. CF slices 

of ~100 nm thickness were cut using FIB in order to enable a clear identification of the positions of iron 

NPs by STEM for the subsequent analysis. 

2.2.1. Sample preparation 

Initially, the CFs were coated with alumina films using ALD, which is a thin film fabrication technique 

that allows for extremely uniform coating of outer surfaces of samples of virtually any geometric 

complexity while guaranteeing an atomic precision in layer thickness control. This feature 

of the method makes it ideal for a uniform and conformal coating of a CF with a barrier film. Alumina 

has been chosen as the coating material as it is a typical support for CNT growth [107]. The samples 

have undergone a 10-minute ultra violet / ozone treatment before the ALD coating. The coating has 

been carried out using a commercial ALD system Savannah 100 (Cambridge NanoTech, UK). 

The precursors for alumina ALD process were trimethyl aluminium (TMA) and deionised water. 

The process temperature has been set to 225°C. In our previous study the ALD growth rate of alumina 

film has been calibrated by means of ellipsometry of a silicon wafer coated simultaneously alongside 

the CF in the ALD reactor. In the present study we are investigating the protective effect of the 12 nm-

thick alumina film against the iron NP diffusion. Additionally, a film of 500 nm thickness is examined 

being well above the 50 nm resolution of the images obtained in this study.  

The CVD growth of CNTs on a solid substrate requires delivery of a metal catalyst on the surface, 

typically iron. In this study, the surfaces of fibres have been coated with iron catalyst thin film using 

magnetron sputtering. In this method, metal is physically vaporised from a target using an electron beam 

in vacuum. The surface of the sample in the reactor is coated with the metal. The reactor chamber 
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pressure during depositions was 1.2×10-5 mbar. The reactor was kept at room temperature. 

The deposition rate was measured by a quartz balance and was set to 0.5 Å⋅s-1. The deposition rate was 

controlled by adjusting the acceleration voltage of the electron beam prior to opening the shutter. 

The deposition was terminated at 5 nm film thickness by closing the shutter. The fibres were coated 

from two opposite sides in separate processes in order to partially overcome the shadowing effect 

of the technique.  

After the sputtering of the catalyst, the CNT growth was carried out. The CNTs were grown 

on the samples in a custom atmospheric pressure CVD reactor. The samples of carbon fibre were put 

into a 136 mm diameter quartz tube of the CVD oven. The process time was 15 minutes. The growth 

has been carried out at a 750°C temperature. The gases used in the process were ethylene and hydrogen. 

The volumetric flow rate of each gas was 1 L⋅min-1. At this stage of the process, the sputtered iron film 

gets reduced by hydrogen and undergoes transformation into metallic NPs, such that the CNT growth 

can be initiated and continued. 

Ultimately, four different samples were prepared for the further examination. One pristine CF without 

any further treatment was taken as a control. The second sample was sputtered with an iron catalyst 

film of 5 nm nominal thickness and CNT growth was carried out on it. Another two CFs were prepared 

with a protective alumina layer of 12 nm and 500 nm thickness, respectively, prior to catalyst sputtering 

and subsequent CNT growth. The set of the prepared samples is summarised in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1. Summary of carbon fibre samples. 

Sample name alumina ALD iron sputtering CNT growth 

Pristine None None None 

Unprotected None 5 nm Done 

12 nm protected 12 nm 5 nm Done 

500 nm protected 500 nm 5 nm Done 

2.2.2. Single fibre imaging using ptychographic X-ray computed tomography 

X-ray ptychography is a coherent diffraction imaging technique in which the specimen is scanned

across a coherent finite illumination in such a way that adjacent illumination areas partially

overlap [108]. At each scanning position, coherent diffraction patterns are recorded in the far field

and used in phase retrieval algorithms to reconstruct the complex-valued transmissivity of the specimen,

providing an image with both absorption and phase contrast [109]. Many such phase images acquired

at different incidence angles of the specimen with respect to the incoming beam can be then combined

tomographically to yield the 3D electron density distribution within the sample [103].

PXCT measurements were carried out at the cSAXS beamline of the Swiss Light Source at the Paul 

Scherrer Institut in Villigen, Switzerland, with a photon energy of 7 keV. We used a recently developed 

instrument that makes use of laser interferometry for high-accuracy positioning of the specimen 

with respect to the illuminating optics [105]. Details of the experimental setup and data acquisition can 
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be found in Ref. [102], but for the reader’s convenience we describe them briefly in the following 

paragraph. 

The coherent X-ray illumination onto the sample was defined by a Fresnel zone plate made of Au [110] 

with 150 m diameter and 60 nm outer-most zone width, resulting in a focal length of 52.82 mm 

at the X-ray photon energy of 7.00 keV which was used in the experiment. We estimate that a flux 

of about 6.4×108 photons/s was delivered by the Fresnel zone plate. The sample was placed 1 mm 

downstream the focus in such a way that the size of the beam on the sample was about 3 m. Coherent 

diffraction patterns were recorded from the specimen in transmission geometry at different positions 

of the sample following the pattern of a Fermat spiral [111] with an average spacing between scanning 

points of about 0.8 m. Diffraction patterns were recorded with a Pilatus 2M detector with 172 mm 

pixel size [112] placed at 7.355 m from the sample with an acquisition time of 0.1 s for each diffraction 

pattern. We thus estimate a flux density of 1.2×108 photons/m2 incident on the specimen for each 

ptychographic scan. Ptychographic scans were acquired at different angles of the specimen with respect 

to the incoming beam in equal angular steps between 0 and 180°. Due to the inactive areas 

of the detector in the gaps between modules, the detector was translated in both directions perpendicular 

to the beam propagation direction alternating between two positions at consecutive angular steps. 

In the ptychographic reconstructions, each pair of consecutive scans were reconstructed together, 

such that two images were obtained while sharing the same illumination probe, as explained in [113] 

and introduced for tomographic acquisitions in Ref. [105]. 

All samples were measured as described in Ref. [102], except that for the pristine CF 250 projections 

were recorded instead of 375, as the absence of CNTs around the pristine CF yielded a lateral size 

significantly smaller compared to the other samples. We estimate that a dose of 3.4×107 Gy was 

imparted on the pristine specimen and 5.1×107 Gy on all other specimens. This difference in dose has 

basically no effect in the measurements in terms of resolution or radiation damage, as we do not expect 

radiation damage for these specimens. Ptychographic reconstructions were performed using a difference 

map algorithm [114] followed by a maximum likelihood optimisation as a refinement step [115]. 

For the reconstructions we first used an area of 800×800 pixels of the recorded diffraction patterns 

for the pristine CF, obtaining a pixel size of 9.47 nm in the reconstructed images. As it became apparent 

that the resolution of the images was significantly worse, about 50 nm, for the other samples we used 

600×600 pixels of the diffraction patterns, obtaining a pixel size of 12.62 nm. The phase images were 

further corrected for zero and first order terms and registered in the vertical direction as described 

in Ref. [116], and registered in the horizontal direction by tomographic consistency [117] to obtain 3D 

electron density maps. The 3D resolution was estimated to be about 50 nm comparing the Fourier shell 

correlation of two subtomograms with half the number of projections with the half-bit threshold [118]. 

2.2.3. Microscopic and elemental examination of thin carbon fibre slices 

PXCT examination gives a vast amount of spatial information about the sample, being a non-destructive 

imaging method. Additionally, the unprecedented 3D image analysis approach introduced 

and discussed in the further part of the work allows overcoming the challenge that the sizes of iron NPs 

are below the resolution of the imaging method. Considering the magnitude of novelty in using PXCT 

for this purpose, it was decided to validate the results by another method that is well-established. 

Moreover, due to the fact that PXCT gives no information about the elemental composition, this aspect 

needed to be verified as well. The method of our choice for validation is FIB/STEM/EDX examination 

of thin fibre slices, which has been carried out in a Helios NanoLab™ 650 DualBeam™ microscope 

produced by FEI Company, equipped with a gallium ion gun, field-emission electron gun, 

nanomanipulator Omniprobe 200 produced by Oxford Instruments, EDAX X-ray detector produced 

by Oxford Instruments and gas injection system for focused-ion-beam-induced deposition (FIBID) 
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of platinum for precise welding at nanoscale. Two samples were examined: the unprotected one 

and the one protected with the 12 nm alumina film. 

Initially, fibres were mounted horizontally on SEM stubs by a conductive carbon tape and additionally 

welded with a silver paint for increased conductivity and stability. Care was taken to keep the ends 

of fibres loose for convenient further nanomanipulation. The stage was moved to a eucentric position 

in which is the sample plane perpendicular to the ion beam and in an optimum working distance 

with respect to the electron beam being ~4 nm. In such a configuration, ion beam milling is performed 

perpendicularly to the fibre axis and the process can be monitored in-situ by sequential SEM imaging. 

The procedure began with cutting off the loose part of the fibre, see Figure 2.1a. After that, 

a nanomanipulator needle approached the fibre end from a side and was welded to it by platinum FIBID, 

see Figure 2.1b. Subsequently, fibre was cut above the welded point resulting in ~500 nm thick CF 

slice, see Figure 2.1c. The cutting was performed with 30 kV ion acceleration voltage and relatively 

high current in the range of 0.79-2.5 nA. The rectangle scan was chosen as the scanning strategy 

for cutting. Final polishing of the sample was then performed from both sides of each slice in order 

to obtain the desired thickness and to get rid of the most of gallium redeposition that could obscure 

the results, see Figure 2.1d. The polishing was performed at the same acceleration voltage of 30 kV, 

but at a smaller current within the range of 70-200 pA in order to obtain a smooth well-defined surface 

of limited gallium contamination. The scanning strategy for polishing was a sequential line scan 

gradually proceeding towards the desired slice surface. It was ensured, that the scan line proceeded 

to a new position after it had already successfully milled away its target. 

Figure 2.1. SEM images of subsequent steps of FIB cutting procedure of CF slices; (a) loose-end of the fibre cut 

off; (b) nanomanipulator needle welded to CF using focused-ion-beam-deposited platinum; c. relatively thick CF 

slice cut off; (d) thin CF slice after polishing (top view). 

2.3. Results and discussion 

2.3.1. Examination of CNT growth effect by means of scanning electron microscopy 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) has been carried out in order to examine the result of CNT growth 

and to observe the iron NPs on the CF surface using Zeiss Supra VP55 high resolution field emission 

scanning electron microscope. It has been estimated from the SEM image that the iron NP diameters 

fall between 20 and 40 nm, whereas the areal density of the NPs is approximately equal 

to 6×1010 cm-2, see Figure 2.2. Moreover, the CNT morphology exhibits bamboo-shaped structures. 
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Figure 2.2. SEM image of iron NPs (coloured in red for visibility) and CNTs grown on the surface of a CF. 

2.3.2. Assessment of the electron density of the materials present in the samples 

for the purpose of PXCT data analysis 

The theoretical electron density of a material can be calculated using the equation 

𝜚 =
Δ𝑁𝑒

Δ𝑉
=

𝑁A𝑑

𝜇
∑ 𝑁𝑖𝑍𝑖

𝑖

, (2.1) 

where 𝜚 is the electron density, 𝑑 is the mass density of the material, 𝑁A is the Avogadro number, 𝜇 is

the molar mass of a stoichiometric unit of the material, 𝑖 is the index of an element present 

in the material, 𝑁𝑖 is the number of atoms of the 𝑖-th element in a stoichiometric unit of the material

and 𝑍𝑖 is the atomic number of the element. The materials to consider in our case are the bulk of carbon

fibre, iron in NPs assumed to be in a ferrite phase at room temperature, and alumina in the barrier layer. 

The CNTs and iron within CNTs are not considered because these nanostructures are not resolved 

in enough detail in the PXCT electron density maps. Besides, iron within CNTs or CNT morphology 

do not influence fibre strength, contrarily to iron NPs within the CF body, therefore their analysis is 

beyond the scope of this work. Table 2.2 is partially reproduced from our previous work [102] 

and summarises the parameters of the considered materials. Cementite (Fe3C) is added to the table 

of materials as it has been reported in literature that it can at least partially participate as intermediate 

species in the process of iron-catalysed graphitisation of amorphous carbon [119,120]. 

Table 2.2. Properties of the materials considered within this work. The body of the CF is predominantly composed 

of C and N, its stoichiometry is taken as fractional. Densities are given at room temperature. 

Material 
Densitya

/ g cm-3 
Stoichiometry 

Molar mass 

/ g mol-1 

Atomic 

numbers 

Electron 

densityb / Å-3 

alumina 3.00c Al2O3 101.96 13Al, 8O 0.89 

CF 1.79d C0.95N0.05
d 12.11 6C, 7N 0.54 

ferrite 7.88e Fe 55.85 26Fe 2.21 

cementite 7.70f Fe3C 179.55 26Fe, 6C 2.17 

a given at room temperature 
b calculated using equation (2.1). 
c density of alumina ALD film obtained at 177°C by Groner et al. [121] 
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d atomic fractions of the respective elements in the CF composition, calculated using the data 

from the Hexcel©, HexTow® AS4 Carbon Fibre Product Data Sheet [122] 
e calculated using crystallographic data obtained by von Batchelder et al. [123] 
f calculated using crystallographic data obtained by Wood et al. [124] 

For the sake of simplicity, in this work we assume that the NPs are composed of pure iron. 

This assumption does not alter the results significantly, as the difference between the electron densities 

of ferrite and cementite is smaller than 2%. Figure 2.3 presents representative tomographic cross 

sections of the four samples obtained by PXCT. The values in Table 2.2 show that the electron density 

of iron is more than four times greater than that of CF. Therefore it is reasonable to attribute the voxel 

groups of elevated electron density in Figure 2.3b to iron NPs within the unprotected CF. This effect is 

not visible in the other three electron density maps. The 12 nm alumina film is not clearly visible 

in Figure 2.3c, because the thickness of the film is smaller than the PXCT resolution and the electron 

density of the alumina is not more than twice the one of the CF. Instead, only a slightly elevated electron 

density on the CF surface is observed. It is non-trivial to determine how much it is influenced 

by the presence of the alumina or by the iron NPs condensed on the surface. Nonetheless, the high-

density voxels are always on the surface of a CF and never underneath it, which is in agreement with 

the hypothesis of the diffusion-blocking effect of the 12 nm alumina film. A detailed analysis of iron 

NP abundance is carried out in the further part of this work. The 500 nm alumina film is easily resolved 

in the images and such prepared samples exhibit no presence of iron below the CF surface, as shown 

in Figure 2.3d. The electron density of the alumina has been measured to be 0.82 Å-3 which is in a good 

agreement with the corresponding value 0.89 Å-3 form the Table 2.2. 

Figure 2.3. Representative averages over 25 subsequent slices of electron density maps of CFs with a total 

thickness of about 328 nm; (a) pristine carbon fibre control sample; (b) unprotected CF grafted with CNTs 

exhibiting presence of iron NPs below its surface; (c) CF with 12 nm alumina film showing no iron NPs below 

the surface; (d) CF with 500 nm thick alumina film showing no presence of iron below the fibre surface 

2.3.3. Fitting of cylindrical mask to CF for spatial data analysis of 3D PXCT images 

The 3D electron density maps of each sample consist of stacks of equally-spaced 2D slices 

approximately perpendicular to the fibre axis, which is almost parallel to the rotation axis, 𝑧. 

For the sake of generality and greater accuracy, the CFs are assumed to have an elliptical cross section. 

To analyse the data we fit an elliptic cylinder to the CF section with an automated algorithm. This is 

performed the following way: 
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• The largest ellipse which fits inside the CF is sought for each slice. The ellipse is defined by

𝑟(𝜗) = 𝑟0 + (
cos 𝜗0 sin 𝜗0

− sin 𝜗0 cos 𝜗0
) (

𝑎 sin 𝜗
𝑏 cos 𝜗

) , 𝜗 ∈ [0,2𝜋), (2.2) 

where 𝜗 is the angular argument, 𝑟 is the position vector of the ellipse point for the given 𝜗, 𝑟0

is the position vector of the geometric centre of the ellipse, 𝜗0 is the angle of rotation

of the ellipse, 𝑎 and 𝑏 are the ellipse axes, as shown in Figure 2.4. The size parameter 

of the ellipse is defined as 𝑎2 + 𝑏2. The ellipse is considered to be inside the CF if all the voxels

intersected by the ellipse have an electron density not lower than the threshold 0.4 Å-3. 

This value was chosen arbitrarily as smaller than the CF electron density giving the best fitting 

results and it can be adjusted to the needs of a specific case. As a result, the algorithm returns 

a set of parameters for each slice: 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝜗0, 𝑟0.

• The lengths of the axes and the ellipse rotation angle are calculated as mean values of 𝑎, 𝑏

and 𝜗0 from all 2D slices. The centre position is calibrated using a linear fit of 𝑟0 as a function

of the 𝑧 coordinate of each slice.

• The distance from the ellipse edge is assigned to each voxel for the purposes of further spatial

image analysis, which constitutes a so-called distance map.

Figure 2.4. Illustration of the geometric parameters of the fibre orientation and dimensions discussed in section 

2.3.3. The cylinder represents the fibre surface. The 𝑥𝑦 plane is the plane of tomography slices, whereas the 𝑧 axis 

is the axis of rotation. The fibre axis is deviated from 𝑧 by not more than 1∘. 

If the CF axis was significantly deviated from the perpendicular to the map axis 𝑧, it would be necessary 

to account for this deviation in the analysis. However, in practice this angle never deviated from 

the parallel by more than 1°, therefore it was convenient to assume that the fibre axis is perpendicular 

to the slices. Such an approximation introduced a maximum relative systematic error in the 𝑥, 𝑦 

coordinates within each slice of 1/cos(1°)-1≈2×10-4. The corresponding spatial error is estimated 

by multiplication of the nominal radius of the CF of 3.5 μm by the relative error, giving 0.7 nm. 

This value is much smaller than the spatial resolution of about 50 nm, therefore we claim 

that the approximation does not yield a significant error of voxel positions within each slice. However, 

because the distance between the extreme tomography slices is as large as 8.2 μm, the subtle tilt 

of the fibre axis leads to a maximum shift between the CF cross sections of 8.2 μm⋅tan1°≈140 nm, 

which is already significant. Therefore, for the purposes of the analysis, the only necessary 

transformation was the calibration of the centre of the elliptical CF cross sections. Effectively, 

the distances of each voxel from the ellipse edges can be considered as the distances from the cylinder 

wall and a 3D distance map is obtained. 
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2.3.4. Histograms of electron density 

To investigate the presence of iron within the carbon fibre with and without the alumina protection film, 

it is necessary to analyse the electron density distributions. The histograms of voxels from 650 

tomographic slices corresponding to 8.2 μm long fragments of CFs with and without the thin alumina 

film have been prepared as a function of electron density and distance from the CF edge, namely depth 

into the CF, and are shown in Figure 2.5. 

Figure 2.5. Sample without (a) and with (b) a 12 nm thick protective alumina film - surface plots of histograms 

of voxels versus depth into CF and electron density. A high electron density shoulder is visible only 

for the unprotected CF, which is related to presence of iron below its surface. 

Although iron has a nominal electron density of 2.21 Å-3, in the histograms we cannot explicitly resolve 

any high electron density peak that would correspond to such a high value. This is due to the fact that the 

size of the NPs is below the resolution of the 3D image. Physically, iron NP constitutes a highly 

localised spot of elevated electron density with respect to the surrounding body of a CF. Due 

to the resolution limitation, the image of the original physical object is smoothened with a so-called 

point spread function (PSF). Effectively, if the PSF width is comparable to- or greater than the NP 

diameter, the high electron density values are not even present in the images. Instead, in the histogram 

of the unprotected carbon fibre one can notice an effect of a long shoulder reaching elevated electron 

densities up to about 0.9 Å-3 at depths around 0.1 μm. Such an effect was not observed for the protected 

CF or at depths greater than 0.3 μm for the unprotected CF, therefore we reason that it represents 

the abundance of iron NPs. In the following we introduce a methodology that allows investigating 
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the size distribution of NPs as a function of the depth into the CF, despite the fact that they are 

unresolved in the measurement. 

2.3.5. Assessment of the resolution blur from PXCT data 

Although the voxel size is 12.62 nm, the effective resolution of the 3D images acquired by PXCT is 

about 50 nm, limited by the density contrast of the features within the sample and by the dose, 

which limits the maximum angle of the X-rays scattered and measured with sufficient signal-to-noise 

ratio. Besides the voxel size and electron density noise, we include the effect of a PSF which accounts 

for this resolution limit. All three mentioned factors result in the resolution of 50 nm estimated using 

the Fourier shell correlation of two subtomograms with a half-bit threshold as described in [118]. Even 

though the measurement resolution is defined, an explicit form of the point spread function that blurs 

the image in our measurements remains unknown and its estimate is crucial for the further analysis 

of the abundance of the unresolved iron NPs. 

In order to investigate the behaviour of the point spread function in the plane perpendicular 

to the rotation axis, we examined the electron density profile at a well-defined interface between 

the carbon fibre and the 500 nm alumina film. We have evaluated a mean cross section along 650 slices 

and extracted an electron density profile as a function of the depth into the CF. Assuming 

that the interface is locally flat and sharp, one can extract the profile of one-dimensional PSF 

𝑝(𝑥) = ∫ ℎ(𝑥 − 𝜏)PSF(𝜏)d𝜏

∞

−∞

= ∫ PSF(𝜏)dτ

𝑥

−∞

⇒ PSF(𝑥) =
d

d𝑥
𝑝(𝑥), (2.3) 

where 𝑝(𝑥) is the measured edge profile and ℎ(𝑥) is the Heaviside step function. It needs to be pointed 

out that because the PSF is a three-dimensional function, such a way of extracting the PSF does not 

produce an explicit curve, but is rather useful to qualitatively examine the general behaviour 

of the function in the radial direction. The results are shown in Figure 2.6. The profile in the figure has 

been obtained as mean values of electron density of all the voxels of the 3D map that fall spatially 

within the range of depths into the CF between 𝑥𝑖-Δ/4 and 𝑥𝑖+Δ/4, where 𝑖 indexes the points

of the graph and Δ is the PXCT cubic voxel size equal 12.61 nm. The derivative has been calculated 

using a five-point numerical differentiation. The result shows that, although there are ripples visible 

in the PSF, it might be well described with a Gaussian of standard deviation equal to 31.04±0.34 nm. 

The ripples may be neglected since in the case of the barely resolved iron NPs, they generate deviations 

in electron density well below the noise level. 
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Figure 2.6. Electron density profile of the interface between CF and alumina on the sample coated with 500 nm 

alumina (blue dashed line) and its derivative representing the rough estimate of the point spread function in lateral 

direction (black squares) along with the Gaussian curve fit (red solid line). The derivative is scaled in arbitrary 

units and translated to fit in the graph. 

Because of the rotational character of the measurement and tomographic reconstruction procedure, 

an anisotropy of resolution between the radial and the axial direction might appear. In order to estimate 

the axial blur and crosscheck the value of the radial blur, we introduce an approach that relies on analysis 

of features significantly larger than the experimental resolution. In the tomograms of the hairy fibres 

one can notice several ball-shaped structures of diameter ~500 nm of a uniform electron density slightly 

lower than the one of the CF, see Figure 2.7. We have used such features to assess the blur in three 

dimensions assuming that the PSF is estimated by a 3D radial-symmetric Gaussian kernel defined as 

𝐺(𝑟, 𝑧) =
1

(2𝜋)3/2𝜎𝑟
2𝜎𝑧

exp (−
𝑟2

2𝜎𝑟
2 −

𝑧2

2𝜎𝑧
2), (2.4) 

where 𝜎𝑟 and 𝜎𝑧 are the standard deviations of the Gaussian kernel in radial and axial directions,

respectively. Effectively, an anisotropy in PSF between the radial and the axial direction of the blur is 

assumed. 

The method relies on finding a closest reproduction of the experimental map of a given feature using 

an optimisation algorithm finding a minimum of the mean square deviation of a reproduced map from 

the experimental map. The mean square deviation is calculated in the following way:  

i. Thresholding of the experimental map using an electron density threshold 𝜚T resulting in a 3D

binary matrix.

ii. Multiplication of the binary matrix by a defined electron density 𝜚.

iii. Convolution of the matrix with a 3D Gaussian with given 𝜎𝑟 and 𝜎𝑧, resulting in a simulated

map.

iv. Calculation of the mean square deviation of the simulated map from the experimental map.
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Figure 2.7. One of the spherical-shaped features found in an unprotected carbon fibre tomogram used 

for resolution assessment. An isosurface render is shown at an electron density of 0.2 Å-3. 

Effectively, the mean square deviation is a function of 𝜚T, 𝜚, 𝜎𝑟 and 𝜎𝑧 and a minimum of this function

is found using the fminsearch() function implemented in MATLAB and Optimization Toolbox 

Release 2016b, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, United States, relying on the simplex 

search method with 10-4 tolerance of the function value and arguments [125]. Effectively, 𝜚T, 𝜚, 𝜎𝑟

and 𝜎𝑧 constitute a set of the fit parameters. Their initial values were set to 0.2 Å-3, 0.4 Å-3, 30 nm,

25 nm, respectively. The procedure was repeated for 11 extracted features resulting in a set of 11 

corresponding 𝜎𝑟 and 𝜎𝑧 values. Effectively, 𝜎𝑟=31.7±3.5 nm and 𝜎𝑧=26.9±3.2 nm have been obtained,

which represent mean values ± double standard deviation of the obtained value set. One slice 

of a representative feature image and its simulation using the parameters fitted to this particular feature 

is shown in Figure 2.8. 

Figure 2.8. A representative slice of an example reproduction result; (a) the experimental map, (b) the map 

simulated using the resulting parameters after the fit to this particular feature: 𝜎𝑟=30.9 nm, 𝜎𝑧=27.3 nm, 

𝜚T=0.19 Å-3, 𝜚=0.41 Å-3.

There is a good agreement between the estimate of radial component of the blur obtained with this 

method and with the sharp interface profile analysis, which constitutes an ensuring cross-check 

of the blur value. A two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was carried out in order to verify 
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the hypothesis that 𝜎𝑟 and 𝜎𝑧 come from the same distribution. The hypothesis was rejected at a 5%

significance level (𝑝-value equal 6.6×10-6), therefore we can say that the axial-radial anisotropy 

of the blur is significant and an anisotropic Gaussian blur needs to be applied for the following analysis. 

2.3.6. Methodology of assessment of abundance of iron nanoparticles from PXCT 3D images 

In order to assess the amount of iron infused into the CF we have developed a self-consistent algorithm 

that reproduces the experimental electron density distributions in a simulation. We assume that 

the resolution exhibits a Gaussian behaviour, which means that sharp physical features in the images 

are Gaussian-blurred with the radial 𝜎𝑟 and axial 𝜎𝑧 values estimated in section 2.3.5. The measurement

noise is assumed to be Gaussian as well and it is added to the electron density of the voxels after 

the blur. 

Initially, a set of maps of NPs of volumes 𝑣 ranging from 0 to 15×104 nm3 with a Δ𝑣=5×103 nm3 

increment is prepared. The NPs are assumed to be spherical and are defined by a step function 

with values ranging from 0, meaning lack of iron in a given voxel, to 1 meaning 100% of iron 

in the voxel. Each NP is defined on a Cartesian 3D grid with 𝛿=3.155 nm voxel size being 4 times 

smaller than the experimental voxel size Δ. Each electron density map is a cube of volume 𝑉=252.43 nm3 

corresponding to the side equal 8×𝜎𝑟 of the radial component of the blur. The cubic map with a NP

of 𝑣=0 corresponds to a cube of pure carbon fibre material. The electron density maps are numerically 

convolved with a three dimensional Gaussian kernel of radial 𝜎𝑟=31.7 nm and axial 𝜎𝑧=26.9 nm.

Having generated the set of maps of NPs of different sizes blurred with a given Gaussian function, we 

have defined a self-consistent algorithm that finds a distribution of iron NP volumes in the given volume 

of the experimental electron density map by reproducing the experimental electron density histogram 

in the simulation. The algorithm utilizes a random walk of the simulation parameters, namely 

the electron density of the CF 𝜚CF, the rms of the electron density noise and 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑣), which is

the function that constitutes a distribution of NPs with respect to their volume 𝑣 and depth into the CF 

𝑥 that need to be taken in order to produce the simulated electron density histogram resembling 

the experimental one presented in Figure 2.5a. The function is defined as 

d𝑛(𝑥, 𝑣) = 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑣)d𝑥d𝑣, (2.5) 

where d𝑛(𝑥, 𝑣) is equal to the areal density of NPs of volumes (𝑣, 𝑣 + d𝑣) within a slice of volume 

in a range of depths (𝑥, 𝑥 + d𝑥). The distribution is related to the number of voxels being drawn 

randomly from a NP map 

𝑁drawn(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑣𝑗) = [𝑉𝑁H(𝑥𝑖) ⋅ 𝑓(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑣𝑗)Δ𝑣], (2.6) 

where the square bracket represents rounding, 𝑁H(𝑥𝑖) is the number of voxels of the experimental map

taken to produce the histogram for a given 𝑥𝑖. The random draw is done in such a way that all the draws

are independent. In other words the voxels drawn are allowed to repeat. The distribution 𝑓 is kept 

normalised at all times so that the total number of voxels being randomly drawn is equal to 𝑁H(𝑥𝑖)

at each depth 𝑥𝑖 individually. When 𝑓 is found, it can be used to determine the atomic concentration

of iron with respect to the depth into the CF, 

𝑐(𝑥) =
𝑑Fe𝑁A

𝜇Fe
∫ 𝑣𝑓(𝑥, 𝑣)d𝑣

𝑣max 

0

, (2.7) 
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where 𝑑Fe is the mass density of iron, 𝑁A is the Avogadro number, 𝜇Fe is the molar mass of iron, 𝑣max

is the maximum of the discrete mesh of NP volumes. Furthermore, to check how much of iron has 

infused into the CF during the process compared to the sputtered 5 nm iron film, one can calculate 

an equivalent film thickness 

𝑡 ≈ ∫ ∫ 𝑣𝑓(𝑥, 𝑣)

𝑣max 

0

d𝑥d𝑣

𝑥max

0

, (2.8) 

where 𝑡 is the equivalent film thickness, 𝑥max is the maximum depth into the CF taken into

consideration. The approximation in equation (2.8) holds when 𝑥≪inf{𝑎2/𝑏, 𝑏2/𝑎} because it has been

derived assuming that the radius of curvature of the CF surface is much larger than 𝑥. 

The initial values of the simulation parameters are arbitrary and they reflect the further convergence 

efficiency. The initial values of the parameters resulting in relatively fast convergence are listed 

in Table 2.3. In each random walk step the parameters are randomly altered in an arbitrary way. 

In the case of our algorithm, the parameters are multiplied by a log-normally distributed random 

number, Mp, with the location parameter 𝜇=1 and the scale parameter 𝜎p, ensuring that the multiplicator

is always positive and close to 1, 

Mp ∼ ln𝒩(𝜇 = 1, 𝜎p), (2.9) 

where p indexes the fitting parameter. The values of 𝜎p for each parameter taken in our algorithm are

listed in the Table 2.3. 

Table 2.3. Simulation parameters that undergo random walk, their initial values and scale parameters 𝜎p of a log-

normally distributed random variable that multiplies the parameters in each iteration. 

Parameter 𝐩 Initial value 𝝈𝐩 of step

𝜚CF 0.5 Å-3 2.0×10-3 

rms 0.025 Å-3 1.0×10-2 

𝑓 ∝exp (-𝑣/3) 3.5×10-1 

In order to convert the drawn voxels to electron density, we use a scaling function and add noise 

𝜚drawn = (𝜚Fe − 𝜚CF) ⋅ 𝐼 + 𝜚CF + noise, noise ∼ 𝒩(𝜇 = 0, rms) (2.10) 

where 𝜚drawn is the resulting electron density of a given drawn voxel, 𝜚Fe, 𝜚CF are the electron density

of iron and carbon fibre, respectively, 𝐼 is the value of a drawn voxel. A histogram of one range of depths 

(𝑥 − Δ𝑥/2, 𝑥 + Δ𝑥/2) is fitted at a time, where Δ𝑥=20 nm is the depth bin width. In each step all 

the simulation parameters are altered. The new set of parameters is accepted if an optimisation function 

returns a lower value than the previous one. The optimisation function is defined as 

opt =
∑ ((𝐻e(𝑘) − 𝐻s(𝑘))

2
⋅ (𝐻e(𝑘))

−1
)𝑘

∑ (𝐻e(𝑘))
−1

𝑘

, (2.11) 
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where 𝐻e(𝑘) and 𝐻s(𝑘) are the experimental and simulated histogram bins, respectively, of the 𝑘-th

electron density. The optimisation function has a meaning of a weighted average of squares 

of deviations of a simulated histogram from an experimental histogram, where the weights are equal 

to the inverse of the number of counts of the 𝑘-th bin of the experimental histogram. The weights were 

chosen in such a way in order to account for the expected dispersion of the number of counts. It is 

known that if the measurement points are not correlated, the fitting procedure minimfs the uncertainty 

of the parameter estimators when the weights are defined as inverses of variances of each measurement. 

It is assumed that the distribution of counts is Poissonian with mean equal to variance and defined as 𝜆. 

Therefore, since the number of counts 𝐻e(𝑘) is a good estimate of 𝜆, the choice of weight

𝜆-1≈(𝐻e(𝑘))-1 is justified. Only the bins with non-zero number of counts at both histograms are taken

into the convergence evaluation to avoid division by zero. The convergence criterion is arbitrary and we 

have defined it as opt<10-4, which has given a satisfactory convergence of the histograms. 

2.3.7. Results and discussion of nanoparticle abundance assessment from PXCT data 

Figure 2.9 presents an example of histogram fitting results for the depth range between 110 nm 

and 130 nm, where the electron density shoulder is the most pronounced. 

The fitting procedure has been repeated 50 times in order to get the statistical measure of an error. 

Figure 2.9a shows an experimental histogram along with the simulated histogram, whereas Figure 2.9b 

presents the corresponding fitted NP volume distribution 𝑓. Both fitted curves represent the geometric 

mean, whereas the 95% confidence intervals in both cases represent a double geometric standard 

deviation, namely, 

𝑈, 𝐷 = exp (log 𝑋̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ ± 2√(log 𝑋 − log 𝑋̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅)
2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅

), (2.12) 

where 𝑋 is the sample element, 𝑈 and 𝐷 are the upper and lower bounds of the confidence interval, 

respectively, whereas the bar represents a mean value. Geometric statistics has been chosen, since it is 

more representative for the data on logarithmic scale. In Figure 2.9a the lower histogram bins appear 

to have a greater spread. On a logarithmic scale the magnitude of spread corresponds to the relative 

error of measurement. It remains in agreement with the assumption of Poissonian-distributed number 

of bin counts, which has a relative error equal to the inverse of the square root of number of counts. 

Figure 2.10 shows the full distribution 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑣) of iron NPs. It can be seen that at large depths there is 

a sharp peak at volume 𝑣≈0. It is expected, because it corresponds to a vast dominance of pure carbon 

fibre material and it means that barely any NPs of any size are detected at depths larger than 300 nm. 

At the range of depths from 75 nm to 125 nm however, there appears an island of iron NPs of volumes 

~3.5×104 nm3, corresponding to a diameter of 40 nm, whereas in other regions NPs of smaller diameter 

dominate. This result is in good agreement with SEM measurements, one of them shown in Figure 2.2, 

where the NP size has been determined to fall within a range between 20 nm and 40 nm. This agreement 

indicates that the methodology applied for the NP distribution assessment is accurate. 
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Figure 2.9. The result of the fitting procedure; (a) experimental histogram of electron density voxels in the range 

between 110 nm and 130 nm (black open squares) and the simulated curve (red solid line); (b) the corresponding 

NP volume distribution (red solid line). A NP diameter axis corresponding to the volume axis is added at the top 

of the graph. In both cases, the black dashed lines stand for the 95% confidence intervals. 
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Figure 2.10. Iron NP distribution with respect to NP volume and depth into the CF from PXCT data analysis. 

The 2D distribution describes number of NPs per nm3 of NP volume and per μm3 of the sample volume. 

The position of the peak of the distribution is visibly elevated at depths around 100 nm, which reflects the presence 

of NPs of largest size in this region. Colour coding reaches values up to 5×10-3 nm-3μm-3 to emphasise the relevant 

features. 

Figure 2.11 shows a graph of the iron atomic concentration versus depth into the CF calculated using 

equation (2.7). Error bars represent a double standard deviation. From the graph it is clear that there is 

a measurable amount of iron below the surface of CF. The concentration curve is a peak curve 

with the centre at about 100 nm below the CF surface and width of about 150 nm, which is considerably 

larger than the resolution. Therefore it can be reasoned that the NPs have penetrated the CF significantly 

during the CNT growth processing. The iron film thickness equivalent to the amount of iron detected 

within the fibre volume has been evaluated using equation (2.8), obtaining a value 𝑡=5.42±0.31 Å. 

It constitutes a significant fraction of the 5 nm-thick sputtered film (greater than 10%), especially taking 

into account that the 5 nm is merely a peak value, as the sputtering - being a field-of-view coating 

technique - has been performed only from two sides of a fibre and the actual sputtered thickness 

averaged over the CF surface is smaller. It means that not only does the iron cause defects penetrating 

into the CF, but also the penetration itself depletes the total amount of iron that should have been 

physically accessible on the surface for CNT growth and, effectively, the growth efficiency may 

decrease. 
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Figure 2.11. Iron atomic concentration versus depth into the CF calculated from the distribution of iron NPs 

estimated from data extracted from PXCT. 

The observation of iron NPs within the fibre indeed proves the hypothesis that the NP volumetric 

diffusion occurs during a direct growth of CNTs. However, it also raises a question 

why such a phenomenon occurs. It does not seem to be a typical diffusion of iron within the carbon 

fibre, because the material of the NPs seems to be localised instead of being diffusively blurred. 

Therefore we hypothesise that the fundamental mechanism of the phenomenon is the carbon diffusion 

within iron that drives the NP transport within the carbonaceous body of the fibre. This is supported 

by the fact that carbon is soluble in iron and volumetric carbon diffusion through a metallic NP is 

a crucial element of both tip- and root growth of multiwall CNTs [107]. It has been observed that 

the choice of different catalyst systems such as Fe-Cu [79] or Fe-Ni [76] mixtures instead of pure iron 

minimises the etching into carbon. We believe that the methodology of data analysis introduced in this 

work allows for a direct quantitative assessment of the etching in the mentioned systems as well 

as in the ones that will be developed in the future. It can lead to a better fundamental understanding 

of the process and provides a new insight into the process optimisation. 

2.3.8. Validation of PXCT data analysis results by means of scanning transmission electron 

microscopy and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

The results of PXCT imaging data analysis were cross-checked with STEM and EDX. Both have been 

carried out in the Helios NanoLab™ 650 FIB/SEM. Slices of CF samples of ~100 nm thickness 

prepared by FIB cutting were examined. The two critical samples were analysed: the unprotected- and 

12 nm-alumina-protected CF. 

STEM examination has been conducted to confirm the conclusions from PXCT. Bright field (BF) 

images at 30 kV electron acceleration voltage have revealed the positions and shapes of NPs by reduced 

intensity, see Figure 2.12. The resolution of STEM was much higher than that of PXCT and the edges 

of NPs are resolved, therefore a straightforward image analysis can be applied. From the STEM images 

it is clearly seen, that the iron nanoparticles are indeed localised instead of being diffusively blurred, 

which supports the hypothesis of diffusion of iron NPs driven by carbon diffusion through a NP. 

In the case of the unprotected CF, the NPs were present both below and over the CF surface 

in the CNTs, see Figure 2.12a. As expected, the protected CF sample exhibited no presence of NPs 

below its surface, only above it within the grown CNTs, which remains in agreement with the PXCT 

results, see Figure 2.12b. 

Furthermore, the two-dimensional volume-penetration depth distribution has been estimated 

from the STEM data, see Figure 2.13. The particle sizes have been extracted using ImageJ software 

with a built-in particle analysis tool. Prior to particle analysis, the image has been processed in ImageJ 

with background subtraction and thresholding. As a result, the algorithm returns particle areas. 

In the further analysis it is assumed, that the NPs are spherical. Due to a low number of particles 

available for analysis, the distribution has been estimated using a kernel probability density estimation 

function ksdensity() based on the method described in [126] available in MATLAB and Statistics 

and Machine Learning Toolbox Release 2016b, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, 

United States. The default smoothing parameter was chosen, being proven to be optimum for normal 

distributions. Compared to the analogous distribution extracted from PXCT (Figure 2.10), a main 

difference is the appearance of a high peak at volume ~104 nm3 and depth ~75 nm. This volume 

corresponds to NP diameter of ~25 nm, which is half of the resolution of PXCT. It can be explained 

by the fact, that in this region of depths the concentration of small NPs gets very large, as seen in STEM 

images (Figure 2.12a) and there is a high chance that multiple NPs fall as close together as PXCT 

resolution. Therefore the NP agglomerates could have been interpreted by the 3D image analysis 

as a lower quantity of larger NPs. This phenomenon constitutes a limitation of the 3D image analysis 
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methodology developed in this work, as the algorithm assumes that NPs are well separated from each 

other, however it does not significantly alter the total amount of iron estimated as a result. 

This statement is supported by simulations, as discussed in Appendix A.3. 

Figure 2.12. Thin BF STEM images performed on thin CF slices; (a) unprotected fibre; (b) 12 nm-alumina 

protected fibre. We can observe spots of reduced intensity, which correspond to iron NPs. The insets show 

magnifications of the relevant regions; additionally, edges of NPs are shown as extracted using ImageJ, several 

NPs were ignored because of ambiguity due to of overlapping or low contrast. 

Figure 2.13. Nanoparticle volume-penetration depth measurement points from STEM image analysis 

for the unprotected CF (white filled circles) and the corresponding distribution approximated using two-

dimensional kernel density estimation (colourful contour plot); for comparison with Figure 2.10. 

The iron atomic concentration versus depth has been numerically evaluated from the NP volume-

position data, see Figure 2.14. Numerical integration assumed spherical shapes of iron NPs 

and an average CF slice thickness of approximately 100 nm. The data extracted from PXCT is shown 

for comparison. The agreement is well pronounced. The positions of the peak of iron concentration are 

very close and the decay with increasing depth behaves similarly. The spread of the distribution 

from PXCT is noticeably larger, however it can correspond to the NP position uncertainty originating 

from the 50 nm resolution of PXCT. The differences between the two curves of iron atomic 

concentration may also arise from a vast discrepancy of statistical sampling between the two methods. 

The PXCT analysis has been carried out on ~8.2 μm long CF, whereas the STEM only on a ~100 nm 

thick CF slice. Moreover, the thickness of CF slice for STEM is already of the order of magnitude of the 

NP size, therefore a substantial number of NPs could have been cut with a FIB effectively exhibiting 

a smaller diameter than prior to processing. 
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Figure 2.14. NP volume obtained from STEM image analysis (black solid bars), iron atomic concentration 

evaluated from NP volume from STEM data assuming spherical NPs (red solid line) and iron atomic concentration 

extracted from PXCT data for the purpose of comparison (blue dashed line). All data are plotted as a function 

of the depth into the CF  

EDX has been conducted to examine the elemental composition of the specific nanoscale features 

of the samples. The results are treated qualitatively, because quantification is substantially sensitive 

to a precise knowledge of the geometry that is not available in this study. Nonetheless, the results 

provide the information critical to confirm the conclusions obtained with the PXCT analysis. In the case 

of the unprotected CF, EDX has been carried out on three regions of interest (ROIs): the inside 

of the fibre (control) and on two iron NPs below the surface. The largest NPs found in the SEM image 

were examined (diameters 53±2 nm and 40±2 nm of nanoparticle 1 and 2, respectively, see: Figure A.2 

in Appendix A.2). In the case of the protected CF, two ROIs were examined: the inside of the fibre 

(control), and alumina film with no NPs. For EDX a 3 kV acceleration voltage was chosen, which 

allowed to examine all the relevant elements present in the samples. The examination has revealed 

that the NPs are indeed composed of iron and also partially of oxygen. This is concluded from 

the increased intensity of the iron and oxygen peaks for the case of ROIs with NPs in reference 

to the control, see Figure 2.15a. Since the CNT growth has been carried out in a reducing hydrogen 

atmosphere and the NPs are well-embedded within the CF or CNTs, it is possible that iron got oxidised 

in the ambient atmosphere after the FIB cut. As expected, the ROI of the CF with a protective alumina 

film exhibits elevated intensities of aluminium and oxygen peaks, see Figure 2.15b. We note 

that the EDX measurements on these ROIs caused a change in the appearance of these regions 

in the SEM image in Figure A.2 in Appendix A.2, which is discussed therein. 
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Figure 2.15. EDX spectra of the (a) unprotected and (b) 12 nm alumina protected CF at different ROIs: control 

(black dotted line), nanoparticle 1 (blue solid line), nanoparticle 2 (red dashed line), alumina layer (green dash-

dotted line). The nominal positions of X-ray emission peaks are indicated by vertical solid black lines. The insets 

show magnifications of the most relevant peaks. The positions of ROIs corresponding to the spectra in the graph 

(a) are indicated in Figure A.2 in Appendix A.2.

2.3.9. Comparison between the PXCT and the FIB/STEM/EDX approaches 

We have successfully verified the results and conclusions of PXCT data analysis by FIB/STEM/EDX 

investigation. It was only possible thanks to the advantages of the latter approach. The first one is 

the possibility of direct identification of elements as opposed to PXCT, which identifies only average 

local electron density. The other advantages are a high resolution down to several nanometres 

as compared to 50 nm resolution of PXCT and the relatively high availability of the equipment, 

as PXCT is performed on synchrotrons. On the other hand, using PXCT has enabled us to obtain data 

of a high statistical content non-destructively, coming from a large uninterrupted volume of CF that is 

not possible to probe with the other approach. The other reason for us to use PXCT was the simplicity 

of sample preparation. Furthermore, we have developed an algorithm that is able to overcome 

the limitations of the resolution of the PXCT method to a great extent. 

From our experience, we recommend using PXCT on microfibres when a large volume of the fibre 

should be analysed, when a destructive method is unacceptable and especially when the interesting 

features of the samples are at a scale of more than the PXCT resolution. Alternatively, we would 
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recommend the FIB/STEM/EDX approach in the cases when a low information volume is satisfactory, 

when elemental analysis is crucial and if the high resolution is required to resolve fine features 

of the sample. 

2.4. Summary and conclusion 

In this work we introduce a methodology for the assessment of iron NP size distribution within CFs 

based on electron density histograms and successfully apply it. The methodology relies on a self-

consistent algorithm overcoming the obstacle that the NPs are not resolved in the measurement, which 

might be useful in other studies of features of size below the measurement resolution. The data analysis 

shows that, in the case of the unprotected carbon fibre, NPs of diameter around 40 nm are present 

at a depth of about 100 nm below the fibre surface. In the case of a CF protected with a 12 nm alumina 

film prior to growth, we do not observe any presence of iron below the fibre surface. We have verified 

the conclusions of PXCT imaging and data analysis conducting STEM and EDX examination, which 

provided a substantial reassurance both on the PXCT results and on the novel 3D image analysis 

methodology. Therefore, in this work we confirm that such an ultrathin film constitutes a sufficient 

barrier against iron infiltration in the growth process of CNTs on CF, effectively blocking the further 

defect formation. This explains the preservation of mechanical strength observed in our recent study 

[90]. The data analysis methodology can be applied to evaluate the efficiency of other etching-

preventing solutions such as the ones introduced in Refs. [76,79] or in future methods. We state 

a hypothesis that the transport of NPs within the bulk of CFs is driven by diffusion of carbon through 

each NP, which is why the NPs retain the integrity instead of getting diffusively dissolved in the body 

of CF. The results obtained improve the understanding of the mechanical properties of carbon fibres 

after processing and constitute a significant step in the development of hierarchical composites. 
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Chapter 3

Mechanical improvement 

of the alumina – CF interface 

“Obstacles cannot crush me; 

every obstacle yields to stern resolve.” 

Leonardo da Vinci 
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Abstract 

We aim to synthesise carbon nanotubes (CNTs) on carbon fibre (CF) to obtain a hierarchical composite 

of improved mechanical performance as compared to classical CF-based composites. A 12 nm thick 

aluminium oxide film applied by atomic layer deposition (ALD) provides protection of the CF 

from deterioration during CNT growth in a chemical vapour deposition (CVD) process. However, 

the adhesion of alumina to CF, grown in a classical water/trimethylaluminium ALD is severely 

diminishing during CNT growth, as detected by interface shear strength (IFSS) measurements. 

In our approach to improve the CF-alumina adhesion, we employed a pre-treatment of the CF 

with ozone and entirely replaced water with ozone in the ALD process, to promote the covalent bonding 

of the alumina to the CF surface. The current results show a new perspective in achieving the CNT 

synthesis on the CF while successfully mitigating its detrimental effects on the fibre mechanical 

properties. 

3.1. Introduction 

Modern high-performance structural parts are often made of carbon fibre (CF)-reinforced plastics due 

to their excellent mechanical properties and low weight. Their mechanical advantages are well-

pronounced mainly in the fibre direction, dominated by the CF properties. However, in the direction 

perpendicular to the fibre or upon shear loading, the mechanical performance is significantly weaker, 

governed by the properties of the polymer matrix and fibre-matrix interface in particular. 

We aim to significantly enhance the fibre-matrix interface by synthesizing carbon nanotubes (CNTs) 

directly on the surface of the CF, thus creating a hierarchical composite (see: Figure 3.1). The CNTs 

exhibit outstanding mechanical properties, which makes them a great choice for the nanoscale 

reinforcement. We are synthesizing CNTs directly on the CF in an aligned and dense manner. 

This approach results in the higher load and alignment of CNTs in the matrix between the fibres 

as compared to other approaches, e.g. CNT dispersion in the matrix or grafting of CNTs onto CF using 

electrophoresis [95]. Moreover, owing to the outstanding heat- and electrical conductivity of the CNTs, 

the incorporation of CNTs in the matrix results in a significant increase in the conductivities 

of the composite [95] desirable in many applications. 

There are many challenges in the development of the hierarchical composite. It has been shown, 

that in the chemical vapour deposition (CVD) process of CNT synthesis, the CF mechanical properties 

are severely deteriorated [100]. We have identified that the migration of the iron catalyst nanoparticles 

into CF in is a phenomenon significantly contributing to this process. We have also established 

that a 12 nm thick aluminium oxide film provides a sufficient diffusion barrier, ensuring the protection 

of the CF in the harsh CVD conditions [90,127]. We have however found that the adhesion 

of the alumina to the CF, measured as interfacial shear strength (IFSS), diminishes substantially 

at the high-temperature CNT synthesis conditions [90]. This issue is addressed in this study. 

To ensure a good adhesion of the protective alumina film to the CF, we developed a process that results 

in covalent bonding between the film and the fibre. For this purpose, we modified the atomic layer 

deposition (ALD) process used to coat the CF with alumina. In the classical ALD alumina film 

synthesis, one alternately exposes the substrates to vapours of water and trimethylaluminium (TMA), 

forming an extremely uniform layer of aluminium oxide with atomic precision control of thickness. 

This process is referred to as “TMA+H2O” in this work. In the new approach, we employed a pre-

treatment of CF with ozone and we entirely replaced water with ozone in the ALD process in order 

to promote the covalent bonding not only at defect sites of the graphitic CF surface, but also uniformly 

over its entire surface. In this work, we are referring to this ALD configuration as “TMA+O3”.
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So far, we have been testing the IFSS between alumina and CFs by means of single fibre fragmentation 

tests as described earlier [90]. In this study, we employed a different micromechanical testing approach 

- the single fibre pull-out test. We found it to be vastly more efficient with large sample sets

when an automated embedding and testing system is employed (FIMATEST by Textechno Herbert

Stein GmbH & Co. KG, Germany [128]). In order to elucidate the particular mechanisms of failure,

the pulled-out fibre tips were analysed by means of scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy-

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX).

Figure 3.1. Schematic illustration of the scales of the hierarchical composite; a. atomic scale, where the chemical 

bonds between the constituents are considered – the CF-alumina interface is illustrated; b. nanoscale, where 

the formation of catalyst nanoparticles and, subsequently, CNTs takes place; c. microscale, where impregnation 

of the CNT-grafted CFs with epoxy occurs. 

3.2. Experimental 

3.2.1. Sample preparation and processing 

Single PAN-based unsized CFs (HexTow® 12k AS4 by Hexcel®) of ca. 110 cm length and of 7.1 μm 

diameter were carefully separated from the continuous tow and wound around 65 mm × 65 mm quartz 

frames for further processing (see: Figure 3.2a). During the winding, the fibres were kept under tension 

of 0.9 GPa (20% of the ultimate fibre tensile strength) provided by a 3.6 g weight attached to the free 

fibre end while winding. The CFs were stabilised on the quartz frames with a ceramic adhesive that 

sustains temperatures up to 1400 °C. The fibres were afterwards heat-treated in air for 2 h at 400 °C 

in order to burn off any possible residues of sizing or other impurities and underwent 10 min room-

temperature UV-ozone cleaning in air. Subsequently, ALD coating with alumina was done at two 

different configurations (TMA+H2O and TMA+O3). Alumina-coated CFs were afterwards heat-treated 

at various temperatures in a CVD furnace under inert atmosphere of argon to mimic the high 
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temperature conditions of CNT growth, but omitting the exposure to reactive gases. Such prepared 

single CFs were then subjected to pull-out testing in order to mechanically examine the CF-alumina 

interface. The failures of CF interfaces were ultimately examined by SEM. An analogous treatment was 

applied to the substrates used for the subsequent CNT growth, which were ca. 15 mm × 20 mm pieces 

of PAN-based 0°-90° CF woven fabric and to 10 mm × 10 mm silicon wafer pieces with 100 nm 

thermal oxide, see: Figure 3.2b. Table 3.1 summarises the sample processing. 

Table 3.1. Summary of the sample processing. 

Purpose Examination of CF-

alumina interface 

Demonstration of CNT growth on alumina-coated 

silicon wafer and on alumina-coated CF fabric 

Sample type PAN-based single 

continuous CF wound on a 

quartz frame 

Si wafer with ~100 nm 

thermal oxide 

PAN-based 0°-90° 

CF woven fabric 

Processing 

steps 

2 h at 400 °C in air Isopropanol rinsing in 

ultrasound 

2 h at 400 °C in air 

10 min UV-ozone cleaning 10 min UV-ozone cleaning 

Alumina ALD, 

2 variants: TMA+H2O, 

TMA+O3 

Alumina ALD, 

1 variant: TMA+O3 

15 min at temperatures in 

range 400 °C-750 °C in Ar 

CNT growth catalyst coating, 

CNT CVD at 725 °C 

Examination Pull-out test, SEM, EDX SEM 

Figure 3.2. Three types of samples analysed in this study: a) continuous CF wound around a quartz frame under 

tension, stabilised by adhesive tape. The fibre is barely visible with naked due to its small diameter of 7.1 μm, 

however a bright reflection of light from its surface allows to distinguish its position; b) silicon pieces and CF 

woven pieces coated with CNT growth catalyst – such samples were placed on a silicon wafer supports during 

CVD. 

3.2.2. Atomic layer deposition 

The alumina ALD was carried out in a commercial Cambridge NanoTech Inc. Savannah 100 reactor. 

All gases used in the system were of purity class 6.0, all liquid precursors were ALD-grade (Sigma 

Aldrich). The aluminium precursor was TMA. The oxidants were either ultrapure water or ozone 

delivered by an ozone generator OL80F (OzoneLabTM Instruments) that used a feed of oxygen. Nitrogen 

was used as a carrier gas, which was constantly fed at 20 sccm throughout the synthesis. The reactor 

temperature was 225 °C, at base pressure of 48 Pa. In each deposition, the ALD consisted of 100 coating 

cycles resulting in a 12 nm thick alumina film [90]. In the TMA+O3 ALD process, the ozone exposure 
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was carried out as a first processing step in the ALD reactor. The TMA+H2O and TMA+O3 ALD 

programs are summarised in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2. Summary of ALD programs for alumina synthesis. 

ALD variant TMA+H2O TMA+O3 

Ozone exposure - (0.1 s O3 pulse, 1 s wait)×30 

Nitrogen purging - 40 s wait 

Alumina synthesis 
(0.15 s TMA pulse, 40 s wait, 0.1 s 

H2O pulse, 40 s wait)×100 

(0.15 s TMA pulse, 40 s wait, 0.1 s O3 

pulse, 40 s wait)×100 

3.2.3. Heat treatment under inert atmosphere 

The heat treatment process was performed in a CVD reactor custom-made for the purpose of CNT 

synthesis. The reactor chamber is a quartz tube of 13.6 cm inner diameter. Argon (Ar, purity class 6.0) 

is delivered at one end of the quartz tube. 

The continuous single fibre samples wound on quartz frames (Figure 3.2a) were put on quartz stands 

and inserted into the reactor chamber. The system was then purged with 3 L/min of Ar for 10 min. 

Afterwards the heating from the room temperature to the set temperature was started, which takes 

~10 min. The samples were kept at these conditions for 20 min. The oven cooldown to 200 °C takes 

about 2h, followed by sample extraction. 

3.2.4. Single fibre pull-out test 

The fibre-matrix IFSS was examined on the single fibre level using the single fibre pull-out test 

by means of the semi-automatic FIMATEST system by Textechno H. Stein GmbH & Co. KG, 

Germany. The system is comprised of the FIMABOND embedding station and the FAVIMAT testing 

station equipped with the specialised fibre pull-out device. More detailed information on the system 

itself can be found in the literature [128,129], while here we focus on describing our specific procedure 

parameters. 

For embedding, the fibre is inserted into a nozzle under air suction, which stabilises the fibre 

in the nozzle and keeps it straight, see Figure 3.3a. The fibre is trimmed to stick out by few millimetres. 

A crucible is placed on a heater in the embedding chamber and a droplet of epoxy matrix. We used 

a low viscosity, hot-curing epoxy system composed of Araldite® LY 564 epoxy (85 wt.% of Bisphenol 

A diglycidyl ether and 15 wt.% 1,4-Butanediol diglycidyl ether, which acts as a reactive diluent) 

and Aradur® 2954 hardener, (cycloaliphatic polyamine), both form, Huntsman, US. A droplet 

of the resin mix is delivered into the crucible (Figure 3.3b), which is heated up to 70 °C in 1 min 

to decrease the mix viscosity. The fibre is then positioned over the middle of the droplet lowered 

to contact the matrix (Figure 3.3d). The positioning process takes ~2 min. The embedding proceeds 

at 200 μm/min down to the set depth of 60 μm. Afterwards, the temperature is increased to 120 °C 

in 1 min and held constant for 10 min, which is enough to reach the gelation point of the matrix. 

Afterwards, the system is cooled down to 30 °C, the sample is extracted, put on a hot plate at 130 °C 

for 2 h for post-curing and cooled down to room temperature. According to a cure kinetic model 

established for this particular epoxy system [130], the degree of cure of the epoxy is over 95% after 

this treatment. Such prepared samples are ready for the pull-out test. We prepared 6-10 samples for each 

IFSS data point, which provided enough statistics for conclusive results. 
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The pull-out testing has been carried out at the following configuration: the load cell of maximum force 

of 210 cN was installed, the pull-out speed was set to 100 µm/min. The software provided by Textechno 

evaluates the following quantities describing the mechanical performance of the interface: critical 

interfacial energy release rate, apparent IFSS, local IFSS, interfacial frictional stress, debonding work 

and pull-out work. The quantities mentioned above were evaluated based on the parameters extracted 

from the pull-out force-displacement curves, as shown in Figure 3.4, and analysed using the theoretical 

framework described and discussed in literature [131–133]. While we were focusing on the stress-

controlled debonding, the comparison of the mechanical performance of our samples is based 

on the value of the local IFSS. This way, we avoided the influence of the friction and scale effects 

on the measured IFSS value (no averaging or apparent behaviour) [131]. The exact procedure 

of evaluation of the local IFSS is explained in literature [131,133]; in short, the value of the local IFSS 

is determined to the largest extend by the debonding force 𝐹d, indicated in Figure 3.4. 𝐹d is the force

at which a major change of slope of the force-displacement curve is observed, which reflects 

the initiation of the interface crack. 

Figure 3.3. Single fibre pull-out test sample preparation in FIMABOND system – embedding phase; a – picture 

of the embedding chamber, b – epoxy droplet in a crucible heating up, c – fibre approaching the middle 

of the droplet, d – fibre-matrix contact, embedding at a desired length. 

Figure 3.4. Typical force-displacement curve recorded during a single fibre pull-out test. The parameters extracted 

from the curve are indicated. Graph redrawn based on a figure in the work of Mäder et al. [129]. 
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3.2.5. Scanning electron microscopy and Energy-Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

The topographic qualitative imaging of the pull-out failure surfaces was carried out in a Hitachi S-4800 

high-resolution SEM equipped with a cold field emission gun. The working distance was kept at ~5 mm, 

acceleration voltage was set to 5 kV. In the imaging, a secondary electron detector was used. The further 

elemental characterisation was done using the Hitachi Regulus 8230 SEM at 5 kV acceleration voltage, 

equipped with a cold field emission gun and a large area (100 mm2) Ultim® Extreme silicon drift 

windowless EDX detector by Oxford Instruments. 

3.3. Results and discussion 

3.3.1. Interface shear strength 

The results of the mechanical testing of the fibre-matrix interface are summarised in Figure 3.5. 

It is of note that the error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals of the mean value obtained 

by a bootstrap method described in more detail in [134]. This method is advised for an accurate 

evaluation of distributions of statistical estimators given small number of samples [135], like in the case 

of this study. 

Figure 3.5. IFSS measured by pull-out tests of alumina-coated CF in two different ALD configurations: classical 

TMA+H2O and TMA+O3, after heat treatment under inert atmosphere of Ar in the CVD furnace. The dashed line 

represents the 95% confidence interval of the IFSS between pristine fibre and the matrix. Error bars represent 

95% confidence intervals obtained by a bootstrap method. 

The available data indicates that there is a declining trend of the IFSS at increasing heat treatment 

temperatures for the CFs coated with aluminium oxide with the classical TMA + H2O ALD (blue open 

squares in Figure 3.5). This observation is in agreement with our previous findings from single fibre 

fragmentation testing [90], which constitutes a confirmation, that the alumina-CF interface degrades 

upon exposure to thermal treatment equivalent to the CNT growth conditions by CVD. The sample 

corresponding to the datapoint at 225 °C did not undergo heat treatment other than during the ALD 

process, which itself is carried out at 225 °C. 

Our new approach of pre-treatment of the CF with ozone and replacing water with ozone entirely 

in the ALD process (TMA + O3) was hypothesised to i) improve on the thermomechanical stability 

of the interface as compared to TMA+H2O and ii) to retain the IFSS at the level of interface between 

the matrix and pristine fibre. The experimental data is clearly confirming that the both hypotheses. 

Hence, we conclude, that with the TMA+O3 ALD approach, the CF is protected by the alumina film 
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against the harsh CVD conditions, while the mechanical properties of alumina-CF interface 

are preserved and will not constitute a weak spot of the hierarchical composite ultimately aimed for. 

3.3.2. CF-epoxy interface failure analysis 

The CF tips after pull-out tests were examined with SEM, see Figure 3.6. The secondary electron 

contrast in the SEM images is indicating that the sample TMA+H2O heat treated at 600 °C has two 

distinct types of surfaces. Because of the fact, that alumina is an insulator, it tends to give higher 

secondary electron contrast due to charging effects. Apparently, parts of the alumina film were 

peeled off in the course of the pull-out test. This means, that the alumina-CF interface failed on a large 

fraction of the embedded surface. The sample TMA+O3 heat treated at 750 °C however does not exhibit 

this kind of feature; i.e. the alumina film remained on the CF surface and the failure had occurred 

at the alumina-resin interface. 

Figure 3.6. Interface failure analysis by SEM imaging of the typical fibre tips after pull-out test ALD configuration 

and heat treatment temperatures are noted on the in the figure. 

In order to confirm the findings from the secondary electron imaging, we carried out elemental analysis 

of the interface fracture features. Spot EDX spectra collected for relevant points of the samples are 

presented in Figure 3.7, where the emission lines of relevant elements are denoted. The small-intensity 

peaks around 1 keV might correspond to impurities and secondary excitations in the SEM chamber, 

therefore they remain unattributed1. For the TMA+H2O CF sample heat treated at 600 °C, spot spectra 

were collected on the bright- and dark contrast surface areas, shown in Figure 3.7a. Aluminium is indeed 

identified on the bright contrast spot, and a complete lack thereof on the dark contrast spot, judging 

primarily from the Al Kα1,2 X-ray emission line intensity. Although the Al Kβ1 is technically present 

in the spectrum, it is less intense than the Al Kα1,2 double line and it is not resolvable from it in this 

measurement. The oxygen signal, O Kα1, is also stronger for the bright patch, which remains 

in agreement with the presence of the surface oxide. Expectedly, the signals originating 

from the underlying CF do not show significant difference (the C Kα1 from carbon and the N Kα1 

from the nitrogen, the primary impurity in the PAN CF). The sample TMA+O3 heat treated at 750 °C 

expectedly shows consistent presence of aluminium across the pull-out interface as well as above 

the embedding line (see: Figure 3.7b), which further confirms the fact, that the aluminium oxide coating 

indeed remains firmly adhered on the fibre after the pull-out. 

1 One peak may correspond to sodium, which is a typical trace impurity in the CF [136] with the Kα12 and Kβ1 

lines at 1.04 and 1.07 keV, respectively. The other peak corresponds well to copper with Lα12 and Lβ1 at 0.93 

and 0.95 keV, respectively, which might originate from secondary excitations within the SEM chamber. 
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To further show, that the bright patches of the CF correspond to the alumina film, an EDX line scan 

and mapping and were performed. The line scan was carried out across the edge of the apparently peeled 

alumina film, and the results do expectedly show a clear drop in both the aluminium and the oxygen 

signal, see Figure 3.8. In the EDX maps, the colour intensity corresponds to the intensity of the emission 

line considered, normalised to the maximum detected value, see: Figure 3.9. We considered the relevant 

emission lines which are present in the sample: C Kα1, N Kα1, O Kα1, and Al Kα1,2. The Si lines were 

ignored, as they originated from the silicon substrates on which the CFs were placed for imaging. 

The EDX maps show consistently high aluminium and oxygen signal on the bright patches of CF, both 

in overview maps and detail maps, Figure 3.9a and b, respectively. Notably, the slight decrease 

of carbon signal can also be noticed on the same regions, which is attributed to attenuation 

of the impinging electrons and of the induced X-rays in the thin aluminium oxide film. 

Figure 3.7. Spot X-ray fluorescence spectra collected by EDX; a) spots on the bright and dark areas of the pulled-

out surface of the TMA+H2O CF sample heat treated at 600 °C, b) spectra along the fibre TMA+O3 heat treated 

at 750 °C. Spot analysis locations are indicated in the inset SEM images. 

An interesting observation can be made from the EDX elemental mapping shown in Figure 3.9. 

The X-ray contrast of the carbon, nitrogen and oxygen lines shows a topography shadowing effect, 

whereas the aluminium signal does not – the latter even exhibits an enhancement on both the CF edges. 

This effect is attributed to two factors. First, the geometrical factor is that the alumina is present only 

on the surface, whereas the underlying CF constitutes the bulk, which affects the X-ray information 

depth. The other factor is that the Al K lines are more energetic than the C, N and O K lines, and as such 
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they have a higher penetration depth in the material of CF, practically to the level of transparency, 

whereas the C, N and O lines get more attenuated in the CF. The enhancement of the aluminium signal 

on the CF edges comes from the fact, that for these sample points the films are inclined with respect 

to the impinging electron beam, and, consequently, a larger number of aluminium atoms falls within 

the excitation range and emit the characteristic X-rays. 

Figure 3.8. EDX line scan over the edge of film partially peeled off from the CF; a) normalised relative intensities. 

The continuous lines are gaussian-smoothing of the data, prepared to guide the eye (the standard deviation 

of the gaussian equals 170 nm); b) the location of the line scan indicated in the corresponding SEM image. 

The central region in the image appears darker because of the carbon contamination due from the prior imaging. 

Figure 3.9. EDX mapping of the elements found in the sample based on the C Kα1, N Kα1, O Kα1, and Al Kα1,2 

X-ray emission line intensities. SEM image and EDX maps of the entire fibre pull-out surface overview are shown 

in a). The red box in the SEM image indicates the location of the maps collected at higher magnification, shown 

in b). 
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3.4. CNT growth 

Having established a thermomechanically stable alumina interface we were aiming for a CF-CNT-

epoxy based hierarchical composite. Here, we are showing the example results of CNT syntheses 

that we found to be reproducible and applicable to alumina-coated surfaces. The substrates may be flat, 

like Si wafers, or complex, like CF woven fabrics. For a homogeneous CNT growth, it is critical to coat 

the surface uniformly with a thin film of catalyst. Prior to the catalyst coating, the samples were coated 

with Al2O3 using the TMA+O3 process. We developed a method of catalyst coating that relies on surface 

functionalisation with amine groups, which subsequently facilitates the uniform precipitation of catalyst 

precursor from an iron salt solution, as described in detail in Chapter 4 of this work. The CVD of CNTs 

was performed at 725 °C in a similar way as described in our previous work [127]. The SEM images 

of the preliminary growth results are given in Figure 3.10. Figure 3.10a shows an overview image 

of a grown CNT forest, part of which was scratched off with a razor blade in order to expose the cross 

section. The growth is remarkably homogeneous. The higher magnification images Figure 3.10b,c 

qualitatively indicate a high apparent degree of CNT alignment and high areal density of the CNT 

forests on the Si substrate. The images in Figure 3.10d-f demonstrate the homogeneous CNT growth 

obtained on the CF woven. A high areal density and alignment of CNTs is preserved when the technique 

is applied to as complex substrates as CF at growth length extending over several micrometres.  

Figure 3.10. SEM imaging of preliminary CNT growth results on a flat substrate of Si wafer (images a-c) 

and on complex surface of CF (images d-f) at increasing magnifications (top to bottom). 

3.5. Conclusions and outlook 

The presented results show a new perspective on achieving the CNT synthesis on CFs 

while successfully mitigating the detrimental effects on the fibre mechanical properties in the process. 

The 12 nm thick alumina film protects the fibre under the CVD conditions and we have developed 

a method that allows to preserve the CF-alumina IFSS. As a consequence, the CF-alumina interface 

shear strength will no longer constitute a weak spot of the composite after the CNT growth at elevated 

temperatures. Moreover, we have presented the CNT growth of high degree of apparent alignment 

and density. The CVD parameters still need to be optimised for the desired length of the CNTs 

and the influence of CNTs on the fibre-matrix IFSS remains yet to be tested. The findings of this study 
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constitute a significant step in the close investigation and development of hierarchical fibre 

architectures in polymer matrices. 
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Abstract 

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are commonly synthesised by various methods, including arc discharge, laser 

ablation, plasma torch and chemical vapour deposition (CVD). The CVD technique allows for growth 

of CNTs attached with one end to the substrate in dense arrays. When the process is carried out 

on the carbon fibre (CF) substrates, one obtains so-called fuzzy fibres. This type of geometry results 

in enhancements of fibre-matrix interface mechanical properties by CNTs in fibre-reinforced polymer 

composites. High CNT growth density, alignment and homogeneity are desired for maximising 

the benefits to the mechanical properties, wetting of the fabrics with epoxy matrices and thermal- 

and electrical conductivity, particularly in the off-plane direction. However, obtaining such 

a morphology of CNT arrays on CFs has been posing a challenge. CNTs synthesised directly on CF are 

often sparse, tangled and grown inhomogeneously. The morphology of CNT arrays synthesised 

by chemical vapour deposition (CVD) is strictly determined by the dispersion of the catalyst 

nanoparticles (typically iron) on the substrate surface. The difficulties in CNT growth on CFs for fuzzy-

fibre composites arise to a large extend due to adverse catalyst-CF interactions, leading to catalyst 

deactivation, agglomeration or catalyst-induced fibre damage. In this work, we present a new strategy 

of coating with iron catalyst for a homogeneous, dense and aligned CNT growth on substrates 

as complex as CF fabrics. The substrates are initially coated with a 12 nm thin alumina film by atomic 

layer deposition (ALD), which we showed previously to serve well as a protection of the CF in the harsh 

CVD conditions (Chapter 2) and to adhere well to the CF (Chapter 3). Subsequently, the substrates are 

treated with a (3-aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane solution in ethanol (aminosilane treatment), followed 

by an immersion in iron nitrate solution in isopropanol, controlled for ageing time. Lastly, the substrates 

undergo a high-temperature treatment in hydrogen for formation of nanoparticles on the surface. 

By SEM image analysis, we demonstrate that the aminosilane treatment promotes a homogeneous 

coating with the iron nitrate, leading to well-dispersed, dense and homogeneous catalyst nanoparticle 

coatings. The dispersion quality is assessed by Delaunay Triangulation Area Disorder. Moreover, time-

resolved dynamic light scattering experiments reveal the importance of the ageing of the iron nitrate 

solutions – considerable nanoparticle formation is shown to occur in the solutions upon ca. 30 min 

solution ageing time, which we have found to be beneficial to the catalyst coating quality. Ultimately, 

we demonstrate excellent CNT growth results, both on flat silicon test substrates and on CF fabrics, 

in terms of growth density, alignment and homogeneity, corresponding to the catalyst coating. 

The methodology presented in this chapter constitutes a significant step in development of hierarchical 

composites, as well as in other potential applications, which require CNTs grown in a dense, 

homogeneous and aligned fashion on complex substrates. 

4.1. Introduction 

Carbon fibre reinforced polymer (CFRP) composites are widely applied materials in structural 

applications, which require high mechanical performance at low weight, such as in aerospace 

and automotive industry [137,138], high-end sporting goods [139], energy sector [1] and more. 

The excellent mechanical properties of CFRP are however mostly pronounced in the direction 

of the carbon fibre (CF). The typical failure of such composites occurs at the fibre-matrix interface 

in presence of transverse tensile, shear or compression stresses. There have been numerous approaches 

to overcome these issues. Macroscale modifications to the composite structure, improving 

the composite integrity in out-of-plane direction, include for instance through-plane stitching [140] 

or three-dimensional weaving [141,142]. At the nanoscale, attempts to improve the CF-matrix interface 

included surface functionalisation of CF using nitrenes [143], carboxyl functionalisation of the CF 

surface [144], grafting of CF with polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane [145], grafting with vinyl 

monomers [146], with graphene oxide [147] or with carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [148]. The latter 

approach, particularly promising due to extraordinary mechanical properties of the CNTs, resulted 

in a new type of composites, often referred to in literature as CF-CNT hybrid composites, hierarchical 

composites or fuzzy-fibre composites. The CFs have been grafted with CNTs by solvent-based 
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chemistry [149–151] or electrophoresis [72,152,153]. Chemical vapour deposition techniques (CVD) 

were applied to grow the CNTs on the CF directly [13,75,76,97,154–156]. The CNT growth by CVD 

relies on coating of the substrates with metal catalyst nanoparticles and a subsequent thermal 

decomposition of molecules of a gaseous carbon source [157,158]. With the CVD, contrarily 

to the other approaches of obtaining CNTs on CF, a radial alignment of CNTs is achievable. Such 

an architecture is expected to be optimal for transverse reinforcement and to inhibit fibre microbuckling, 

being a critical failure mode of a composite upon compression loads [97]. The CNT growth by CVD is 

however known to be harmful to the CF mechanical properties, due to dissolution of the catalyst 

particles in the fibre, inducing defects [97]. Our solution to this issue is the application of an ultrathin 

protective layer of alumina on the fibres, which has been discussed in our previous works [90,127,159]. 

In short, we showed, that the alumina film allows to retain the strength of the fibres upon the CNT 

growth [90], which is directly related to the film blocking the diffusion of the iron catalyst nanoparticles 

into the fibres [127], as discussed in Chapter 2. Moreover, the issue of the shear strength of the alumina-

CF interface has been addressed in Chapter 3 [159]. 

The main goals of this work was to obtain CNT growth on alumina-coated CFs in a way applicable in 

composites, focusing on the growth morphology. For this application it is important that the CNTs are 

grown uniformly over the surface of the fibres and that their length does not hinder the ultimate fibre 

volume fraction in the composite, allowing to reach the levels typical for the industry (usually 0.5-0.65 

[160]). Moreover, a priority was given to the radial alignment of the CNTs, aiming at improvements 

in mechanical properties of hierarchical composites preferentially in the direction perpendicular 

to the fibre axis. 

The issue of the CNT length certainly hindering the fibre volume fraction is shown in Figure 4.1a, where 

the carbon fibre underneath a CNT forest of about 70 μm in thickness is outlined with green dashed 

lines. For the used HexTow® AS4 (Hexcel Corporation, [122]), which is a typical PAN-based CF, 

of 7.1 μm diameter and for a fibre volume fraction of 0.5-0.65, we estimate of an optimum CNT forest 

thickness of 0.8-1.2 μm, only. The length of the synthesised CNTs is influenced by a multitude 

of process parameters, such as reaction time, temperature, choice of the catalyst material and the type 

of carbon precursor and gas flow [161]. In this study, we are focusing on optimising the CNT growth 

length and uniformity catalysed by iron catalyst nanoparticles in an atmospheric pressure CVD reactor 

using ethylene as the carbon source. 

The uniformity of the CNT growth on surfaces by catalytic CVD is primarily determined by the surface 

distribution of metal catalyst nanoparticles, while each catalyst nanoparticle may constitute an origin 

point of an individual CNT [162]. A severe case of a non-uniform growth is presented in Figure 4.1b, 

where the catalyst coating had not reached the areas visible on the left hand side, resulting in a negligible 

growth on parts of the fibres. The case of Figure 4.1b represents a large-scale inhomogeneity 

in the catalyst coating. The nanoscale homogeneity of the catalyst particle coating, i.e. its dispersion, 

is an important factor for the CNT growth morphology as well. According to the established mechanism 

of the formation of vertically-aligned CNT forests [158,163], the alignment of the CNTs stems 

from the contact steric interactions between the neighbouring tubes during the growth, which constricts 

the growth to the direction normal to the surface. In case of bad dispersion, i.e. if the catalyst tends 

to agglomerate and leaves considerable areas of the substrate sparsely covered with nanoparticles, 

the growth orientation orthogonal to the substrate surface is no longer favoured. 
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Figure 4.1. SEM images of the typical issues with morphology of the CNTs grown on CF; a) too long CNTs 

occupying too much space, due to too high growth rate and/or too long reaction time, b) a non-uniform CNT 

growth resulting from inhomogeneities in catalyst coating. The green dashed lines outline the CFs. The images 

originate from our own studies. 

Radio-frequency magnetron sputtering and thermal evaporation are typically used methods of coating 

of substrate surfaces with metal catalyst films. They are well-suited for flat substrates, but – being 

directional methods – they suffer from shadowing effects, which renders them mostly unusable in our 

application. Utilisation of so-called floating catalyst CVD is a promising alternative [100,164], which 

does not require any catalyst coating. However, with this method, the levels of the achieved growth 

density, homogeneity and alignment have to date been rather limited. We have therefore directed our 

efforts towards catalyst deposition methods based on liquid treatments. Such methods include dip-

coating of fibres in catalyst precursor solutions [57,59,75,98,156,165], mostly using iron, nickel 

or cobalt as catalyst. Early studies involving dip-coating have shown its potential in growing CNTs 

on CF [98], indicating however that further research is needed in order to achieve the desired 

morphology. Further improvements were achieved by oxidation of fibre surface before the coating 

[165], non-covalent surface functionalisation using poly(styrene-alt-[dipotassium maleate]) [75] 

or by application of buffer layers [57], to name a few examples. Several groups have focused 

on alternative catalyst systems such as iron alloys, in order to lower the synthesis temperature 

and mitigate the impact of the process on the CF mechanical performance [76,79,154]. In our work, we 

employ a thin alumina film as a CF protection [90,127], (see also: Chapter 2 of this work) and develop 

a strategy for the catalyst coating specific for the alumina surfaces and the subsequent CNT growth. 
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Inspired by a the study of McGregor and Swinburne [166], showing that amines form complexes 

with Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions, we aimed at amine functionalisation of the alumina-coated surfaces to promote 

the precipitation of the catalyst precursor from the solutions onto the substrate surfaces. 

For the functionalisation agent, we have chosen (3-aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane (APTMS), due 

to its reported use for amine surface functionalisation of alumina [167,168]. The functionalisation is 

carried out by an immersion of the substrates in ethanol solutions of APTMS. This step is referred 

to as amino-silane treatment. We used iron nitrate nonahydrate dissolved in isopropanol as the catalyst 

film precursor, taking care of the fact that ageing of the solution is a crucial factor for precipitation 

of the catalyst from the solution, as noticed by Li et al. [75]. In this work we expanded on the aspect 

of the precipitation of iron catalyst from the solution and investigated the phenomenon by means 

of dynamic light scattering (DLS) experiments. Furthermore, we evaluated the influence of the amino-

silane treatment, iron nitrate solution concentration, its ageing time and the time of immersion 

of substrates in the iron nitrate solution on the morphology of the catalyst coating by means of SEM 

image analysis of the catalyst coating results. From the images we extracted information about 

the distributions of nanoparticle areal number density, size and an equivalent iron oxide coating 

thickness, which we use as metrics for the catalyst coating quality. Furthermore, we present the CNT 

growth conducted on silicon substrates and on carbon fibres by means of atmospheric pressure CVD 

with our novel recipe and the analysis of its morphology by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

and confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM). 

4.2. Experimental and analytical methods 

4.2.1. Sample preparation 

Two types of samples were used in this study. One was a twill-type biaxial weave carbon fibre fabric 

of 3000 fibres in a yarn, 245 g/m2 consisting of polyacrylonitrile-based fibres of high tensile strength 

and ~7.1 μm individual fibre diameter, (HP-T240CE, HP-Textiles GmbH, Germany). The other type 

were pieces of standard silicon wafers with native oxide. The fibre weaves were initially heat treated 

in air at 400 °C for 2 h in order to burn off organic residues, such as the fibre sizing and binders. 

Figure 4.2 illustrates the further preparation steps, which were the same for both types of samples. 

After 10 min UV-ozone cleaning in air (UVO 144A, Jelight Company Inc., US) the samples were ALD-

coated with 12 nm aluminium oxide in a commercial reactor Savannah 100 (Cambridge Nanotech Inc.), 

using trimethylaluminum as an aluminium precursor (vapour deposition system grade, Sigma Aldrich) 

and ozone as the oxidiser (generated from 99.9999% purity oxygen using OL80F oxygen generator, 

OzoneLab™, Canada). Details of the ALD process are given in section 3.2.2 of this work 

Figure 4.2. Subsequent steps of the sample preparation towards the CNT synthesis, illustrated for the case of the 

silicon substrate. The carbon fibres undergo the same treatment. Explanation of the processing stages: a) pristine 

substrate, b) alumina-coating, c) amine surface functionalisation, d) precipitation of the catalyst precursor film 

onto the substrate surface, e) catalyst calcination, reduction and restructuring followed by CNT growth by CVD. 
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Subsequently, the ALD-coated samples were treated in RF oxygen plasma for 2 min at 80 % power 

(Femto Low-Pressure Plasma System, Diener electronic GmbH, Germany) and immediately afterwards 

immersed for 20 min in a freshly prepared 1 vol% solution of (3-aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane, 

(>96.0 %, Tokyo Chemical Industry Co., Ltd) in ethanol (reagent-grade, VWR Chemicals). For specific 

samples this step was omitted for comparison. Afterwards, the samples were gently rinsed with ethanol, 

followed by blow-drying with pressurised nitrogen. For coating with iron precipitate, the samples were 

immersed in 2-20 mM solutions of iron(III) nitrate nonahydrate (>99.0 %, supplied by Fluka AG) 

in isopropanol (reagent-grade, VWR Chemicals). The treatment time, molar concentration and ageing 

time of the iron nitrate solutions were controlled for each sample. Afterwards, the samples were gently 

rinsed in isopropanol and blow-dried. For specified samples, the rinsing was omitted for comparison. 

In these cases, the liquid layer of iron nitrate solution was blown off and the surface was blow-dried 

immediately with the pressurised nitrogen. 

Subsequently, the CVD process of CNT growth was carried out in a custom made, ambient pressure, 

CVD reactor with a single heating zone. The chamber is a quartz tube of 13.6 cm inner diameter 

and 90 cm in length. The middle of the tube is heated by a thermostat-controlled joule-heating element 

covering ca. 30 cm of the middle part of the reactor. The characterisation of the temperature profile 

within the reactor along the tube axis with a thermocouple probe revealed a constant temperature zone 

in the middle of the reactor and a temperature gradient on the sides. This allowed to perform several 

syntheses at a range of temperatures in one experiment. The feed of the carrier- and reactive gases is 

supplied from one end of the tube. The reactor schematic along with the temperature profile 

characterised along the reactor axis at the 750 °C setting is shown in Figure 4.3. 

Figure 4.3. Temperature profile measured at the temperature setting of 750 °C with respect to the position along 

the reactor axis and the schematic illustration of the CVD reactor, drawn in line- and to scale with the horizontal 

axis of the graph. Example locations of sample placement along the reactor axis are indicated. 

For the CVD process, we placed the samples in the reactor at ambient conditions, within a few 

centimetres of the tube axis at the position along the axis corresponding to the desired synthesis 

temperature. Subsequently, the reactor was purged with 2 L/min of argon (purity 99.9999 %) for at least 
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15 min. The heating was switched on together with addition of 0.6 L/min of hydrogen (purity 

99.9999%) to the gas supply. The set temperature was reached within ca. 10 min in each synthesis. Due 

to the considerable volume of the reactor chamber (ca. 50 L), the hydrogen concentration does not 

instantly saturate in the reactor upon switching on, instead it gradually reaches the stable level during 

the time of the heating. The hydrogen supply was kept at the constant rate for the next 10 min in order 

to achieve a complete reduction of the iron coating and its coalescence into well-defined catalyst 

nanoparticles. Ultimately, the dosing of 0.4 L/min of the carbon precursor ethylene (99.9999 % purity) 

took place for a controlled time. Subsequently, the system was kept at the set synthesis temperature 

for 15 min under 2 L/min argon flow and 0.6 L/min hydrogen flow. Afterwards, the heating was 

switched off. The hydrogen flow was switched off at 500 °C and the further cooldown continued under 

2 L/min of argon flow. The samples were extracted from the reactor at a temperature below 200 °C. 

The gas flows and temperatures are plotted in Figure 4.4a, taking an example ethylene dosing time 

of 10 min and the temperature setting of 725 °C. Additionally, we evaluated the respective gas 

concentrations and molar fractions, shown in Figure 4.4b,c, respectively. The methodology of the gas 

concentration evaluation is explained in Appendix B.1.2. 
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Figure 4.4. Graphs of gas flows and temperature (a), gas concentrations in the middle of the reactor (b) and molar 

fractions of the respective gases (c) for the temperature setting of 725 °C and the ethylene dosing time of 10 min. 

The gas concentrations and molar fractions are calculated using the methodology explained in Appendix B.1.2. 

The molar fraction of the gases correspond to the respective partial pressure as a percentage of 1 atm. 
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4.2.2. Nanoparticle precipitation analysis by DLS 

The sample preparation for the DLS analysis was carried out at room temperature. Initially, 20 mL 

of 20 mM solution of iron nitrate nonahydrate in isopropanol was prepared. Subsequently, after 

a defined ageing time, 10 μL of the solution was sampled and into a measurement cuvette filled 

with 1.5 mL of isopropanol. The cuvette was immediately sealed and put into the DLS measurement 

device (Zetasizer Nano ZS, Malvern Instruments Ltd., UK) for the measurement to be carried out. 

Higher concentrations were causing oversaturation of the DLS signal, hence the 10 μL diluted to 1.5 mL 

was found to be optimal. The DLS spectra were recorded between 6 min and 46 min after the initial 

solution preparation in order to elucidate the temporal evolution of nanoparticle sizes in the solutions. 

4.2.3. Imaging of the nanoparticle coatings and CNTs 

Samples with nanoparticle coatings and with synthesised CNTs were inspected using a Hitachi S-4800 

SEM with a cold-field emission gun, run in a secondary electron mode at 5 kV acceleration voltage. 

Additionally, CLSM (VK-X1000, Keyence) was employed to characterise the topography of the most 

uniform CNT forests obtained, as found by SEM. 

4.2.4. Nanoparticle coating image analysis 

The quality of the catalyst nanoparticle coatings was assessed by SEM image analysis. The coating 

morphology, density and uniformity were quantified based on the following information extracted from 

the SEM images: nanoparticle areal densities, nanoparticle size distributions and an equivalent iron 

oxide coating thickness. The quantities were extracted from the images using and algorithm discussed 

further in this section. 

Moreover, the quality of the dispersion was assessed based on the area disorder of Delaunay 

triangulation (ADDel), described in detail in the work of Bray et al. [169], where the Delaunay

triangulation was shown to be an effective tool in quantitative assessment of the nanoparticle dispersion. 

In short, the method relies on the measure of the relative standard deviation of the areas of triangles 

formed by the centroids of the nanoparticles (their geometric centres of mass) as triangle vertices. 

The triangles are obtained specifically by the so-called Delaunay triangulation algorithm, described 

for instance in the work of Lee and Schachter [170], which returns a net of connections between 

the given vertices, composed preferentially of triangles of larger internal angles and avoiding tight-

wedge triangles. Essentially, such a set of triangles is found, for which no triangle vertex is within 

a circumcircle of any other triangle. It is crucial to apply periodic boundary conditions 

in the triangulation, so that locally ordered, but clustered NPs are not misclassified as well-dispersed 

[169,171]. The ADDel is expressed as

ADDel = 1 −
1

1 + S𝐴D
/�̅�D

, (4.1) 

where 𝐴D is the area of the Delaunay triangle (in principle, a random variable), �̅�D is its mean, whereas

S𝐴D
 represents its standard deviation. The values of ADDel can be interpreted quantitatively. The ADDel

takes values in the range between 0 and 1. For perfectly homogeneously dispersed systems, all Delaunay 

triangles are the same shape, therefore the relative standard deviation of the triangle areas is 0, which 

brings the value of ADDel to 0. For extremely clustered systems, the relative standard deviation

of the areas can be arbitrarily large, in which case the ADDel converges to 1. For the uniformly randomly

distributed point-like particles on the surface, as obtained in a homogeneous Poisson process (HPP), 

the ADDel equals 0.468 [169]. Realistically however, the finite size of particles constraints the complete

randomness of the particle positions. In this case, a hard-core model (HM) needs to be considered 
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as a benchmark. The HM can be achieved by sequential random addition of disks onto surface 

with the constraint of no overlap of the disk faces. In the work of Bray et al. [169], expected values 

of ADDel were obtained with respect to the surface coverage with disks in the HM model. In this work,

we obtain the benchmark ADDel values by interpolating using a piecewise polynomial between

the values of Bray et al. with respect to the evaluated surface coverage from the images, see: Figure 

4.5. In such a way, we can assess how the quality of dispersion compares to the randomly distributed, 

non-overlapping particles, as given in the HM model. 

Figure 4.5. The values of the area disorder of Delaunay triangulation obtained for the model of randomly 

distributed, non-overlapping disks (HM model) by Bray et al. [169], interpolated for a sample-specific benchmark 

depending on the surface coverage with particles. 

For the purpose of an automated, reliable and repeatable analysis, an image analysis algorithm was 

developed in MATLAB™ R2019b (The MathWorks, Inc, US), aided by the Image Processing 

Toolbox™. For a detailed description of the functions of the toolbox used in the presented algorithm, 

we refer to its documentation [172]. The crucial goal for the algorithm was to achieve an automatic 

segmentation of the nanoparticles in the images, corresponding as close as possible to the actual outlines 

of the particles and the subsequent triangulation for quantification of the NP dispersion. The effects 

of the subsequent steps of the image processing are presented in Figure 4.6. The algorithm was 

the following. Initially, the images (Figure 4.6a) were automatically contrast adjusted, scaling the pixel 

brightness values linearly over the entire 8-bit greyscale range, so that the darkest pixel has a value of 0 

and the brightest one - 255. The median filter within the region of 3 by 3 pixels (the function 

medfilt2() at default settings), was additionally applied in order to minimise the image noise, 

thus obtaining the result as shown in Figure 4.6b. Subsequently, the brightness values were adaptively 

scaled in a way, that both the dark background and the bright nanoparticles lay on their respective 

uniform brightness levels, close to black and close to white, respectively, This step was carried out 

in order to subtract the image background and to negate the differences between the brightest- 

and darkest-appearing nanoparticles in the images, which could be inaccurately segmented otherwise. 

The effect was achieved by addition a top-hat filtered image to the original and subtraction of its bottom-

hat filtered version, obtained by the imtophat() and imbothat() functions, respectively. Both 

functions take a structuring element as a parameter. In our processing, a structuring element shaped 

as a disk of radius of 8 pixels generated by the function strel() was found to yield the best results. 

The effect of this step is presented in Figure 4.6c. For samples 3 and 4 this step was however ineffective 

due to very low number of particles in the images, therefore only a background subtraction with 

a rolling-ball algorithm (ball radius 20 pixels, implemented in ImageJ) and a subsequent brightness 

adjustment was carried out for these images instead. Therefore the results from samples 3 and 4 have 
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to be considered as less accurate as compared to the rest of the samples. Ultimately, thresholding was 

carried out, yielding a binary image of the nanoparticles (Figure 4.6d). The threshold of 60% brightness 

was found to give the best segmentation accurately outlining the particles. 

Figure 4.6. Subsequent steps towards the accurate and reproducible segmentation and triangulation 

of nanoparticles in SEM images; a) original image; b) linear normalisation of the image brightness and median 

filtering; c) local contrast enhancement; d) thresholding and Delaunay triangulation. In d), the red patches 

represent the NPs segmented from the image, the white dots correspond to the centroids of the NPs, whereas 

the blue lines show the Delaunay triangulation result. 

Collection of nanoparticle areas and centroids was performed on such prepared images using 

the function regionprops().The nanoparticle areal densities 𝜌A were evaluated as the number

of detected particles 𝑁p divided by the area of the image 𝐴img,

𝜌A =
𝑁p

𝐴img
. (4.2) 

The particle diameters were estimated assuming approximately circular shapes of the particles, i.e., 

𝑑𝑖 = 2√
𝐴𝑖

2

𝜋
, (4.3) 

where 𝑑𝑖 is the diameter of the 𝑖-th particle in the image, whereas 𝐴𝑖 is its area found from the image

analysis. Detected nanoparticles of diameters less than 4 nm were neglected from the analysis 

as originating mainly from noise. The equivalent iron oxide thickness ℎeq was evaluated as the total

volume of particles in the image divided by the area of the image, assuming a hemispherical shape 

of particles, taking the diameters as estimated with equation (4.2). It gives 

ℎeq =
1

𝑆img
∑ 𝑉𝑖

𝑖

=
𝜋

12 ⋅ 𝑆img
∑ 𝑑𝑖

3

𝑖

. (4.4) 

The further image analysis was carried out in order to assess the quality of the nanoparticle surface 

dispersion based on the area disorder of Delaunay triangulation. The centroids of the detected 

nanoparticles were further used as vertices for the Delaunay triangulation using the delaunay() 
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function. The periodic boundary conditions were obtained the following way: the vertices (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖) were

cloned 9 times and shifted by Δ𝑥 ∈ {±𝐿𝑥, 0}, Δ𝑦 ∈ {±𝐿𝑦 , 0}, the 𝐿𝑥 and 𝐿𝑦 being the width

and the height of the image, so that together they formed a lattice of 3 by 3 adjacent sets of vertices. 

The triangulation was carried out on the sum of all 9 sets, giving 𝑁 triangles (𝑥𝑖𝑗 , 𝑦𝑖𝑗), where

𝑖 ∈ {1, … , 𝑁} enumerates the triangles and 𝑗 ∈ {1,2,3} is the number of the given triangle vertex. 

To select the unique triangles, the following criterion was applied: 

𝑈𝑖 = ∀𝑗(𝑥𝑖𝑗 > 0) ∧ ∃𝑗(𝑥𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝐿𝑥) ∧ ∀𝑗(𝑦𝑖𝑗 > 0) ∧ ∃𝑗(𝑦𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝐿𝑦), (4.5) 

where 𝑈𝑖 is a Boolean logical variable, true if the given triangle is unique in the periodic domain

and false if it is not. Such unique triangles were selected and their areas were further analysed 

as described above in this paragraph. A synthetic example of the triangulation is shown 

in Figure 4.7,where the 30 particles were generated with an HM model within a domain of 𝐿𝑥=3, 𝐿𝑦=2.

The minimum distance between particles was set as 0.3. A set of cloned triangulations are plotted, 

shifted by Δ𝑥 ∈ {±1.05 ⋅ 𝐿𝑥, 0}, Δ𝑦 ∈ {±1.05 ⋅ 𝐿𝑦 , 0}, in order to illustrate the effectiveness

of the selection of the unique triangles fulfilling the periodic boundary condition with the criterion (4.5). 

Clearly, the cloned triangulations fit together forming a periodic structure, which was the goal 

of the algorithm. 

Figure 4.7. Delaunay triangulation of 30 particles generated with an HM model within a domain of width 

and height equal 3 and 2, respectively, with a minimum distance between particles set as 0.3. The centroids 

of the particles are indicated by red dots, whereas the solid lines represent the result of triangulation. A lattice 

of cloned triangulations shifted by ±1.05 times the domain height and/or width is shown to illustrate 

that the periodic boundary condition for the triangulation is fulfilled. 

4.3. Results and discussion 

4.3.1. DLS analysis of nanoparticle precipitation in solution 

To analyse the nanoparticle formation in iron nitrate solution in isopropanol, two types of measurement 

series were gathered. In the first series, referred to as sampled, the ageing was performed in three 20 mM 

solutions of iron nitrate nonahydrate in isopropanol. Identical solutions were prepared in time intervals 

of 12 min, and then 10 μL of each was sampled into 1.5 mL of isopropanol in a DLS cuvette to be 

measured 2-3 times. In the second series, referred to as continuous, one 20 mM solution of iron nitrate 

nonahydrate in isopropanol was prepared, 10 μL of which was diluted in 1.5 mL of isopropanol 

in a cuvette and aged directly in the DLS throughout the duration of the measurements. 
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Notably, the role of the solvent needs to be emphasised. The solutions in isopropanol appeared gradually 

more and more cloudy over time, which indicated a precipitation of particles in the solution, which we 

found beneficial to the coating process. We have not observed such an effect in acetone, ethanol 

or methanol for instance, nor did we successfully obtain catalyst coatings with these other solvents. 

The nanoparticle size distributions were evaluated with aid of the software provided by Malvern 

Instruments. For the purpose of the evaluation, the shape of the nanoparticles was approximated 

as spherical and the refractivity was set as 2.9, which is a higher limit for amorphous iron(III) oxide 

[173]. Because of these necessary approximations, the results need to be considered as a rough estimate 

in terms of evaluated nanoparticle sizes. The results of the DLS are gathered in Figure 4.8. 

Clearly, both the sampled and the continuous measurement series follow the same trend, rising 

from very small detected nanoparticle sizes to around 12 nm within about 30 minutes after the initial 

mixing. Lack of any significant difference between the trends at times up to 30 min indicates, 

that the nanoparticle precipitation kinetics in the solution does not depend significantly 

on the concentration within the given concentration range. It constitutes a strong indication, 

that the process is surface-limited rather than concentration-limited. It is likely, that the trend 

for the sampled series, aged in the more concentrated 20 mM solutions, could continue towards higher 

particle sizes, instead of following the saturating behaviour as the continuous series, which is aged much 

more diluted in a cuvette. The divergent trends are indicated in Figure 4.8. Within the timeframe 

of the ageing relevant in our experiments, which is 30 minutes, both series exhibit the same behaviour, 

which is precipitation of nanoparticles of sizes in the range very well-suited as catalyst for synthesis 

of multiwall CNTs by CVD [161]. 

Figure 4.8. The nanoparticle size distributions measured by DLS with respect to the time elapsed from the initial 

mixing of the solution. The right auxiliary axis is scaled nonlinearly, reflecting the nanoparticle diameter. 

The error bars represent the 25th and the 75th percentile of the respective distribution. The dashed lines show 

the trend lines, graphed to guide the eye. 

4.3.2. SEM analysis of iron oxide nanoparticle coating 

In order to evaluate the developed strategy for uniform surface coating with CNT synthesis catalyst, 

a range of diced silicon substrates was prepared, varying the fluid treatment parameters, as summarised 

in the Table 4.1. All samples had been plasma treated, ALD-coated and plasma-treated again right 

before the fluid treatment, according to the description given in the paragraph 4.2.1. Subsequently, 

the full CVD process was carried out exactly as for the purpose of CNT growth, omitting however 

the carbon precursor dosing. In such a way we were able to achieve iron catalyst precipitate calcination, 
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reduction and formation of nanoparticles, which could be subsequently quantitatively studied by SEM. 

It is of note, that the coated samples were examined by SEM before the CVD processing as well, 

and no nanoparticles were observed, which constitutes a confirmation, that the transformation 

of the iron precursor coating into catalyst nanoparticles indeed occurs during the reduction step 

of the CVD process. The restructuring of the catalyst precursor film is known to be driven 

by minimising the surface energy, favouring its nanodroplet-like morphology [174–176]. 

Table 4.1. Varied parameters of the catalyst coating process 

Sample 

number 

Amino-silane 

treatment 

time 

Fe(NO3)3 

solution 

concentration 

Fe(NO3)3 

solution 

ageing time 

Fe(NO3)3 

solution 

immersion 

duration 

Post-

immersion 

rinsing with 

isopropanol 

1 none 20 mM 10 min 3 s no 

2 none 20 mM 20 min 3 s no 

3 none 2 mM 10 min 3 s no 

4 none 2 mM 20 min 3 s no 

5 20 min 20 mM 20 min 10 min yes 

6 none 20 mM 20 min 10 min yes 

Samples 1-4 were prepared using a common strategy of short (in this case: 3 s) dipping of the substrates 

in the iron precursor solution – referred to as dip-coating – without any subsequent rinsing. For these 

samples, the solution concentration and ageing time was varied. Samples 5 and 6 on the other hand, 

were prepared to elucidate the effect of a longer immersion time in the catalyst precursor solution 

and the amino-silane treatment. The pixel size at the chosen SEM magnification of 105 was 0.99 nm 

and the collected images were of size 1280 px by 896 px. The images were taken at 4 to 8 different 

spots across the 10×15 mm2 samples to assess the macroscale coting homogeneity. For sample 4, images 

from only 2 spots were analysed, as in most images no nanoparticle coating could be found. The image 

analysis followed the procedure explained in section 4.2.4. Moreover, the surface dispersion 

of nanoparticles was quantified based on the area disorder of Delaunay triangulation, ADDel. We refer

to Appendix B.2, all the images, triangulations, the respective histograms and parameters extracted from 

each image are shown. The resulting statistics is gathered and visualised in the form of box plots 

in Figure 4.9. The upper and lower bounds of the boxes represent 𝑞1 and 𝑞3, the first and third quartile,

respectively, whereas the red bar across the box represents 𝑞2, the median. The whiskers denote

the entire range of data, excluding the ignored nanoparticles of diameters less than 4 nm. 

The following observations can be made from the data. Samples 1 and 2 show high areal densities 

(Figure 4.9a); however. the scatter in the data is relatively high. Sample 2 shows higher densities than 

sample 1, which may indicate the benefit of the 20 min ageing time as compared to the shorter 10 min. 

However, the large spread of the values reveal considerable inhomogeneity of the coating on the sample 

scale. Samples 3 and 4 show very low densities of nanoparticle coatings, revealing that the 2 mM 

concentration of the iron nitrate solution is too low to obtain considerable nanoparticle coatings in these 

conditions. Moreover, much less nanoparticles were found on sample 4 as compared to sample 3, which 

indicates that at such low concentration of iron nitrate solution, the increased ageing time is no longer 

beneficial. Sample 5 on the other hand, which has been prepared according to our new recipe, indeed 

shows a high nanoparticle areal density at minimal spread (see: Figure 4.9a). This is crucial for dense, 

uniform and aligned CNT synthesis across the surfaces [177]. Sample 6, although exhibiting higher 

densities than sample 5, shows higher scatter in the data. 
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In terms of the amount of the deposited iron catalyst (Figure 4.9b), the observations are largely in line 

with the ones from the nanoparticle areal density. Samples 1-2 show a high amount of deposited iron, 

however with a large scatter in the data. Despite the higher areal density of particles of sample 2 

compared to sample 1, the amount of deposited iron is lower, which is explained by slight differences 

in the nanoparticle size distributions (Figure 4.9c). Samples 3 and 4 both show very low amounts 

of deposited iron, for sample 4 almost negligible, which is in line with the particle areal densities 

discussed above. Sample 5 exhibits the best uniformity, reflected by the low scatter in the data, while 

maintaining the high value of the density. Sample 6 is similar to sample 5 in terms of consistency, 

however the amount of the deposited catalyst for this sample is lower. All the samples yielded relatively 

consistent diameter distributions, as seen in Figure 4.9c; most of the detected particles being in the range 

of 10-16 nm (25th and 75th percentiles of the overall diameter data), which is well-suited as a catalyst 

for the CNT growth [161]. 
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Figure 4.9. Statistics of the nanoparticle data as collected from SEM image analysis. The box blot limits represent 

the 25th and 75th percentile, the bar in the middle is the median, whereas the whiskers denote the maximum 

and minimum values. For sample assignments, see Table 4.1. 

The area disorder of Delaunay triangulation ADDel as a measure of the nanoparticle dispersion is shown

in Figure 4.10, together with the benchmark of hard disks randomly-distributed on the surface (HM 

model). These values were evaluated based on interpolation of the numerical results of Bray et al. [169] 

with respect to the surface coverage with particles as obtained from the image analysis. Sample 1 shows 

a significantly lower level of disorder, with respect to the benchmark, which indicates a good quality 

of the dispersion. Sample 2, on the other hand, shows no significant difference between the obtained 

values and a random particle arrangement. This means that the particle coating cannot be considered 

well-dispersed, because an overlap with the random arrangement indicates a tendency to agglomeration. 

This finding is consistent with the large variability in nanoparticle areal density and the amount 
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of deposited catalyst for this sample (Figure 4.9a,b), which means that the coating inhomogeneities 

for this sample are present both on the macroscale across the sample, as well as locally 

in the nanoparticle dispersion. The results for samples 1 and 2 show, that within the strategy of 3 s 

dipping without the subsequent rinsing, increasing the iron nitrate solution ageing time from 10 min 

to 20 min is not beneficial for the particle coating dispersion. For samples 3 and 4 the surface coverage 

was so small (~1 % or lower for sample 3 and even less for sample 4, see Appendix B.2, Figure B.9 

and Figure B.11), that the expected values of ADDel in HM model converge to the solution

for the uniformly-distributed point-like particles, as in HPP model. Hence, for these samples 

the benchmark is shown as horizontal bars instead of box plots. For sample 3, the ADDel are very high,

as well as their spread. This is expected, when a low number of particles is detected per image. The 

values of ADDel greatly exceeding the benchmark in a large fraction of images indicate a strong

tendency to agglomeration, which is evident from visual inspection of the SEM images as well (see 

Figure B.9 in Appendix B.2). The ADDel of sample 4, on the other hand, indicates a better dispersion

of particles compared to the random model. However, this result may be a false positive, attributed 

to a selection bias: due to the very low particle areal density, the SEM images were taken in locations 

where at least several nanoparticles could be found, therefore it cannot be assumed that the individual 

images are representative to for entire sample in terms of nanoparticle dispersion. Sample 5 shows 

the lowest average level of disorder of all samples, significantly lower than its benchmark as well. 

Moreover, the spread in the data is very small as well, indicating a high degree of coating homogeneity 

on a macro scale across the sample. Clearly, the recipe including the amino-silane treatment is beneficial 

for the catalyst dispersion quality. Sample 6, on the other hand, shows an increased disorder 

as compared to the one of sample 5. It also does overlap with its benchmark range and the spread 

in its values is higher with respect to sample 5. The inset in Figure 4.10 shows a magnification 

of the data from sample 5 and 6 to emphasise the difference between the two. The visual inspection 

of the images agrees with this finding, while in the images of sample 6 we see regions 

where the particles are visibly less dense than in the surrounding area, whereas no such effect is 

observed in the images of sample 5. Representative images of samples 5 and 6 and their triangulations 

are shown in Figure 4.11, where the relative deviations of the triangle areas from the mean value are 

color-coded to designate the regions of agglomeration (red) and the regions of sparse coating (blue). 

All the images with the main subsequent processing steps and triangulation results are available 

in Appendix B.2. To summarise, the analysis of the ADDel of sample 5 and 6 further confirms

the effectiveness of the amino-silane treatment for the catalyst coating dispersion quality. 
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Figure 4.10. Area disorder of Delaunay triangulation as a measure of the nanoparticle dispersion in the form 

of boxplots based on the distributions of the data extracted from image analysis. The box edges represent the 25th 

and 75th percentiles; the red bar is the median value, whereas the whiskers indicate the maximum and minimum 

value in the distribution. Lower values of the area disorder mean better dispersion. The grey filled boxplots 

constitute a benchmark, which is the area disorder of random distributions of non-overlapping particles of finite 

diameter (hard-core model, HM), based on the work of Bray et al. [169], evaluated for the given surface coverage 

with nanoparticles. The inset shows magnification of data of samples 5 and 6 to emphasise the difference between 

the two. 
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Figure 4.11. Delaunay triangulation result of the nanoparticles detected in representative images of sample 5 (a), 

and sample 6 (b); i.e. images were selected, for which ADDel was within the 25th-75th percentile range. The colour

grading of the triangle faces represents the relative deviation of the triangle area from the mean value. The overlay 

of white patches with the black outline represents the nanoparticles in the images. 

To summarise, the results presented show, that the developed method of iron catalyst coating promoted 

by an amino-silane treatment and benefitting from the appropriately set iron nitrate solution ageing time 

indeed leads to uniform, well-dispersed nanoparticle coatings of high areal densities and nanoparticle 

sizes as desired for the dense, aligned and uniform CNT growth. 

4.3.3. Analysis of CNT growth on Si and on CF 

One of the first indications of the benefit of the amino-silane treatment on the uniformity 

and reproducibility of dense CNT growth that we observed was an experiment on Si wafer substrates. 

In this experiment, the substrates were immersed in 20 mM iron nitrate solutions during the solution 

ageing, for 20 and 40 minutes, respectively. For this experiment, the carbon precursor dosing time 

in the CVD process was set to 10 min. A comparison was made between applying and omitting 

the amino-silane treatment. The growth morphology, examined by SEM, is shown in Figure 4.12. 
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Figure 4.12. Morphology of CNT forests from an experiment on silicon wafer surfaces, showing that amino-silane 

treatment indeed promotes the uniform CNT growth. It expectedly correlates with the advantage of sample 5 

over sample 6 in terms of dispersion quality of catalyst nanoparticle coating (see: Figure 4.9,10 and Table 4.1). 

One can clearly see, that the growth is more uniform for both the amino-silane-treated samples 

(Figure 4.12b,d) in comparison to the other two (Figure 4.12a,c). The cracked top of the CNT forest 

(Figure 4.12c) indicates large inhomogeneity of the CNT growth rate, which is related to strong 

imperfections in the catalyst distribution on the surface. A striped growth, as seen in Figure 4.12a, 

indicates a patchy coating with catalyst. 

In order to show how the CNT length can be controlled towards the applicability in hierarchical 

composites, we carried out a series of experiments, proceeding gradually towards shorter CNT lengths 

by decreasing the ethylene dosing time and decreasing the synthesis temperature. We were able 

to decrease the ethylene dosing time down to 1 min while maintaining an accurate control and 

repeatability of the process. The peak concentration of ethylene reached in the reactor at 725 °C 

for 10 min- and 1 min dosing times are estimated to be ca. 1.6 mol/m3 and 0.6 mol/m3, respectively. 

The ethylene exposure is estimated as 22 mol/cm2 and 2.4 mol/cm2 for 10 min and 1 min ethylene 

dosing time, respectively. The methodology of the gas flow calculations is presented and discussed 

in Appendix B.1. The CNT forest thickness on silicon substrates has been evaluated at a range 

of temperatures from 725 °C down to 645 °C. The CNT forest thickness, directly related to the growth 

rate, was found to approximately follow the Arrhenius law, as shown in Figure 4.13. The found 

dependency enables us to control the thickness of the CNT forests grown. We have noted from SEM 

imaging, that the CNTs grown at 675 °C and lower become crooked and tangled, as presented 

in Figure 4.14. This effect reflects a deterioration of the CNT quality and, by implication, an expected 

decrease in their potential mechanical performance. Therefore the temperature of 700 °C is established 

as the lower limit for the high-quality CNT growth in our system. 
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Figure 4.13. CNT forest thickness (logarithmic scale) grown at 1 min ethylene dosing time with respect 

to the inverse of temperature in K approximately following the Arrhenius law. 

Figure 4.14. SEM images of the CNT forests grown on Si at temperatures of 700 °C and below, illustrating 

the declining CNT quality towards lower synthesis temperatures. Images on the left- and the right-hand side are 

taken at two different magnifications, showing the forest overview and detail, respectively. 

Figure 4.15 shows SEM of the CNT forests synthesised at temperatures differing by only 5 °C 

with an ethylene dosing time reduced to 1 min. The CNT forests on the silicon substrates are remarkably 

uniform, which highlights the beneficial effect of the decrease of the immersion time of the substrate 

in the iron nitrate solution to 10 min and letting the solution age for 20 min prior to the immersion. High 

uniformity was also observed on the CFs. The thickness of the CNT forests on the CFs entered the range 

that we expect to be applicable in composites, being only few micrometre thick, in particular 

for the 720 °C sample (Figure 4.15c). Notably, the thickness of the CNT forest obtained on the CF is 

apparently smaller, than the one on the flat silicon substrates in the same conditions. We believe that this 
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effect is to some extend related to the difference of the surface geometry. The CNTs grown on the flat 

substrates remain straight due to the physical constraints between the tubes, which is why the CNT 

tortuosity, areal density and length are intrinsically related to each other [177]. On surfaces of positive 

curvature, such as the CF, as the CNTs grow radially, at greater distances from the surface there is 

gradually more space for the CNTs available to occupy. This leads to increased CNT forest tortuosity 

further from the fibre surface. Therefore, the thickness of the CNT forests can be lower on CF than 

on the flat silicon at a close actual CNT length. 

Figure 4.15. CNT growth results on silicon (a,b) and on carbon fibre (c,d) carried out at CVD temperatures 

of 720 °C (a,c) and 725 °C (b,d) at the ethylene dosing time of 1 min. The samples were coated with the catalyst 

using the strategy developed in this work, including the amino-silane treatment and ageing of iron nitrate solution. 

The growth is remarkably uniform, aligned and of the thickness desirable for application in hierarchical 

composites. 

In order to obtain a measure of the uniformity of the CNT growth in the optimised conditions as shown 

in Figure 4.15a,b., the topography of the CNT forests was evaluated by means of CLSM, a 3D imaging 

technique. Figure 4.16 shows regions of 1000 μm by 1000 μm of the topography of the CNT forests 

grown on silicon substrates at 720 °C and 725 °C, respectively, both synthesised with 1 minute 

of ethylene dosing time. We can see, that the measured height deviates by less than one micrometre 

within the area of the topography images. The standard deviations of the measured height for the 720 °C 

and 725 °C synthesis were found to be only 88 nm and 72 nm, which represents only 1.4% and 0.8% 

of the forest height, respectively. 
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Figure 4.16. Topography of CNT forests synthesised with 1 min ethylene dosing time at the temperatures 720 °C 

(a) and 725 °C (b). The substrates were coated with the catalyst using the strategy developed in this work,

including the amino-silane treatment and ageing of iron nitrate solution. A 5 px × 5 px median was applied to filter

out the noise in the images. For better visibility, the scale of the z-axis is enhanced by a factor of 500.

4.4. Conclusions and outlook 

In this study, we successfully established a facile route to grow carbon nanotubes in a morphology 

desired for hierarchical composites, i.e. fulfilling the requirements of high density of CNT forests, radial 

alignment on carbon fibre, growth uniformity and optimised CNT forest thickness. We confirmed 

the role of precipitation of iron catalyst precursor from an iron(III) nitrate nonahydrate solution 

in isopropanol, which is controlled by the ageing time of the solution. We presented a novel strategy 

for improvements in catalyst coating morphology with application of surface functionalisation 

with (3-aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane prior to the immersion in an appropriately aged iron nitrate 

solution. The uniform catalyst coating indeed led to remarkably uniform, dense and aligned CNT forests 

on CF, and the forest thickness could be controlled by synthesis gas composition and temperature. 
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Abstract 

About a century ago, Knudsen derived the ground-breaking theory of gas diffusion through straight 

pipes and holes, which since then found widespread application in innumerable fields of science 

and inspired the development of vacuum and related coating technologies, from academic research 

to numerous industrial sectors. Knudsen's theory can be straightforwardly applied to filter membranes 

with arrays of extended holes for example, however, for the inverse geometry arrangement, which arises 

when solid nanowires or fibres are arranged into porous interwoven material (like in carpets or brushes) 

the derivation of an analytical theory framework was still missing. In this paper, we have identified 

the specific geometric and thermodynamic parameters that determine the gas diffusion kinetics in arrays 

of randomly oriented cylinders and provide a set of analytical expressions allowing to comprehensively 

describe the gas transport in such structures. We confirmed analytical solutions by Monte Carlo 

simulations. We specify our findings for an atomic layer deposition process, the diffusion 

of trimethyaluminium molecules into a carbon nanotube array, but highlight the applicability 

of our derivation for other fields comprising gas diffusion membranes, composite materials, fuel cells 

and more. 

List of symbols 

Latin: 

𝑑 average fibre diameter 

𝐷b diffusivity in the bulk gas 

𝐷eff effective diffusivity 

𝐷K Knudsen diffusivity 

�̃�eff effective diffusivity, reduced 

�̃�K Knudsen diffusivity, reduced 

�̃�p diffusivity in the viscous flow regime, reduced 

𝑑m kinetic diameter of a gas molecule 

𝐷p diffusivity in the viscous flow regime 

𝐽 gas flux through the membrane 

𝑘 number of spatial dimensions 

𝑘B Boltzmann's constant 

Kn Knudsen number 

𝑙 thickness of the fibrous membrane 

𝐿𝑧 axial length of the simulation volume cylinder 

𝑙0 average fibre length 
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𝑛 gas concentration 

𝑁A Avogadro’s constant 

𝑝 gas pressure 

pdf𝜃 probability density function of the polar angle 

pdf𝜑 probability density function of the azimuthal angle 

pdf𝑥 probability distribution of the molecule flight path length 

𝑅 universal gas constant 

𝑟 distance between fibre axis to the molecule flight trajectory 

𝑟0 origin point of a generated cylinder 

𝑇 Temerature 

𝑡𝐷 diffusion-driven infill time 

𝑡f mean time of flight of a molecule in the space confined by the fibrous structure 

𝑣 mean absolute thermal velocity of gas molecule 

𝑥0 x-coordinate of the origin point of a generated cylinder

𝑦0 y-coordinate of the origin point of a generated cylinder

𝑧0 z-coordinate of the origin point of a generated cylinder

Greek: 

𝛼 surface area to volume ratio of membrane composed of randomly-oriented cylinders 

𝛼0 surface area to volume ratio of membrane composed of non-intersecting cylinders 

Δ𝑙 the total length of the fibres within the considered volume element 

𝛿𝑙 length of the fibre axis element crossing the molecule flight path collision cylinder 

Δ𝑁 number of gas molecules in the volume element considered 

Δ𝑟 spatial displacement of a single step in the randon walk or orientation vector of a generated 

cylinder 

𝛿𝑠 length of the projection of the fibre axis element crossing the molecule flight path collision 

cylinder onto the plane perpendicular to the flight path 

Δ𝑆 surface area element 

Δ𝑡 duration of a single step in a random walk 
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Δ𝑉 element of volume considered 

Δ�⃗� molecule flight path vector 

휀 porosity of a membrane composed of randomly-oriented cylinders 

휀0 porosity of a membrane composed of non-intersecting cylinders 

𝛤 gas impingement rate 

𝛤b gas impingement rate, classical 

𝜆2 mean square flight distance of a molecule within the fibrous structure 

𝜆b mean free path in the bulk gas 

𝜆f mean flight path in the space confined by the fibrous structure 

𝜇 molar mass (subscript indicates the species) 

𝜑 azimuthal angle 

𝜎 fibre axis length per volume 

𝜎0 areal density of fibres 

𝜏 tortuosity of the random fibrous structure 

𝜏eff effective tortuosity 

𝜏K Knudsen tortuosity 

𝜏p tortuosity of the porous structure 

𝜃 polar angle 
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5.1. Introduction 

A deep understanding of the gas transport in porous media is fundamental in many fields, spanning 

from the development of fuel cells [178–180], molecular sieving [181], direct contact membrane 

distillation [182–184], geologic carbon sequestration to management of nuclear waste, and many more 

[185]. Moreover, knowledge of the gas transport specifics is particularly important in material science, 

e.g. for a uniform coating of complex porous structures from gas-phase deposition techniques,

such as in atomic layer deposition (ALD) [186–192] chemical vapour deposition (CVD) [193]

or chemical vapour infiltration (CVI), relevant to numerous sectors in industry [194]. The mechanisms

of gas transport in the porous media include viscous flow, surface diffusion, molecular diffusion

and Knudsen diffusion [195]. Depending on the physicochemical parameters of a system considered,

some of the mentioned mechanisms can be neglected, while other ones prevail and govern the process.

Particularly, the Knudsen diffusion becomes significant in the so-called molecular regime of gas

transport, when the mean free path of gas molecules exceeds the characteristic dimension of the pores.

This is why an accurate description of the Knudsen diffusion - and the transition to bulk diffusion - is

of great importance for the case of tightly porous media.

Ever since the seminal work of Martin Knudsen [92,196,197], it has been established that modelling 

the gas transport in the molecular regime requires a detailed analysis of the flight paths of individual 

molecules. In this regime, the paths are unconstrained by the intermolecular collisions, being hindered 

only by the solid walls of the medium in which the diffusion occurs. Consequently, the geometry 

of the porous medium plays a key role in the modelling. Often, the molecular gas transport models 

for particular geometries are based on probabilistic numerical approaches, such as direct Monte-Carlo 

methods [198–201] or Markov chains [202]. Analytical expressions are available for relatively simple 

geometries such as cylindrical pores [92,203], rectangular cross-section trenches [204], tortuous 

capillaries [205] or randomly packed hard spheres [206], to name a few examples. These expressions 

are often used as approximations for gas diffusion in more complex media. To the best of our knowledge 

however, there has been no analytical model for the Knudsen diffusion in randomly-oriented fibrous 

structures. 

In a recent work, Yazdani et al. [187] modelled a case that is close to the one considered here, namely, 

a gas diffusion in vertically-aligned carbon nanotube (CNT) arrays; with the purpose to uniformly coat 

the nanostructure with ALD. Therein, a cylindrical pore approximation was employed and an 

expression for an effective pore diameter was proposed. This approach allowed to grasp the general 

trends of the diffusion coefficient with respect to the average CNT diameter and areal density. 

In a subsequent work [207], we introduced a diffusion model derived from basic physical principles 

and obtained an improved expression for the diffusion coefficient in CNT arrays with ideal vertically-

aligned geometry. Here, we culminate in deriving a much more general gas diffusion model for real-

world fibrous three-dimensional porous structures. It will allow to greatly expand the range of structures 

for which the close-form equations for gas transport are available, including electrospun fibres [208], 

curly CNT arrays [91], gas diffusion layers for polymer electrolyte membranes [178] and more. The 

previous attempts to describe the gas diffusion within random fibrous media [208–211] relied on semi-

empirical formulae or probabilistic simulations. Close-form expressions for gas transport parameters 

in such structures have remained elusive, until now. 

The aim of this work was to derive and validate an analytical model for the inverse problem of gas 

diffusion in random fibrous media. We identify the specific geometrical parameters that determine 

the gas diffusion kinetics in arrays of randomly oriented cylinders. Expressions for the Knudsen 

diffusion coefficient and the Knudsen number, which determines the boundary between the Knudsen 

and bulk diffusion are derived. Moreover, we extend the model to express the effective diffusion 

coefficient in cases when both Knudsen and bulk diffusion are significant, which is relevant at relatively 
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higher pressures [212]. Additionally, an expression for a gas impingement rate within such structures 

is given. We validate the analytical model by means of Monte-Carlo simulations. 

5.2. Assumptions of the model 

To specify the applicability of the model presented in this work, we list and discuss the model 

assumptions. The model presented in this work accounts for both the Knudsen diffusion and a transition 

to the bulk gas diffusion. While the bulk gas diffusion is already well-described and understood, initially 

we describe the diffusion in the purely molecular regime. The continuous extension to transition- 

and bulk diffusion regime is described in section 5.3. 

In the following derivation, the gas transport within the nanostructure is assumed to occur in a molecular 

regime, i.e. the mean free path in the bulk gas 𝜆b at the gas concentrations considered is much longer

than the mean flight path of a molecule in the space confined by the walls of the porous structure 𝜆f.

It is established for an ideal gas [213], that the 𝜆b is expressed as

𝜆b =
𝑘B𝑇

√2𝑝𝜋𝑑m
2

, (5.1) 

where the 𝑘B is the Boltzmann’s constant, 𝑇 – temperature, 𝑑m – gas molecule diameter, 𝑝 – gas

pressure. The 𝜆f, referred to in the further part of this work as mean flight path, needs to be expressed

specifically for the given porous structure geometry and in this work we are establishing it for an array 

of randomly-oriented cylinders. 

Effectively, intermolecular collisions are neglected, only the molecule-wall collisions are accounted 

for. This assumption comes down to ensure that the Knudsen number Kn, as we defined below, is much 

higher than 1, 

Kn ≔ 𝜆b/𝜆f ≫ 1, (5.2) 

while the molecular flow component is stated to become apparent at Kn=1 or greater [214,215]. 

Notably, in literature, a slip-flow regime is sometimes specified for Kn ∈ (0.001, 0.1) [178], however 

in this work we are limiting the division into bulk gas diffusion regime, transition regime and molecular 

regime, for simplicity and clarity. The Kn is conventionally defined as a ratio of 𝜆b to the inner diameter

of the given pipe. It has been established so, because for the cylindrical pores, the 𝜆f is in fact equal

to the pore diameter. However, in the inverse Knudsen problem that we are considering, there are 

no pores per se. This is why we are proposing the unambiguous definition of the Knudsen number (5.2), 

which is applicable to all kinds of porous structures, including the curly fibre bushes. 

We are treating the subsequent flights of a molecule from one wall collision to another as a random 

walk process, consisting of the following steps:  

• Collision of a molecule with a cylinder wall,

• Release of a molecule from the cylinder surface following the Lambert’s law of emission,

• Free flight of a molecule from one cylinder wall to another at a speed corresponding

to the mean absolute velocity 𝑣 from the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution,

• Collision of a molecule with another cylinder wall.

The mean absolute velocity 𝑣 is expressed as 
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𝑣 = √
8𝑅𝑇

𝜋𝜇
, (5.3) 

where 𝑇 is temperature, 𝑅 – universal gas constant, 𝜇 – molar mass of the diffusant. 

Due to the strictly random orientations and locations of the cylinders, the angle of emission 

of a molecule is immediately “forgotten” by the molecule upon release – mathematically, it has 

no bearing on the molecule flight distance. Notably, this is contrary to the anisotropic case 

of unidirectional cylinders, where the release angle is in fact the key factor determining the path length 

between subsequent collisions [207]. 

Following the Einstein-Smoluchowski model [216,217], the diffusion coefficient for a random walk is 

expressed as 

𝐷K =
〈|Δ𝑟|2〉

2𝑘〈Δ𝑡〉
, (5.4) 

where |Δ𝑟| is a single random walk step distance, Δ𝑡 - its duration, whereas 𝑘 – the number 

of dimensions in which the diffusion is considered. The triangular brackets represent an expected value 

of the given random quantity. Given the formula (5.4) it becomes clear that in order to fundamentally 

describe the Knudsen gas transport, it is crucial to accurately capture the statistical nature 

of the molecule scattering, as done for instance by Colson et al. for the case of cylindrical nanopores 

[218]. 

In general, if the geometry of the porous structure considered is anisotropic, the diffusion needs to be 

expressed in each independent dimension. For instance, in our previous work [207] where we 

considered an anisotropic diffusion within arrays of unidirectional cylinders. Therein, the 1-dimensional 

(𝑘=1) diffusion along the direction of fibre axis and the transverse 2-dimensional diffusion (𝑘=2) 

needed to be evaluated separately. In this work however, as the considered geometry of tortuous 

cylinder arrays is isotropic by nature, the 3-dimentional isotropic diffusion model (𝑘=3) is developed. 

We define the 𝑡f as the mean time of flight of a molecule in the space confined by the structure

𝑡f ≔ 〈Δ𝑡〉 (5.5) 

and 𝜆2 as the mean square flight distance of the molecule in the confined space, or mean square

displacement 

𝜆2 ≔ 〈|Δ𝑟|2〉, (5.6) 

both of which are determined by the geometry of the specific type of the porous structure. 

5.3. Generalisation towards a transition to a viscous regime at high pressures 

Although in the derivations in this work a purely molecular regime of gas transport is considered, 

the results obtained are straightforwardly generalised to account for a continuous transition to a bulk 

diffusion regime, where Kn takes values of the order of magnitude of unity or smaller. It is important 

in cases where the gas pressure is relatively high, e.g. in the spatial ALD [212] or CVD [219]. 
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The effective diffusion coefficient 𝐷eff can be expressed in terms of the Knudsen diffusivity 𝐷K

and the diffusivity through the porous medium in a purely viscous regime 𝐷p,

𝐷eff =
1

1
𝐷K

+
1

𝐷p

. 
(5.7) 

In the work of Poodt et al. [212], 𝐷p has been simply approximated as the bulk gas diffusivity 𝐷b, from

the classical gas kinetics [213] being 

𝐷b =
𝜆b𝑣

3
. (5.8) 

This approximation however does not account for the fact, that even in a purely viscous gas transport 

regime the diffusivity of gas through the porous medium is not equivalent to the bulk diffusivity [220]. 

It is so, because the cross section of gas flow is reduced by the factor of porosity 휀 and the concentration 

gradient is applied over a longer path due to tortuosity of the porous structure 𝜏p. Hence, the expression

for the diffusion coefficient in porous structures in viscous regime is 

𝐷p =
휀

𝜏p
𝐷b. (5.9) 

The geometrical factors 휀 and 𝜏p are discussed in more detail in the further part of this work.

5.3.1. Reduced diffusivity 

In the context of gas transport in porous media, the diffusivity is often expressed in a reduced form 

as a ratio between the diffusivity in porous medium to the diffusivity in the bulk gas [221–223]. 

Particularly, the reduced diffusivity in the viscous regime in becomes 

�̃�p =
𝐷p

𝐷b
=

휀

𝜏p
. (5.10) 

We can express the effective diffusivity accounting for both Knudsen and viscous diffusion 

in the dimensionless terms analogously, 

�̃�eff =
𝐷eff

𝐷b
=

휀

𝜏eff
, (5.11) 

where the reduced diffusivity is denoted with a �̃�eff and an effective tortuosity 𝜏eff is implicitly defined.

If we additionally define a Knudsen tortuosity 𝜏K analogously as the 𝜏p in equation (5.9), we obtain

𝐷K =
휀

𝜏K
𝐷b, �̃�K =

휀

𝜏K
, (5.12) 
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𝐷eff =
휀

𝜏K + 𝜏p
𝐷b, �̃�eff =

휀

𝜏K + 𝜏p
. (5.13) 

The form of equations (5.11-1313) shows, that the tortuosity contributions originating from different 

factors add up to an effective tortuosity. The physical meaning of 𝜏K becomes clear with the completed

derivation of the 𝐷K in section 5.4.5.

5.4. Transport of gas between randomly-oriented fibres 

Examples of locally randomly oriented fibres are shown in Figure 5.1. The interwoven CNTs (Figure 

5.1a) were synthesised on an alumina-coated Si wafer by catalytic CVD – the synthesis details available 

elsewhere [127]. Figure 5.1b depicts a nanoscale fibrous structure of cellulose aerogel2, whereas 

Figure 5.1c shows mullite microfibres3. Similar arrangements can be found in materials like electrospun 

fibre mats, recycled carbon fibre, etc. We are deriving a new set of parameters describing the kinetics 

of the gas transport within such structures accounting for the specifics of their geometry. 

Figure 5.1. Example SEM images of randomly oriented fibrous structures; a) CNTs, b) cellulose aerogel2, c) 

mullite fibres3 

5.4.1. Definition of the structure geometry 

Figure 5.2 schematically illustrates the geometry considered, based on the CNTs as grown by means 

of catalytic CVD on a planar substrate (Figure 5.2a) and straight random fibres (Figure 5.2b). 

The substrate is shown for illustrative purposes only, while it does not affect the diffusion 

within the membrane. The fibrous mat is of approximately uniform thickness, 𝑙. The constituent 

2 Reprinted from [224] Colloids and Surfaces A: Physicochemical and Engineering Aspects, Vol. 240, Issue 1-3, 

H. Jin, Y. Nishiyama, M. Wada and S. Kuga, Nanofibrillar cellulose aerogels, Pages 63-67, Copyright 2004, with

permission from Elsevier.
3 Reprinted from [225] Journal of the European Ceramic Society, Vol. 36, Issue 6, J. He, X. Li, D. Su, H. Ji and

X. Wang, Ultra-low thermal conductivity and high strength of aerogels/fibrous ceramic composites, Pages 1487-

1493, Copyright 2016, with permission from Elsevier.
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cylinders are randomly-oriented or tortuous (locally random in orientation), of an average length 𝑙0

and diameter 𝑑.  

Figure 5.2. Side-view schematic illustration of mats of randomly-oriented fibres: a) tortuous and b) straight. The 

average fibre length 𝑙0 and fibre mat thickness 𝑙 are denoted. 

In such a case, one can define an average cylinder axes length per volume 𝜎 

𝜎 ≔
Δ𝑙

Δ𝑉
=

Δ𝑆𝜎0𝑙0

Δ𝑉
=

𝑙0

𝑙
𝜎0 = 𝜏𝜎0, (5.14) 

where Δ𝑉 is the volume considered, Δ𝑆 – the substrate surface in the representative volume, Δ𝑙 is 

the total length of fibres in this volume, 𝜎0 is the areal density of the cylinders on the substrate, whereas

the 𝜏 ≔ 𝑙0/𝑙, by one of the common simple definitions, represents tortuosity [226]. Consequently,

the axes length per volume 𝜎 also has a meaning of an effective areal density of the cylinders on 

the substrate. For the perfectly isotropic orientations, the 𝜏 equals 

𝜏 = 2, (5.15) 
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which is shown in Appendix C.1. Due to the random and isotropic nature of the defined system, it is 

safe to assume, that the tortuosity of the pores between the fibres is the same as the tortuosity 

of the fibres themselves, therefore 𝜏 from equation (5.15) can be substituted into equation (5.9) as 𝜏p.

The other key parameters describing the structure are the surface-area-to-volume ratio 𝛼0,

𝛼0 = 𝜎𝜋𝑑 (5.16) 

and the volume fraction of the void or porosity 휀0,

휀0 = 1 − 𝜎
𝜋𝑑2

4
. (5.17) 

The simplistic expressions (5.16,17) hold under an assumption that the fibres are not intersecting or that 

the intersections between the fibres can be neglected. There are cases however, when the intersections 

do occur and need to be accounted for. One of such cases is the coating of dense carbon nanotube arrays 

with thin films, especially if the film thickness is of the order of magnitude of the nanotube diameter 

or greater. The intersections alter the contribution of individual fibres to the surface area and to the void 

volume fraction. It is so, because the intersecting cylinder volumes count only once, whereas 

the intersecting cylinder surfaces do not count at all. The following expressions for the surface area 

to volume ratio 𝛼 and porosity 휀 do account for the intersecting cylinders: 

𝛼 = 𝜎𝜋𝑑 exp (−𝜎
𝜋𝑑2

4
), (5.18) 

휀 = exp (−𝜎
𝜋𝑑2

4
). (5.19) 

The derivations of (5.18,19) can be found in Appendix C.2. On note is that, equations (5.18,19) 

converge asymptotically to equations (5.16,17), respectively, for small 𝜎𝜋𝑑2/4 as shown

in Figure 5.4a,b. Moreover, they are applicable for every fibre orientation distribution, such as vertically 

aligned cylinders, as considered in our earlier work [207], and tortuous fibres, as herein. The 𝑑 and 𝜎 

are experimentally accessible in a relatively straightforward way, for instance by coupling BET surface 

area measurements and SEM imaging or directly by means of nano- or microtomography. 

Although the expressions (5.16-19) are not crucial for the further derivations in this work, we are 

providing them for the benefit of the scientific community, with a view for the experimental evaluation 

of the geometrical parameters in the forthcoming studies. Nonetheless, while in the analytical 

derivations we are assuming perfectly random orientations and positions of the cylinders without any 

hindrance to cylinders crossing, equations (5.18) and (5.19) reflect the theoretically considered case. 

5.4.2. Regular porous structures vs. inverse porous structures 

Equation (5.18) reveals at which fibre diameter the geometry turns from an inverse-porous to a regular 

porous structure, e.g. in cases where a growing film infills a nanowire array, aerogel or fibre fabric 

to a compact nanocomposite in the CVI process. We notice, that it is characteristic for the inverse 

porous structures that their surface area to volume ratio 𝛼 increases as the film thickness increases. 

Examples of such structures include CNT or nanowire arrays, fibre carpets, fibrous aerogels, et cetera. 

The regular porous structures exhibit a decrease in 𝛼 with the increasing coating thickness, 
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as schematically illustrated in Figure 5.3. Examples of such porous structures include anodic alumina 

porous membranes (and others geometrically alike), cracks in solids, microchannels and opals, to name 

a few. This finding allows us to establish a clear geometrical distinction between the inverse and regular 

porous structures. 

Figure 5.3. Schematic illustration of the variation in the surface area to volume ratio 𝛼 with increasing thickness 

of the coating film infilling the fibrous structure – a transition from an inverse to a regular porous structure. 

The expression (5.18) reflects both the regular- and inverse behaviours and a transition between them, 

as seen in Figure 5.4a. The maximum possible value of 𝛼 for the given 𝜎 is equal √2𝜋𝜎/𝑒 and it is 

reached at the 𝑑=√2/(𝜋𝜎). This finding is relevant for the applications in which maximizing the surface 

area to volume ratio of the porous structure is of interest. Interestingly, the 𝑑=√2/(𝜋𝜎) is also 

an inflection point of the 휀 (5.19), which means that at this critical cylinder diameter the void volume 

fraction begins to flatten out to converge asymptotically to 0 at high 𝑑. 
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Figure 5.4. The surface area to volume ratio 𝛼 (a) and void volume fraction 휀 (b) in arrays of the cylinders 

of diameter 𝑑. The axes are scaled to the characteristic values for generality. Orthogonal dashed lines were added 

to guide the eye. Inverse and regular porous structure regimes are indicated. The values of 휀 for non-intersecting 

fibres are plotted up to the physical limit of close-packing of cylinders. 

5.4.3. Isotropic fibre orientations – angular distribution 

In the derivations, we are assuming that the cylinders are randomly oriented and locally straight, i.e. 

the radius of curvature is much larger than the individual cylinder diameter. To describe the orientations 

of the cylinders, we are using the isotropic angle distribution expressed in the spherical coordinate 

system: 

pdf𝜑(𝜑) =
1

2𝜋
, 𝜑 ∈ [0,2𝜋), (5.20) 

pdf𝜃(𝜃) = sin 𝜃 , 𝜃 ∈ [0,
𝜋

2
], (5.21) 

where 𝜑 and 𝜃 represent the azimuthal and polar angle, respectively, whereas the pdfs denotes

the probability density function of the quantity given in the subscript s. Due to the isotropy, 

the orthogonal reference frame can be defined freely at the convenience of particular derivation. 
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5.4.4. Mean molecule flight path 

Analogously, as in our previous work [207], we derive the mean flight path 𝜆f and a mean flight time

𝜏f of a molecule in the given porous geometry. For simplicity, we are assuming that the size of the gas

molecules is much smaller than the diameter of the cylinders. To account for the finite molecule 

diameter, one can use the equations obtained here, with the cylinder diameter 𝑑 increased by 2𝑑m, 𝑑m

being the molecular diameter. 

The molecule on a straight path Δ�⃗� can only encounter a fibre wall if the fibre axis crosses a cylindrical 

space of a diameter equal 𝑑 axially oriented along the molecule flight path Δ�⃗�, which is illustrated 

in Figure 5.5. This cylinder is referred to as molecule path cylinder. 

Figure 5.5. Projected views of the molecule flight path Δ�⃗� encountering a fibre of a diameter 𝑑. The molecule's 

path cylinder is denoted with dashed lines. Distance 𝑟 of fibre axis to the axis Δ�⃗� needs to be smaller than 𝑑/2 

so that the molecule hits the fibre wall. 

The expected length of fibre axes Δ𝑙 within the volume of molecule path cylinder is expressed following 

the definition (5.14), 

Δ𝑙 = 𝜎Δ𝑉 = 𝜎
𝜋𝑑2

4
|Δ𝑥|. (5.22) 

The 𝜆f can be defined as the |Δ𝑥|, for which the expected number of encountered fibres is 1. In other

words, the |Δ�⃗�| is equal to 𝜆f when the Δ𝑙 is equal to the average length of a single fibre axis 〈𝛿𝑙〉

crossing the cylinder, which is expressed mathematically 

Δ𝑙 = 〈𝛿𝑙〉  ⇒  |Δ�⃗�| = 𝜆f. (5.23) 

The geometry that is the basis for the following derivation is illustrated in Figure 5.6. The distance 𝑟 

of the fibre axis to the molecule path cylinder axis is uniformly distributed, 

pdf𝑟(𝑟) =
2

𝑑
, 𝑑 ∈ [0,

𝑑

2
). (5.24) 

It results from the fact that from the perspective along the molecule flight path axis, the fibre presents 

itself as a two-dimensional stripe-shaped target of a width 𝑑 (see: Figure 5.5) and there is no preference 
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to any particular distance 𝑟. The validity of this assumption is further substantiated by a stochastic 

simulation in the Appendix C.5. 

Figure 5.6. Illustration of the geometry of the fibre axis crossing the molecule path cylinder; projected cross-

sectional view along and perpendicular to the molecule path cylinder axis. The 𝛿𝑠 is the length of the element 

of the fibre axis crossing the molecule flight path cylinder projected onto the plane normal to the flight path. 

The 𝛿𝑙 is the actual length of the fibre axis element. 

In the derivation of 〈𝛿𝑙〉, it is convenient to initially obtain the projection of 𝛿𝑙 onto the plane 

perpendicular to the Δ�⃗�, denoted as 𝛿𝑠. Based on the geometry presented in Figure 5.6, the 𝛿𝑠 is 

expressed as 

𝛿𝑠 = 𝑑√1 − (
2𝑟

𝑑
)

2

. (5.25) 

Given the 𝛿𝑠, the angle 𝜃 and the probability distributions (5.21) and (5.24), we obtain the 𝛿𝑙, 

𝛿𝑙 =
𝛿𝑠

sin 𝜃
, (5.26) 

and its expected value, 

〈𝛿𝑙〉 = ∫ pdf𝑟(𝑟)𝛿𝑠(𝑟)d𝑟
𝑑/2

0

∫ pdf𝜃(𝜃)
1

sin 𝜃
 d𝜃

𝜋/2

0

=
𝜋2𝑑

8
. (5.27) 

Ultimately, taking equation (5.22), condition (5.23), and substituting equation (5.27), we obtain 

𝜆f =
𝜋

2

1

𝜎𝑑
=

𝜋2

2

휀

𝛼
. (5.28) 

In our previous work [207], section Probability distribution of the transverse penetration distance, we 

justified that the probability distribution function pdf𝑥(𝑥) of the molecule flight path length 𝑥 follows

the Beer-Lambert law, 
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pdf𝑥(𝑥) =
1

𝜆f
𝑒

−
𝑥
𝜆f . (5.29) 

The same holds for the case considered in this work. 

5.4.5. Mean flight time and diffusion coefficient 

Knowing the distribution of the molecule flight path and taking the mean absolute velocity of a molecule 

𝑣 as obtained from Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, we can define the mean flight time 

𝑡f ≔ 〈Δ𝑡〉 =
𝜆f

𝑣
=

𝜋

2

1

𝑣𝜎𝑑
=

𝜋2

2

휀

𝑣𝛼
. (5.30) 

We express the mean square displacement as 

𝜆2 = 〈𝑥2〉 = ∫ 𝑥 pdf𝑥(𝑥)
∞

0

= 2𝜆f
2

(5.31) 

set 𝑘=3 in equation (5.4), as such isotropic diffusion is 3-dimentional, ultimately obtaining 

the expression for the Knudsen diffusion coefficient of randomly oriented cylinder arrays, 

𝐷K =
2𝜆f

2

2 ⋅ 3𝑡f
=

𝑣𝜆f

3
=

𝜋

6

𝑣

𝜎𝑑
=

𝜋2

6

휀𝑣

𝛼
. (5.32) 

We can define the Knudsen tortuosity 𝜏K in analogy to the diffusivity in viscous regime expressed

with equation (5.9), 

𝐷K =
휀

𝜏K
𝐷b ⇒  𝜏K ≔

2

𝜋2 𝜆b𝛼. (5.33) 

From equation (5.33) we can see, that 𝜏K is proportional to the surface area enhancement of a membrane

per thickness equal to 𝜆b and 2/π2 is a proportionality coefficient. This statement is elaborated

on in the Appendix C.3. 

5.4.6. Knudsen number 

Knowing the 𝜆f, it is straightforward to establish the Knudsen number Kn, following the definition (5.2),

Kn =
𝜆b

𝜆f
=

𝑘B𝑇

√2𝑝𝜋𝑑m
2

𝜋
2

1
𝜎𝑑

=
√2𝜎𝑑𝑘B𝑇

𝜋2𝑝𝑑m
2 =

√2

𝜋3

𝛼

휀

𝑘B𝑇

𝑝𝑑m
2 . (5.34) 

5.4.7. Impingement rate 

By definition, the impingement rate 𝛤 is the number of molecules Δ𝑁 that hit the surface area Δ𝑆 within 

the time Δ𝑡, 
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𝛤 ≔
Δ𝑁

Δ𝑆Δ𝑡
. (5.35) 

We set the number of molecules to the average number in the given volume of void within 

the nanostructure, given the gas concentration 𝑛 (molecules per unit volume), 

Δ𝑁 = 𝑛휀Δ𝑉. (5.36) 

The surface area is 

Δ𝑆 = 𝛼Δ𝑉. (5.37) 

The Δ𝑡 is effectively the mean time between collisions, while in this time each molecule should hit 

the surface once on average, 

Δ𝑡 = 𝑡f. (5.38) 

Putting together equations (5.35-38), we obtain 

𝛤 =
𝑛 ⋅ 휀Δ𝑉

𝛼Δ𝑉 ⋅ 𝑡f
=

휀𝑛

𝛼𝑡f
=

2𝑛𝑣

𝜋2 ≈ 0.203 ⋅ 𝑛𝑣, (5.39) 

which has the same dependency on the gas concentration 𝑛 and mean absolute velocity 𝑣 as the bulk 

gas impingement rate from the classical gas kinetics 𝛤b,

𝛤b =
𝑛𝑣

4
= 0.25 ⋅ 𝑛𝑣, (5.40) 

differing only slightly by a numerical multiplicative factor – approx. 0.203 vs. 0.25. The impingement 

rate onto cylinder walls in the molecular regime needs to be described with Eq. (5.39), whereas 

the impingement rate onto a macroscopic object placed within the fibre bushes (e.g. a substrate or large 

particles), follows the classical expression for 𝛤b, as expanded on in the Appendix C.4.

5.5. Comparison of the analytical model with Monte-Carlo simulation results 

The key parameter that fundamentally describes the gas transport kinetics is the mean flight path 𝜆f,

while the other parameters (diffusion coefficient 𝐷, impingement rate 𝛤 and Knudsen number Kn) are 

intrinsically based on its value. Therefore, we have designed a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation to verify 

the validity of the derivation of 𝜆f presented in section 5.4.4. The simulation is based on generation

of randomly-oriented cylinders within the specifically chosen simulation volume and measuring 

the distance of flight of a molecule from the release from a given cylinder wall to the collision 

with another cylinder. 

5.5.1. Simulation algorithm 

We have established, that we can limit the simulation volume Δ𝑉 to the molecule path cylinder (see: 

Appendix C.5). The geometry for the fibre generation is illustrated in Figure 5.7. We define the cylinder 

to be of diameter  equal to the diameter of the fibres and of length 𝐿𝑧 equal to 10× the expected mean
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flight path 𝜆f described with the derived equation (5.28). Subsequently, the fibre axis lines are generated

within the cylinder volume the following way. The origin point 𝑟0=(𝑥0,𝑦0,𝑧0) of each line is

randomised, so that 

{
𝑥0 = 𝑟 cos 𝜑
𝑦0 = 𝑟 sin 𝜑, (5.41) 

where 𝑟 is generated by the distribution (5.24) and 𝜑 by (5.20), whereas the 𝑧0 is uniformly distributed

within [0, 𝐿𝑧]. The orientation of the fibre axis is defined by a vector Δ𝑟=(Δ𝑥,Δ𝑦,Δ𝑧), where

{
Δ𝑥 = − sin 𝜑 sin 𝜃
Δ𝑦 = cos 𝜑 sin 𝜃

Δ𝑧 = cos 𝜃

. (5.42) 

The 𝜑 is the same as for generating 𝑟0, and 𝜃 is generated by the distribution (5.21). A periodic boundary

condition is applied to the bases of the simulation volume cylinder, which means that if the line is found 

to cross any of the bases of a cylinder, it is continued at the other base with the same orientation 

and origin shifted by ±𝐿𝑧, the sign depending which base was crossed. Examples of such random fibre

generation are visualised in Figure 5.8, where the cylinders of 𝑑=20 nm and 𝜎=1011 cm-2 were generated 

within a cylinder of a larger diameter equal 3×𝑑 (Figure 5.8a-c) and 11×𝑑 (Figure 5.8d) and shown only 

within the diameter 2×𝑑 (Figure 5.8a-c) and 10×𝑑 (Figure 5.8d). In the simulation we generate 

the cylinders in 𝑥∈(0, 10×𝜆f), however the cylinders in Figure 5.8 are rendered only within 𝑥∈(0, 3×𝜆f)

for illustrative purposes. 

The length of the fibre axis segment crossing the molecule flight cylinder 𝛿𝑙 is evaluated for each 

generated fibre. The generation of fibres continues until a total length of fibre axes Δ𝑙=𝜎Δ𝑉 is reached, 

as required by equation (5.14). 

We define a 1D grid of 0.5 nm pitch along the flight path coincident with the axis 𝑧. The evaluation 

of the flight path length is based on finding the value of 𝑧r, corresponding to the 𝑧 coordinate of release

of a molecule from the fibre surface, and finding the 𝑧c corresponding to the collision of a molecule

with the other fibre. The flight path length Δ𝑧 is evaluated as a difference between 𝑧c and 𝑧r. The exact

procedure is described in more detail in the Appendix C.6. The entire process is repeated multiple times 

for each choice of 𝜎 and 𝑑 in order to obtain enough statistics of the flight path lengths. 

Figure 5.7. Schematic illustration of the geometry used for the generation of the fibres within the molecule path 

cylinder presented in two projections. The dashed line represents the molecule path cylinder, the dashed-dotted 

vector is the collision cylinder axis, the solid line is the axis of the fibre crossing the molecule path cylinder. 
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Figure 5.8. Example of 3D visualisations of the random fibre generation for the diameter 𝑑=20 nm, axes length 

per volume 𝜎=1011 cm-2; a-c shown within a cylinder of diameter equal 2×𝑑 (a-c) and in a cylinder of diameter 

10×𝑑 (d). 

5.5.2. MC Simulation results compared with analytical model 

We evaluated 7 different values of 𝑑 ranging from 20 to 50 nm at a constant 𝜎 equal 6×1010 cm-2 and 5 

different values of 𝜎 ranging from 2×1010 to 10×1010 cm-2 at a constant 𝑑 equal 30 nm. The number 

of repetitions was chosen to be 106. Histograms of the set of obtained values of Δ𝑧 have been evaluated 

at 20 bins between 0 and 5×𝜆f, normalised to the number of counts in the first bin. The histograms were

compared to the analytically obtained probability density functions of the mean flight path (5.29), where 

the values of the function (5.29) were proportionally rescaled in a way for the function to return 1 

at the location of the first bin. The results are presented in Figure 5.9. 
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The agreement between the analytically obtained flight path distribution and the one obtained 

by the stochastic simulation is excellent, which allows us to confirm that the formula for the mean flight 

path 𝜆f derived in section 5.4.4 is correct, as well as the 𝑡f, 𝐷, Kn and 𝛤, all of which depend on the 𝜆f

directly. 

Figure 5.9. The histogram data of the flight path length distribution compared to the analytically evaluated 

probability distribution; a) varying fibre diameter 𝑑 at constant fibre axes length per volume 𝜎, b) varying 𝜎 

at constant 𝑑. We are emphasizing, that the solid lines are not a fitting result, but they are directly calculated using 

equation (5.29) and normalised to the height of the first bin. The number of MC repetitions 106 ensures 

that the relative uncertainties of the bin heights are negligible. 

5.6. Practical calculations 

5.6.1. Diffusion coefficient for atomic layer deposition on carbon nanotubes 

In this section, we are evaluating the diffusion coefficient for a model case of atomic layer deposition 

of Al2O3 on arrays of CNTs. The diffusing species that we consider here is the trimethylaluminium 

(TMA) gas precursor–used typically for ALD of Al2O3 together with H2O, O2 or O3 as the oxygen 
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precursor [227]. We set the temperature to 225 °C (498.15 K) and pressure equal to 1 mbar. At these 

conditions the TMA exists primarily in a monomeric form, although a significant amount of a dimer 

might be present as well [228]. For simplicity, we are considering only the monomer of a molar mass 

equal 𝜇TMA=72.09 g/mol. The diffusion coefficient has been evaluated for a range of values of 𝜎

from 2×1010 to 10×1010 cm-2 and 𝑑 from 7 to 30 nm, realistic for the ALD-coated CNTs. The mean 

absolute velocity is calculated from the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. The results are shown 

in Figure 5.10a. The diffusivity exhibits a decreasing behaviour both with respect to the increasing 𝑑 

and 𝜎. 

The same conditions were used to calculate the effective diffusivity using equation (5.7) at a range 

of pressures from 100 to 104 mbar, corresponding to the transition from the molecular regime 

to the viscous regime of gas flow. As an example, let us consider the value of 𝑑=20 nm. The results 

of the calculations described previously are shown in Figure 5.10b, where the bulk diffusivity 

and Knudsen diffusivity top limits are indicated as well. Notably, the Knudsen diffusivity does not 

depend on the pressure, because in this regime the intermolecular collisions are neglected. However, 

at an increasing pressure, the bulk diffusivity becomes a limiting factor for the diffusion, which comes 

from the fact, that at higher gas concentrations the intermolecular interactions begin to play a role. 

Additionally, we evaluated the characteristic time of diffusion-driven infill (alternatively: evacuation) 

of the structure with gas 𝑡𝐷. It is estimated as a time, for which the diffusion length equals the thickness

of the membrane. Consider the CNT mat of a thickness 𝑙=1 mm. While the diffusion length can be 

estimated as (𝐷𝑡)0.5, we obtain 

𝑡𝐷 =
𝑙2

𝐷
. (5.43) 

The estimation is shown in the right axis of the graph in Figure 5.10b. We need to emphasise, that the 𝑡𝐷

is not equivalent to the time required for a conformal coating of the CNTs with ALD. For this purpose 

a scaling law for conformal coating of CNTs needs to be derived accounting for surface reactions, 

analogously as in the work of Yazdani et al. [187]. It is however, a good estimate of the time for which 

a steady state of diffusion is reached within the membrane. 
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Figure 5.10. Example calculations of the diffusivity of TMA in a molecular regime (a) and in a transition regime 

(b,c) in arrays of tortuous carbon nanotubes for given values of nanotube diameter 𝑑 and fiber axes length per 

volume 𝜎. The diffusivity is presented both directly (b), as well as in a reduced form (c), normalised to the bulk 

diffusivity. The bulk diffusivity is plotted for reference. Additionally, a maximum pressure for the Knudsen 

regime (Kn>10) is indicated on the right axis of (a) and a diffusion-driven infill time is indicated on the right axis 

of (b). 

5.6.2. Gas flux through a fibrous membrane in Knudsen regime 

In this paragraph, we provide an example implementation of our diffusion theory in estimation of fluxes 

of different gases through a fibrous membrane, specifically in the Knudsen regime. A flat membrane is 
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considered as a simple example, however one needs to keep in mind, that the theory is applicable 

to more complex geometries as well. 

The diffusion-driven gas flux within the membrane 𝐽 is expressed as [229] 

𝐽 = −𝐷K

d𝑛

d𝑧
, (5.44) 

where 𝑛 is the gas concentration in terms of number of molecules per volume, 𝑧 – position coordinate 

across the membrane. In this formulation, the flux 𝐽 refers to the number of molecules crossing the unit 

surface area of the membrane per unit time. Let us consider the case, when the concentration 

of the diffusant on one side of the membrane is 𝑛D, whereas beyond the membrane it is negligible

or equal 0, which is fulfilled either when the membrane is exposed to vacuum or to another gas, without 

the diffusant under consideration. The system is schematically illustrated in Figure 5.11. 

Figure 5.11. Schematic illustration of the considered system of gas flow through a fibrous membrane. Gas 

concentration and position coordinate are indicated with the respective axes. 

Integrating equation (5.44) across the coordinate 𝑧, we obtain 

𝐽 = 𝐷K

𝑛D

𝑙
. (5.45) 

Furthermore, we substitute the diffusivity 𝐷K from equation (5.32), mean absolute thermal velocity

of gas molecules 𝑣 from (5.3) and express 𝑛D in terms of temperature 𝑇 and pressure 𝑝D, utilizing

the ideal gas law. Thus, the expression for the gas flux becomes 

𝐽 =
1

3
√

2𝜋

𝜇D𝑅𝑇

1

𝑙𝜎𝑑
𝑁A𝑝D =

1

3
√

2𝜋

𝜇D𝑅𝑇

𝜋휀

𝛼𝑙
 𝑁A𝑝D. (5.46) 

The form of equation (5.46) reveals that at the given diffusant pressure 𝑝D, the flux is inversely

proportional both to the square root of temperature 𝑇 and to the square root of molecular weight 

of the diffusant 𝜇D. Owing to the theory of gas diffusion in random fibrous media developed
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in this work, the dependence of 𝐽 on the geometric parameters of the membrane is simply captured 

by the multiplicative term (𝑙𝜎𝑑)-1 or 𝜋휀(𝛼𝑙)-1, equivalently. 

We demonstrate the calculations for gases covering a range of molar masses from 4 to 146 g/mol: 

helium (He), water (H2O), oxygen (O2), chlorine (Cl2) and sulfur hexafluoride (SF6). The fluxes are 

estimated for temperatures form 20 to 300 °C (293 to 573 K). We consider a CNT membrane 

of thickness 𝑙=1 mm, axes length per volume 𝜎=6×1010 cm-2 and CNT diameter 𝑑=20 nm. 

In such a membrane, the mean flight path of the gas molecules is estimated as ca. 130 nm, according 

to equation (5.28). The diffusant pressure 𝑝D=20 mbar is chosen, so that the Knudsen number Kn is

greater than 10 for all the cases, ensuring the Knudsen gas transport regime. According to equation 

(5.34), the lowest Knudsen number is obtained for the largest kinetic diameter 𝑑m at the lowest

temperature 𝑇 considered. Sulfur hexafluoride has the largest kinetic diameter of all the gases 

considered 𝑑m=550 pm [56], whereas the lowest temperature considered is 𝑇=293 K. Substituting these

values to equation (5.34) together with 𝑝D=20 mbar, we obtain Kn≈11.5, which confirms Knudsen flow

conditions throughout the parameter range in the calculations. The results are shown in Figure 5.12. 

Figure 5.12. Results of example calculations of gas flux through a fibrous membrane, shown on a dual logarithmic 

scale plot. In the figure, the physical parameters which were kept constant are indicated: gas pressure 𝑝D, 

membrane thickness 𝑙, fibre axes length per volume 𝜎 and fibre diameter 𝑑. A range of gases has been considered: 

helium (He), water (H2O), oxygen (O2), chlorine (Cl2) and sulfur hexafluoride (SF6), covering a range of molar 

masses from 4 to 146 g/mol. 

The graph in Figure 5.12 reveals the dependence of the gas flux on temperature as well as on the molar 

mass – lighter and cooler gasses diffuse faster at the given pressure, which is characteristic 

to the Knudsen diffusion and can be utilised for the purpose of gas filtering. The gas fluxes obtained 

in our calculations are of the order of magnitude of 1018 molecules per square centimeter 

of the membrane per second. 

5.7. Conclusions and outlook 

We have developed a new theoretical framework for the Knudsen diffusion in randomly oriented fibrous 

media and a transition to bulk gas diffusion regime. The model is derived from the basic physical 

principles, which gives an advantage over empirical or probabilistic approaches in terms of generality, 

simplicity and wide applicability. Moreover, the analytical expressions provided allow 

for straightforward development of scaling laws for various processes involving numerous gas transport 

processes in various fibrous media. This includes for instance, the prediction of the gas exposure 

required for a conformal coating of CNTs with ALD, or for a complete infiltration of fibrous structures 
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for composites in CVI, estimation of the growth rate of CNTs synthesised by CVD in case of significant 

diffusion limitation of the growth, or optimizing the properties of fibrous membranes for the desired 

gas transport performance in given conditions, among other examples. We have provided 

a comprehensive set of analytical expressions for the gas diffusion parameters: Knudsen number (5.34), 

Knudsen diffusivity (5.32), effective diffusivity accounting for transition to bulk diffusion (5.7), mean 

flight path confined by the structure (5.28), mean time between subsequent molecule-wall collisions 

(5.30) and the impingement rate (5.39). The set of geometrical parameters determining the Knudsen 

diffusion is narrowed down to the mean fibre diameter and the fibre length per unit volume, both 

of which are accessible experimentally in a straightforward way, e.g. by tomography or by coupling 

microscopy and BET surface area measurements. The present model can serve as a base to generalise 

the description of gas transport within fibres that are quasi-unidirectional, conceptually between ideally 

straight (as described in our previous work [207]) and isotropically oriented, like herein. We plan 

to implement the presented theoretical framework into more complex processes involving e.g. pressure 

differential, thermal gradient, surface- or gas phase chemical reactions, physisorption, surface diffusion 

and thermal decomposition. These findings have a substantial impact in various fields of science 

and technology such as membrane science, composite and nanocomposite technologies, gas phase 

functionalisation, thin film coating by CVD or ALD, CNT synthesis and more. 
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Abstract 

Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) is a technique of choice for uniform, conformal coating of substrates 

of complex geometries, owed to its characteristic self-limiting surface reactions upon sequential 

exposure to precursor vapours. In order to achieve the uniform coating however, a sufficient gas 

exposure needs to be provided. This requirement becomes particularly relevant for highly porous 

and high aspect-ratio substrates, where the gas transport into the substrate structure is limited 

by diffusion (diffusion-limited regime), or for ALD precursor systems exhibiting low surface reaction 

rate (reaction-limited regime). The sufficient exposure is often determined experimentally, 

this approach is however highly inefficient, requiring extensive screening for large ranges of system 

parameters for each distinct type of substrate, precursor system or ALD reactor operating mode. It is 

therefore beneficial to predict the process regime and employ appropriate scaling laws in the selection 

of experimental parameters. In this chapter, a kinetic diffusion-reaction continuum model of ALD 

on high surface area substrates is developed, applicable both for regular and inverse porosity 

of the  substrates. We begin with formulation of the continuum model of a single cycle ALD based 

on the notation of Yanguas-Gil et al. (2017). We introduce a new parametrisation of the system based 

on its natural system of units, dictated by the scales of the physical phenomena governing the process. 

We present a range scaling laws valid for a general porous substrate, which scale intuitively 

with the natural units of the system. The scaling laws describe the coating depth in a diffusion-limited 

regime with respect to the gas exposure, chemisorption coverage in a reaction-limited regime 

with respect to the gas exposure, the width of the reaction zone in the diffusion-limited regime. 

Expressing the ALD continuum model in terms of its natural units facilitated new physical insights. 

For the first time, the distinction between diffusion- and reaction-limited ALD regimes is directly 

quantitatively related to the width of the reaction zone and the profile of chemisorption coverage 

in a single cycle ALD, all of them being determined by the natural length unit of the system. Moreover, 

we find that the Knudsen number for the given type of a porous structure is uniquely and solely 

determined by the value of the so-called gas excess number. This means, that if the diffusion occurs 

in a Knudsen regime, the frozen surface approximation is necessarily justified; i.e. the time for the gas 

flux to equilibrate within the porous structure is much shorter than the time necessary for the conformal 

coating. The new insight into the phenomena governing the process is given. Further on, we 

particularise the model system for the multicycle diffusion-limited coating of random fibrous mats 

and present experiment of ALD on forest of tortuous carbon nanotubes (CNTs). We specify the general 

scaling law for coating depth in the diffusion-limited regime for the particular case of CNT substrate, 

which gives an expression for the diameter profile of the coated CNTs in a multicycle ALD. The surface 

area of coated CNTs determined by the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method for krypton sorption 

measurements, the gas exposure estimated based on the analysis of the pulsing pressure curve allow to 

predict the diameter profile and compare it with the diameters measured by SEM, giving an excellent 

agreement. The results constitute a validation of the modelling carried out in this work. Moreover, the 

theoretical framework describing gas transport in random fibrous media introduced in the previous 

chapter is validated as well. 

List of symbols 

Latin: 

𝐴 total surface area of carbon nanotubes coated with ALD 

𝐷 Knudsen diffusivity 

𝑑 carbon nanotube diameter 

𝑑aux auxiliary variable defined for expression of diameter profile 
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𝑑m molecule diameter 

𝑑max maximum diameter of carbon nanotubes coated with ALD 

𝑑mini minimum diameter of carbon nanotubes 

𝑑N2
nitrogen molecule kinetic diameter 

𝑑TMA trimethylaluminium molecule kinetic diamete 

ℎ layer thickness increment in a single ALD cycle, 

ℎT Thiele number 

𝐽 classical gas impingement rate 

𝐽wall gas impingement rate onto walls of porous nanostructure 

𝑘 proportionality constant relating 𝑑aux and 𝑧

𝑘B Boltzmann’s constant 

Kn Knudsen number 

𝑙 thickness of the porous structure 

𝜇Al2O3
molar mass of alumina 

𝜇N2
molar mass of nitrogen 

𝜇TMA molar mass of trimethylaluminum 

𝑛 precursor gas concentration 

�̅� precursor gas concentration, dimensionless 

𝑛0 precursor gas concentration unit 

𝑁A Avogadro’s constant 

𝑁cyc number of ALD cycles 

𝑁𝑑 number of diameter measurements 

𝑛R precursor concentration in ALD reactor over sample 

�̅�R precursor concentration in ALD reactor over sample, dimensionless 

𝑝 precursor pressure 

𝑃/𝑃0 relative pressure in Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface area measurement 

𝑝N2
partial pressure of nitrogen 
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𝑝TMA partial pressure of trimethylaluminium 

𝜚Al2O3
density of ALD-deposited alumina 

𝑆 surface area of silicon wafer support covered by carbon nanotubes 

�̅� pore wall surface area to pore volume ratio 

𝑠0 surface area of a reactive surface site 

𝑡 time 

𝑡̅ time, dimensionless 

𝑇 absolute temperature 

𝑣 mean absolute velocity from Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution 

𝑤II width of the reaction zone 

𝑧 spatial coordinate of depth into the porous structure 

𝑧̅ spatial coordinate of depth into the porous structure, dimensionless 

𝑧c depth reached by ALD coating in a given cycle in diffusion-limited regime 

Greek: 

𝛼 ratio of pore wall surface area to the total volume of membrane 

𝛽0 initial reaction probability upon collision of precursor molecule with available surface site 

휀 porosity 

𝜆b mean free path of precursor molecule in bulk gas 

𝜆f mean flight path of a molecule confined by the porous structure 

Φwall gas exposure experienced by walls of the porous structure 

𝜎 fibre axes length per volume 

𝜏c mean diffusion time until chemisorption (time unit) 

𝜏f mean flight time of a molecule confined by the porous structure 

𝛩 ALD surface coverage 
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6.1. Introduction 

6.1.1. Background 

Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) is a thin-film synthesis technique, which allows to achieve an atomic 

thickness precision, conformal, pinhole-free coating of highly complex substrate geometries, 

such as high aspect-ratio structures [106,186], porous structures [230,231] and high-surface-area 

materials [232]. In particular, coating of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) with ALD has been a widely pursued 

topic, due to the attractive physical properties of CNTs, including their outstanding electrical 

conductivity and high surface area. ALD coating of CNTs finds applications in synthesis and tailoring 

the properties of novel functional materials for energy storage [233–235], energy conversion [236], 

photocatalysis [237–239], biosensing [240,241] and more. 

ALD is a variant of chemical vapour deposition, which relies on a sequential exposure of the substrates 

to the chemical vapours, referred to as precursors, which undergo self-limited chemical reactions 

on the substrate surface, referred to as chemisorption. Typically, the ALD process is designed 

with the aim of obtaining a conformal coating. For this purpose, two main conditions need to be 

fulfilled. First, the substrate surface needs to have a high density of reactive surface sites, while low 

densities tend to result in an island-like growth instead of a conformal film [242,243]. This issue is 

especially important in coating of CNTs, due to their intrinsic chemical inertness [244]. It has been 

addressed, for instance, by applying a plasma treatment [242,243], exposure to ozone [245], a non-

covalently adsorbed nucleation layer of NO2 [246] or by tailoring the synthesis temperature throughout 

the process [188,242]. The other condition for the conformal coating is the sufficient exposure 

to the precursor species [233,246], so that the surface reactive sites are uniformly covered in each cycle. 

This necessitates both providing the sufficient amount of the precursor (relevant for the ultrahigh 

surface area materials), as well as letting the precursor exposure time long enough for the diffusion 

to drive the precursor molecules to the available reactive sites (relevant for tightly porous substrates). 

The diffusion and precursor supply limitation can be also turned into an advantage in synthesis 

of intentionally non-conformal coatings, such as fine-tuned pore openings [247] or functional coating 

of the topmost features of the high aspect-ratio structure [248]. It becomes clear, that for design 

and optimisation of the ALD on porous media, a rigorous modelling is needed, accounting for the gas 

transport and reaction kinetics, and the emerging scaling laws. 

A thorough review of various approaches to the modelling of ALD on porous nanostructures can be 

found in the recent work of Cremers et al. [249], including ballistic, Monte-Carlo, continuum, analytical 

and semi-analytical models. In this work, we aim to describe the process behaviour of ALD 

by a continuum model, analytically distinguish the diffusion-limited and reaction-limited ALD process, 

establish analytical scaling laws for coating depth in diffusion-limited regime and surface coverage 

in reaction-limited regime. The continuum model introduced in this work follows the notation 

of Yanguas-Gil and Elam [250,251]. The model accounts for a langmuirian chemisorption and diffusion 

of the precursor species within the porous nanostructure. We introduce a novel parametrisation 

of the model in the natural system of units imposed by the phenomena governing the process. 

This approach allows for elucidating the physical effect of the process parameters on the system 

behaviour and for establishing the new scaling laws for a general case of ALD on arbitrary porous 

substrates. We present a new physical insight into the problem of ALD coating of porous substrates, 

quantitatively describing the distinction of the ALD coating regimes, the single-cycle coating profile 

shape and their inherent interdependence. Finally, we particularise the model for the case of ALD 

coating of random fibrous structures and experimentally validate its performance in predicting 

the coating profile in a multicycle ALD coating compared to the experiment on a CNT forest substrate. 

Moreover, the experimental results constitute a validation of the Knudsen diffusion model in fibrous 

structures, developed in our previous work [252]. 
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6.1.2. The continuum diffusion-reaction model 

In the formulation of the continuum model of ALD on porous nanostructures we follow the notation 

of Yanguas-Gil [251]. The model is used in this work in the context of coating of CNT carpets, we are 

however emphasizing that the applicability of the model encompasses the entire variety of porous 

substrates, provided that the specified parameters for the given substrate structure are determined. 

The model assumes a uniform diffusivity and pore surface area to pore volume ratio within the substrate, 

and an irreversible Langmuirian adsorption of molecules, referred to as chemisorption. In one 

dimension, the model is expressed with the following set of differential equations: 

{

𝜕𝑛

𝜕𝑡
= −𝐽wall𝛽0�̅�(1 − 𝛩) + 𝐷

𝜕2𝑛

𝜕𝑧2

𝜕𝛩

𝜕𝑡
= 𝐽wall𝛽0𝑠0(1 − 𝛩)

, (6.1) 

where 𝑛, 𝑡, 𝐷, 𝑧, 𝛽0, �̅�, 𝐽wall, 𝛩 and 𝑠0 represent volumetric gas concentration (number of gas molecules

per volume), time, diffusivity, axial coordinate, reaction probability upon collision of a precursor 

molecule with an available surface site, pore wall surface area to pore volume ratio, gas impinging rate 

onto pore walls, surface coverage and an average surface area of an adsorption site, respectively. 

From the classical kinetic theory of gases, the gas impingement rate is 

𝐽 =
𝑛𝑣

4
 , (6.2) 

the 𝑣 being the mean thermal velocity of precursor molecules. Here however, we express the impinging 

rate in a more general form, specific to porous nanostructures denoted as 𝐽wall

𝐽wall =
𝑛

𝜏f�̅�
 , (6.3) 

where 𝜏f is the mean time of flight of a precursor molecule in the space confined by the nanostructure,

which is related to the mean flight path length between subsequent molecule-wall collisions 𝜆f,

𝜏f =
𝜆f

𝑣
 . (6.4) 

Although in the cylindrical pores the impinging rate 𝐽wall as described with equation (6.3) is equivalent

to (6.2), we argue that it is not the case in general, as presented in the previous chapter of this thesis 

for the case of fibrous membranes [252]. Moreover, 𝐷 and �̅� can be set as position-dependent in 3 

dimensions, reflecting the inhomogeneous geometry. In the inhomogeneous formulation of the problem 

however, the diffusion term in the model (6.1) needs to be generalised as either 𝜕/𝜕𝑧(𝐷𝜕𝑛/𝜕𝑧) 

or ∇(𝐷∇𝑛), depending whether the problem is one- or three-dimensional, respectively. The anisotropy 

of diffusivity can be captured by expressing 𝐷 as a diffusion tensor instead of a scalar, also possibly 

position-dependent. In this work however we analyse the simple case of one-dimensional diffusion 

invariable with in position, therefore 𝐷 is set as a scalar. The value or expression for 𝐷 depends 

on the gas pressure as well [212], because pressure affects the mean free path of molecule in a gas 

and thus, determines the diffusion regime. The ratio of the mean free path in bulk gas 𝜆b to the mean

flight length between subsequent molecule-wall collisions 𝜆f is referred to as Knudsen number, Kn,
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Kn =
𝜆b

𝜆f
 . (6.5) 

For tightly porous structures at low gas pressures Kn is much greater than 1, which determines 

the Knudsen regime of gas diffusion. In this regime the intermolecular collisions can be neglected 

and the molecule flight paths are ballistic [92,196]. In the opposite case, when Kn≪1, the diffusion 

occurs in a viscous regime, whereas the intermediate values of Kn~1 define a transition regime 

of diffusion. The model discussed here remains valid in any diffusion regime, however when we 

particularise the model for the case of coating of CNT arrays, a purely Knudsen regime of diffusion is 

assumed. 

Notably, �̅� can be expressed as 

�̅� =
𝛼

휀
 , (6.6) 

where 𝛼 and 휀 represent the surface area to volume ratio and porosity, respectively. We are considering 

nanostructures fixed on planar substrates on the bottom, whereas the top side is exposed to the precursor 

gas. Hence, the boundary conditions for the gas phase are 

𝑛(𝑧 = 0, 𝑡) = 𝑛R(𝑡), (6.7) 

𝐷
𝜕𝑛

𝜕𝑧
(𝑧 = 𝑙, 𝑡) = 0, (6.8) 

where 𝑛R is the precursor concentration in the reactor, to which the structure is exposed, whereas 𝑙 is
the total thickness of the structure. The condition (6.7) reflects the continuum requirement, which is 

that the concentration of gas at the top of the nanostructure must be the same as directly above 

the nanostructure. Whereas, the condition (6.8) is equivalent to forcing the gas flux to be equal zero 

at the coordinate of the substrate4. 

As we assume no precursor gas in the pores of the structure initially, the initial condition for 𝑛 is 

𝑛(𝑧, 𝑡 = 0) = 0. (6.9) 

The chemisorption coverage 𝛩, not having the flux term in its governing equation, in principle does not 

require boundary conditions. However, some solvers might require to provide them for running properly 

in conjunction with the other equation containing the flux term. In such a case, one may accurately set 

both boundary conditions to zero flux of 𝛩 at both boundaries, analogously to (6.8). As an initial 

condition for 𝛩 we set 

𝛩(𝑧, 𝑡 = 0) = 0, (6.10) 

4 Notably, if the porous membrane considered is planar and exposed from both sides, the same set of boundary 

conditions can be applied - in such a case, 𝑙 refers to the z coordinate in the middle of the membrane thickness 

and the solution is given for one exposed side, the other one being symmetrical. The zero-flux boundary condition 

in the middle arises then from the symmetry of the problem. 
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while at the beginning of the cycle we are expecting no coverage. The main variables of the model 

system (6.1) are illustrated in Figure 6.1 

Figure 6.1. The main variables of the model system (6.1) illustrated together with a graph of its typical numerical 

solution. In the graph the gas concentration in the membrane 𝑛 is normalised to the gas concentration surrounding 

the sample 𝑛R, whereas the depth coordinate 𝑧 – to the membrane thickness 𝑙. The single-cycle ALD coverage 𝛩 

is dimensionless. Colour-coding: 𝑛 – purple –, 𝛩 – green. 

6.1.3. The dimensionless form of the model 

In the work of Yanguas-Gil [251] the model was reduced to a dimensionless form, taking the membrane 

thickness and gas concentration upon pulsing as a base for the system of units. Here however, a different 

reduction is presented, where the system of units is dictated strictly by the physical phenomena 

governing the system behaviour, which leads to a parameterless form of equation system itself. 

There are several good reasons why it is beneficial to develop such a dimensionless model, expressing 

the existing physical equations in terms of their natural units. First of all, such a form of the model is 

simple, straightforward to implement in a simulation. Moreover, it helps to identify the factors 

effectively influencing the solution and allows to find out how the solution is scaled by inspection 

of how the units of the system change with the process parameters. Above all else, however, a single 

solution of the dimensionless model constitutes an entire class of real physical solutions, while 

the solution domain scales with the units of respective quantities. This approach allows 

for a straightforward identification and quantification of the scaling laws that govern the behaviour 

of the system captured by the model. 

The time unit 𝜏c is determined by both the time of flight and the reaction probability,

𝜏c =
𝜏f

𝛽0
. (6.11) 

It can be interpreted as a mean time until a precursor molecule is chemisorbed when the coverage 𝛩 

equals 0. Consequently, the distance unit 𝜆c is determined by the diffusivity and the time unit,

𝜆c = √2𝐷𝜏c, (6.12) 
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which represents the diffusion length of a molecule (root mean square displacement along the 𝑧 axis 

direction due to diffusion) until chemisorption takes place at zero coverage, 𝛩=0. The unit of gas 

concentration is set as 

𝑛0 =
�̅�

𝑠0
, (6.13) 

being the precursor concentration in the porous structure, for which the number of gas molecules 

contained in the pores equals the number of adsorption sites, i.e. the amount of gas, that would fully 

saturate the self-limiting chemisorption on the structure surface. The coverage 𝛩 is naturally 

dimensionless and, as such, it requires no unit. Applying the system of units (6.11-13) to the model 

(6.1), we obtain the dimensionless and form of the model, with no parameters: 

{

𝜕�̅�

𝜕𝑡̅
= −�̅�(1 − 𝛩) +

1

2

𝜕2�̅�

𝜕𝑧̅2

𝜕𝛩

𝜕𝑡̅
= +�̅�(1 − 𝛩) 𝑜

. (6.14) 

The dimensionless boundary- and initial conditions become 

�̅�(𝑧̅ = 0, 𝑡̅) = �̅�R(𝑡̅), (6.15) 

𝜕�̅�

𝜕𝑧̅
(𝑧̅ = 𝑙,̅ 𝑡̅) = 0, (6.16) 

�̅�(�̅�, 𝑡̅ = 0) = 0, (6.17) 

𝛩(�̅�, 𝑡̅ = 0) = 0. (6.18) 

Notably, we find a direct relation of the dimensionless gas concentration �̅�R to the Knudsen number,

which is discussed in section 6.1.5, exemplified for the specific case of randomly-oriented fibres. 

It is also convenient to express the gas impingement rate 𝐽wall in the dimensionless terms,

𝐽wall =
1

𝜏c𝛽0𝑠0
�̅�. (6.19) 

Setting (𝜏c𝛽0𝑠0)-1 as the unit of 𝐽wall, we obtain the dimensionless gas impingement rate equivalent

to the dimensionless gas concentration. Analogously, the gas exposure onto nanostructure walls Φwall

becomes 

Φwall(𝑡) = ∫ 𝐽walld𝑡
𝑡

0

=
1

𝑠0𝛽0
∫ �̅� d𝑡̅

𝑡̅

0

. (6.20) 

Consequently, (𝑠0𝛽0)-1 is set as the natural unit of gas exposure, the physical meaning of which depends

on the ALD regime, as discussed in the further part of this work. We define the gas exposure Φ 
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onto macroscopic surfaces analogously as a time integral of the classical gas impingement rate 𝐽, 

expressed with equation (6.2). 

6.1.4. ALD coating regimes and their corresponding scaling laws 

The kinetics of ALD on porous nanostructures is defined by the balance between the rates 

of the two competing mechanisms – diffusion and chemisorption. Depending which one constitutes 

the kinetically-limiting factor to the process, the ALD occurs in a reaction-limited regime, a diffusion-

limited regime [186,251], or between the two mentioned extremes, in what we refer to as a transition 

regime, in which the reaction rate is closely in line with the diffusion rate. The characteristic behaviour 

of coating in the three distinguished ALD regimes is schematically illustrated in Figure 6.2, taking 

an array of vertically aligned nanotubes as an example nanoporous structure. In the reaction limited 

regime, the reaction probability is relatively low, which leads to multiple collisions of the precursor 

molecules with the walls that do not lead to chemisorption. Effectively, molecules are able to diffuse 

through the entire structure and react randomly anywhere on substrate surface, resulting in a uniform 

and coating. In the diffusion-limited regime on the other hand, the molecules diffuse freely through 

the already-coated topmost section of the porous structure and react at a high probability on the surface 

once an available surface site is encountered. It results in what is referred to as a step coverage – a front 

of a conformal film coating, propagating into the structure gradually with the continuing precursor 

exposure. The transition regime lies in between of the two mentioned extremes. For both the extreme 

regimes, analytical solutions of the model (6.1) and the resultant scaling laws are presented in the further 

part of this work. The transition regime requires solving (6.1) numerically. 

The main question remains, what process parameters dictate the ALD regime and the coating profile. 

It has been qualitatively identified in literature, that the low reactive sticking probability 𝛽0 results

in the reaction-limited process, whereas the high Knudsen number results in a diffusion-limited ALD 

[186]. Many studies have indicated, that lowering the 𝛽0 results in a smoothening of the step-coverage

profile dictated by the diffusion-limited regime [186,192,253]. We encompass the quantitative 

description of both the growth regime and the coverage profile shape with one decisive parameter – 

the mean diffusion path until chemisorption 𝜆c.

In the work of Yanguas-Gil [251], so-called Thiele number ℎT was defined (otherwise referred

to as Thiele modulus), which relates the ratio of the reaction rate to the diffusion rate [254], allowing 

to determine the ALD regime. The ℎT ≪ 1 defines a diffusion-limited regime, whereas ℎT ≫ 1 –

a reaction-limited regime. Expressing ℎT in terms of the units defined in the present work,

ℎT ≔ 𝑙√
�̅�𝐽wall𝛽0

𝑛𝐷
=

𝑙

√𝐷𝜏c

=
√2𝑙

𝜆c
, (6.21) 

we find, that ℎT is of the order of magnitude of the ratio of the structure thickness 𝑙 and the mean

diffusion path until chemisorption 𝜆c. Therefore, the value of 𝜆c compared to the thickness 𝑙 determines

the growth regime. It is also consistent with the dependency of the ALD regime on 𝛽0, while 𝜆c depends

on 𝛽0 as well (see: equation 6.12). Moreover, we find, that 𝜆c quantitatively corresponds to the width

of the spread of the coating profile of a single ALD cycle, as discussed in detail further in this section, 

which ultimately unites the description of the ALD regime and the coating profile shape. 
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Figure 6.2. Illustration of the three distinct coating regimes of porous nanostructures, exemplified by vertically 

aligned cylinder array as a substrate; a) reaction-limited regime, b) transition regime, c) diffusion-limited regime. 

Green colour represents the chemisorption coverage. The thickness of the porous substrate is denoted with 𝑙. 

Reaction-limited regime criterion and scaling laws 

If the molecule is diffuses all the way through the structure, bouncing between structure walls multiple 

times and still have a low probability that it has chemisorbed on the way, the ALD occurs in the so-

called reaction-limited regime. This is described by the Thiele number ℎT much greater than 1,

or the criterion 

𝜆c ≫ 𝑙. (6.22) 

In this case, before a significant coverage is reached, the gas concentration 𝑛 equilibrates throughout 

the structure, in equilibrium with the gas concentration in the reactor 𝑛R. The chemisorption occurs

gradually, uniformly over the whole surface area of the nanostructure. To apply this extreme 

in the model system (6.1), we set 𝑛≡𝑛R(𝑡) throughout the structure, which gives a reduction to one

differential equation 

d𝛩

d𝑡
=

𝑠0

�̅�

𝑛R

𝜏c
(1 − 𝛩) (6.23) 

with the initial condition 

𝛩(𝑡 = 0) = 0. (6.24) 

The solution of this system is 

𝛩(𝑡) = 1 − exp (−
𝑠0

�̅�𝜏c
∫ 𝑛R(𝑡′)d𝑡′

𝑡

0

) = 1 − 𝑒− ∫ �̅�R(𝑡̅′)d�̅�′
�̅�

0 . (6.25) 

Using the definition of the gas exposure Φwall (6.20) we obtain the solution expressed with respect

to the Φwall,
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𝛩(Φwall) = 1 − exp(−𝑠0𝛽0Φwall) = 1 − exp(−Φ̅wall). (6.26) 

Equation (6.26) reveals, that in the context of the reaction-limited regime, the unit of exposure (𝑠0𝛽0)−1

can be understood as the characteristic exposure that provides surface coverage fraction equal 1 − 𝑒−1.

If the 𝑛R can be assumed constant over the timespan of the precursor exposure, we obtain

𝛩(𝑡) = 1 − exp (−
𝑠0𝑛R

�̅�𝜏c
𝑡) = 1 − 𝑒−�̅�R𝑡̅, (6.27) 

conveniently expressed in terms of dimensionless quantities. 

Transition regime 

In the transition regime, the diffusion and reaction rate are of the same order of magnitude. In this case, 

a significant fraction of the precursor molecules manages to diffuse all the way through the structure 

and still not chemisorb. Still however, a considerable fraction of the precursor molecules gets 

chemisorbed on the way. In this case, the regime condition is 

𝜆c~𝑙, (6.28) 

or by the Thiele number of the order of unity. Simple analytical approximate solutions of the model 

system (6.1) are not available for this regime. The solution needs to be evaluated numerically. 

Diffusion-limited regime 

If the molecule is only able to travel a short path within the porous structure until it chemisorbs, relative 

to the whole depth of the structure to coat, the diffusion is the limiting factor in the process. Hence, 

the diffusion-limited ALD process is defined by Thiele number ℎT much smaller than 1, or by

the condition 

𝜆c ≪ 𝑙. (6.29) 

The following derivation is based on the considerations of Gordon et al. [191], which focused on ALD 

in narrow holes and trenches. Here, however, we are expressing the coating kinetics for the case 

of a general nanoporous material, at the same time pinpointing the geometrical and physical parameters 

that are determining the coating behaviour. 

Solving the model (6.1) for selected diffusion-limited regime conditions (𝑙=100 𝜆c and 𝑙=1000 𝜆c,

𝑛R=0.01 �̅�/𝑠0 in both cases), we obtain solutions for the gas concentration and chemisorption as shown

in Figure 6.3. 
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Figure 6.3. Two example solutions of the model (6.1) for the diffusion-limited regime: a) 𝑙 = 100 𝜆c, b) 

𝑙=1000 𝜆c, for both 𝑛R=0.01 �̅�/𝑠0. Gas concentration and coverage curves are plotted with respect to the depth 

coordinate. Three distinct zones are indicated with roman numerals: I - complete coverage zone; II - reaction zone 

and III - no-coverage zone. 

In the solution one can distinguish three characteristic zones: I – complete coverage zone, II – reaction 

zone and III – no-coverage zone. In the zone I, the coverage is saturated, 𝛩 = 1, whereas 

the concentration exhibits a uniform gradient in this zone, bound by the left-sided condition 𝑛(𝑥 = 0) =

𝑛R. The zone II follows deeper, where the coverage is not yet complete, 0 < 𝛩 < 1, whereas

the concentration 𝑛 reaches zero, because the rapid chemisorption of molecules acts as a vacuum pump. 

The width of this zone is proportional to the length unit 𝜆c. In Figure 6.3 the reaction zone is marked

with a grey overlay of width equal to 4 𝜆c.

In the zone III, the 𝛩 = 0 and 𝑛 = 0, while the precursor had no chance to reach it, getting consumed 

by chemisorption on a way within the reaction zone. 

It is evident that in the diffusion-limited regime we observe that the coating proceeding into the structure 

can be approximated with a step-function, where the zone II determines the location of the step. 

The scaling law of coating depth in this regime is proposed as 
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𝑧c(Φwall) = √2𝐷𝜏f𝑠0Φwall = 𝜆c√𝑠0𝛽0Φwall, (6.30) 

where 𝑧c is the coating depth and Φwall is the gas exposure experienced by the topmost walls

of the of the porous structure (close to 𝑧 = 0). The derivation of (6.30) can be found in Appendix D.1. 

Scaling law (6.30) can be applied to any nanoporous structure, provided that its parameters are 

determined. In the context of diffusion-limited ALD regime, the of exposure unit (𝑠0𝛽0)−1 represents

an exposure, for which the porous nanostructure is coated down to the depth 𝜆c. If the gas concentration

is constant throughout the pulsing and equal 𝑛R, the scaling law (6.30) becomes

𝑧c(𝑡) = 𝜆c ⋅ √
𝑛R𝑠0

�̅�

𝑡

𝜏c
. (6.31) 

Taking into account, that 𝜆c is a measure of the mean path that molecule travels in the random walk

until chemisorption, we take an educated guess, that it directly reflects the characteristic width 

of the reaction zone 𝑤II. Namely we state that

𝑤II = 𝜆c. (6.32) 

The validity of (6.32) depends on the definition of 𝑤II. Let us assume, that the blurred coverage step

function, like the ones shown in Figure 6.3, can be described as a convolution of a Heaviside step 

function 𝐻 and a smoothening filter function, 𝑓. Effectively, it means that the ideal sharp step-like 

coverage undergoes a low-pass filtering. Let us define 𝑤II as the square root of variance of 𝑓. We

perform a deconvolution and extract the 𝑧c and 𝑤II from the numerical solutions of the system (6.1)

obtained for parameters fulfilling the condition of molecular gas transport regime (Kn≫1) 

and diffusion-limited regime of ALD (6.29). The exact procedure is described in Appendix D.2. 

The results shown in Figure 6.4 confirm a remarkable agreement of the scaling laws (6.31) and (6.32) 

with the numerical solutions. The slight fluctuation of the numerical values of 𝑤II is attributed

to numerical errors. The drop of 𝑤II at the end of the coating we attribute to the edge effect, which

occurs when the coating depth 𝑧c is approaching the total length of the system 𝑙.
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Figure 6.4. Numerical solutions of the system (6.1) compared to the respective scaling laws: a) the coating depth 

(6.31) and b) the width of the reaction zone (6.32). 

6.1.5. Specifying the model parameters for the case of ALD on random fibrous media 

In our previous work [252] we derived a novel theoretical framework for diffusion of gas in random 

fibrous materials. We are using a set of expressions from that work in the development of the ALD 

model presented here. For the truly randomly oriented fibres, which are allowed to intersect, the surface 

area to volume ratio 𝛼 is expressed as 

𝛼 = 𝜎𝜋𝑑 exp (−𝜎
𝜋𝑑2

4
), (6.33) 

where 𝑑 is the average fibre diameter and 𝜎 is the fibre length per volume. The expression for porosity 

휀 is 

휀 = exp (−𝜎
𝜋𝑑2

4
). (6.34) 

The ratio of (6.33) and (6.34) gives the surface area to pore volume ratio �̅�, 
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�̅� =
𝛼

휀
= 𝜎𝜋𝑑. (6.35) 

The mean flight time between the subsequent molecule-wall collisions 𝜏f is expressed as

𝜏f =
𝜋2

2

1

�̅�𝑣
, (6.36) 

where 𝑣 is the mean absolute velocity of gas molecules from the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. 

While we are assuming that the diffusion occurs in the molecular regime, we are using the equation 

for Knudsen diffusivity 𝐷, 

𝐷 =
𝜋2

6

𝑣

�̅�
. (6.37) 

If a pure Knudsen gas diffusion regime cannot be assumed due to high pressures, one can implement 

the diffusivity equation accounting for the transition to the viscous regime presented in our previous 

work [252]. The Knudsen number for fibrous structures Kn is expressed as 

Kn =
√2

𝜋3

�̅�𝑘B𝑇

𝑝𝑑m
2 , (6.38) 

where 𝑘B is the Boltzmann constant, 𝑇 is the gas temperature in K, 𝑝 is the peak gas pressure, whereas

𝑑m is the diameter of a precursor gas molecule. From the classical gas kinetics,

𝑝

𝑘B𝑇
= 𝑛R. (6.39) 

Moreover, we can assume that 𝑑m
2  is approximately equal to the average area of an adsorbate surface 

site 𝑠0. Hence,

Kn ≈
√2

𝜋3

�̅�

𝑛R𝑠0
=

√2

𝜋3

1

�̅�R
. (6.40) 

From equation (6.40) we can see, that for random fibrous membranes, the Kn is uniquely determined 

solely by the dimensionless gas concentration �̅�R, which further elucidates the physical relevance

of the system of units defined. Clearly, for the assumption of the molecular regime of the gas transport, 

the �̅�R needs to be much smaller than 1, so that the Kn is much greater than 1. Notably, Yanguas-Gil et

al. [250,251] define an excess number, which is analogous to �̅�R. The excess number determines

whether so-called frozen surface approximation of the system can be assumed, i.e. whether equilibration 

of the distribution of gas within the pores of the structure is much faster than the surface saturation. 

The relation (6.40) shown here elucidates that this property is intrinsically connected with the gas 

transport regime. This finding means that if the diffusion occurs in the Knudsen regime, utilisation 

of the frozen surface approximation is necessarily justified. 
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6.1.6. Coating profile of random fibrous nanostructures in a diffusion-limited ALD regime 

While coating porous nanostructures with ALD in a diffusion-limited regime, the coating depth 

gradually decreases from cycle to cycle, see Figure 6.5. It happens so, because each cycle makes 

the structures tighter for the gas diffusion (decrease in 휀), thus decreasing the Knudsen diffusivity. 

The other factor influencing the coating depth is a change in the surface area to volume ratio 𝛼 from 

cycle to cycle. It affects both the Knudsen diffusivity and the amount of precursor required to saturate 

the given thickness of the porous structure as the surface area to be coated changes. Depending 

on the type of the structure, regular or inverse (as discussed in our previous work [252]), 𝛼 gradually 

decreases or increases, respectively, as the film grows. 

To mitigate the diffusion-limiting effect and achieve a consistently uniform coating in each cycle, one 

needs to adjust the gas exposure Φwall following the scaling law (6.31) according to the proceeding

changes in surface area, porosity and diffusivity from one cycle to another. To examine the performance 

of the scaling law, we have performed an experiment of the diffusion-limited coating 

in an undersaturated mode, i.e. the coating depth 𝑧c is less than the thickness of the porous mat to coat.

The scaling law (6.30) allows to predict the ALD coating profile, which we perform here on the example 

of CNT mat as a model substrate. 

Figure 6.5. Schematic of ALD coating profile on a fibrous nanostructure on a flat support (not to scale) illustrating 

the decreasing coating depth 𝑧c in subsequent ALD cycles; the numbers of the respective ALD cycles are given 

in brackets (1, 2, 3 and 4). Minimum and maximum fibre diameters are indicated as 𝑑min and 𝑑max, respectively. 

Given the framework of expressions introduced in section 6.1.5, for the random fibre geometry 

the scaling law for the coating depth in the diffusion-limited regime (6.30), becomes 

𝑧c(Φwall) =
𝜋

𝜎𝑑
√

𝑠0

6
Φwall. (6.41) 

Transformation of equation (6.41) gives the coating profile, 
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𝑑(𝑧) = {

𝑑max for 𝑑aux(𝑧) > 𝑑max

𝑑aux(𝑧) for 𝑑min < 𝑑aux(𝑧) < 𝑑max

𝑑min for 𝑑min > 𝑑aux(𝑧)
, (6.42) 

Where 𝑑(𝑧) is the CNT diameter including the coating with respect to the depth in to the mat 𝑧, 𝑑min

is the initial fibre diameter, 𝑑max is the diameter of the coated fibre measured at the top of the structure,

where all the coating cycles are saturated. The 𝑑aux(𝑧) is an auxiliary variable defined for convenience,

𝑑aux(𝑧) ≔
𝑘

𝑧
, 𝑘 =

𝜋

𝜎
√

𝑠0

6
Φwall. (6.43) 

Equations (6.42, 43) describe the diameter profile for a constant precursor exposure in each cycle 

for coating of fibrous substrates in a multicycle ALD process. We are using this profile in the further 

part of the work for interpretation of the experimentally measured diameters of the ALD-coated CNT 

array. The diameter profile (6.42,43) is schematically illustrated in Figure 6.6. 

Figure 6.6. Schematic illustration of the diameter profile of CNTs coated with multicycle ALD in a diffusion-

limited regime as described with equations (6.42,43); 𝑑 – coated CNT diameter, 𝑧 – depth coordinate, both shown 

in arbitrary units for illustrative purposes. 

6.2. Experimental 

The CNTs were synthesised on a silicon wafer by means of catalytic chemical vapour deposition, 

as described in more detail in Chapter 4. SEM imaging showed that the thickness of the CNT mat was 

ca. 300 ± 5 μm. In order to achieve and examine the diffusion-limited coating of the CNTs arrays, we 

performed ALD of Al2O3 on a CNT mat. The details of the ALD procedure are given in a following 

section. Subsequently, we carried out the SEM imaging of the coated CNT sample cross section in order 

to obtain the diameter profile data along the depth into the CNT mat. Subsequently, a theoretically 

expected diameter profile (6.42,43) and its confidence intervals are predicted based on the measured 

physical parameters of the model and their uncertainties. The predicted and measured coating profiles 

are compared to assess the performance of the model. 

The parameters determining the profile are the average area of a surface site 𝑠0, the axes length

per volume of the CNTs 𝜎, the precursor exposure Φwall and the mean CNT diameters prior to- 
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and after the ALD coating, 𝑑min and 𝑑max, respectively. The 𝑠0 can be realistically estimated

from the growth per cycle ℎ in terms of thickness increment in each ALD cycle [255], 

𝑠0 =
𝜇Al2O3

2𝜚Al2O3
𝑁Aℎ

 , (6.44) 

where 𝜚Al2O3
 is the density of the ALD-synthesised alumina being approximately 3.0 g/cm3 [256,257],

𝑁A – the Avogardo number, whereas 𝜇Al2O3
 – molar mass of the aluminum oxide. Division by 2

in equation (6.44) comes from the fact, that two TMA molecules are required to deposit one 

stoichiometric unit of Al2O3. For internal consistency, we are deriving the ℎ from the diameters 

of the CNTs before and after the multicycle ALD, 𝑑min and 𝑑max, respectively:

ℎ =
𝑑max − 𝑑min

2𝑁cyc
, (6.45) 

where 𝑁cyc is the number of the ALD cycles. The 𝑑min and 𝑑max are determined by analysis of SEM

images, as discussed in the further part of this work. 

The absolute surface area of the coated CNTs is determined experimentally by Krypton adsorption, 

which allows to uniquely determine the CNT axes length per volume 𝜎 with equation (6.33) coupled 

with the given diameter profile. The procedure is explained in more detail in the further part of this 

work. 

The exposure Φwall is determined by analysing the pressure curve recorded during the pulsing of TMA,

which is elaborated on in the following sections. 

Ultimately, when all the parameters and their uncertainties are set, the validity of the gas diffusion 

model introduced in this work is examined - the theoretically expected coating profile is evaluated 

and compared to the profile directly measured by SEM. 

6.2.1. Atomic Layer Deposition procedure 

The ALD process has been carried out in a commercial ALD reactor Savannah 100 (Cambridge 

Nanotech) in a viscous flow mode5 –The temperature of the chamber was set to 225 °C, the high-purity 

nitrogen (99.9999 % purity) at 20 sccm was used as a carrier gas throughout the procedure 

with the vacuum pump always on. As precursors for Al2O3 coating, we used the TMA (Sigma-Aldrich, 

deposition-system grade) and ozone generated by an ozone generator (OL80F by Ozone Lab™). 

It is known, that the CNTs surfaces are chemically inert [244], which may result in a spot-wise 

nucleation of ALD films . To increase the reactivity of the intrinsically inert CNTs, we first exposed 

them to ozone for 30 s in a pulsed manner: 100 ms long pulses separated by 1 s, afterwards letting 

the reactor get purged for 40 s. An analogous approach has been successfully applied in conformal 

coating of graphene [258] with alumina ALD. 

Subsequently, in order to eliminate the influence of the differences in surface chemistry of ALD 

on carbon and on alumina in our experiments, we initially coated the CNTs with 5 cycles of seed layer, 

5 Within the range of pressures in our experiments, the mean free path of molecules is of the order of magnitude 

of micrometers (𝜆b≈20 μm, see: section 6.3), which is much shorter than the characteristic dimensions of the ALD 

reactor. Therefore the Knudsen number in the reactor is much smaller than 1 and the viscous flow is justified. 
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ensuring a saturated coating by long pulsed exposures to the precursors. One cycle description: 

10×150 ms TMA pulse separated by 1 s, 40 s waiting time; 10×100 ms ozone pulse separated by 1 s, 

40 s waiting time. 

Ultimately, the diffusion-limited coating has been carried out on such prepared substrate. 75 coating 

cycles have been carried out, each cycle was done as described: 1×100 ms TMA pulse, 40 s waiting 

time, 10×100 ms ozone pulse separated by 1 s, 40 s waiting time. Finishing the process, the reactor was 

cooled down to 80 °C and sample was extracted. The ALD processing is summarised in Table 6.1. 

Table 6.1. Summary of the ALD processing protocol. 

Repetitions Event Duration 

1× 
30× 

O3 pulse 100 ms 

wait 1s 

1× wait 40 s 

5× 

10× 
TMA pulse 150 ms 

wait 1s 

1× wait 40 s 

10× 
O3 pulse 100 ms 

wait 1s 

1× wait 40 s 

75× 

1× 
TMA pulse 100 ms 

wait 40 s 

10× 
O3 pulse 100 ms 

wait 1s 

1× wait 40 s 

6.2.2. Establishing the precursor gas exposure from the pressure curves 

The pressure curve recorded during TMA pulsing allows to determine the exposure Φwall. In principle,

for an accurate estimate, one needs to carry out a complex simulation, involving fluid dynamics, 

modelling of the vacuum pump, precursor evaporation, etc. We are however suggesting a simplistic 

approach to the issue with several assumptions: 

• One can treat the function of pressure versus time in the ALD reactor upon precursor pulsing

as an “impulse response” to the delivered gas, in analogy to signal processing.

• The response is approximated as a decaying exponential, which reflects the vacuum pumping

behaviour.

• A plug-flow of gas is assumed for simplicity.

• The flux of precursor gas during pulsing can be approximated as a temporal gaussian peak.

The decaying exponential function is a pressure response to the infinitesimally short precursor pulse 

(temporal Dirac delta). The time constant of the decaying exponential is subject to curve fitting. 

Effectively, while the precursor pulse is approximated as a gaussian, the pressure curve is predicted 

as a response to a gaussian-shaped precursor pulse, which is calculated as a convolution of the gaussian 
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and the decaying exponential. Such a curve is fit to the pressure datapoints and the gas exposure 

experienced by the sample is extracted. The example pressure graph and the calculation results are 

shown in Figure 6.7. The data analysis process is elaborated on in Appendix D.3. By integration 

of the resulting impinging rate over time, we obtain the exposure Φwall=(6.76±0.68)×1019 cm-2,

where the confidence interval is 95% and comes from the analysis of 10 pulsing curves. 

Figure 6.7. Evaluation of temporally-resolved impingement rate based on the analysis of the pressure recorded 

during TMA pulsing; a) a typical pressure curve as observed upon 100 ms TMA pulsing, with the correction 

for the base pressure and a model curve fit; b) TMA molar fraction at the inlet to the reactor and the impinging 

rate 𝐽wall evaluated based on the model curve fitting result. 

6.2.3. Scanning Electron Microscopy Imaging 

In order to investigate the diameter profile of the alumina-coated CNT mat in the diffusion-limited 

ALD, we performed scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging. A fragment of CNT forest has been 

carefully removed with a razor, exposing the cross section of the coated mat. The imaging has been 

done with the Hitachi S4800 SEM at a 45° sample tilt. An overview image along with three example 

high-magnification images is shown in Figure 6.8. The imaging shows, that the top part of the CNT 

array is uniformly coated with the alumina giving a high contrast. Further deep into the structure, 

the structure appears gradually darker in the overview, which is linked to a declining coating thickness, 

as seen in the high-magnification images, and as expected from the coating in the diffusion-limited 

regime. 

High-magnification images have been taken at 20 different depths into the structure. The images were 

analysed in the open-source ImageJ software; 10 diameters were measured by hand in each image 

for appreciable overall statistics. To avoid the human bias in the measurement, the images were first 

shuffled, and subsequently the measurements obtained were assigned to their respective original 

positions accordingly. 
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Figure 6.8. Scanning electron microscopy imaging of the alumina-coated CNTs; a. - overview of the CNT forest 

tilted by 45°; b., c., d. - high magnification images at depths of ca. 40 μm, 90 μm and 240 μm, respectively. 

6.2.4. Measurement of surface area by Krypton adsorption-desorption isotherms 

The absolute surface area of the coated CNTs was determined by the Brauner-Emmet-Teller method. 

Krypton adsorption-desorption isotherms of the silicon wafer with the alumina-coated CNTs were 

collected at 77 K using a Micromeritics 3Flex Surface area and Porosity Analyzer. Prior 

to the measurement, the sample was degassed for 20 h at 200 °C at a pressure of 1.3×10−2 mbar in order 

to remove water vapour and volatile organic compounds. Data points were recorded at a relative 

pressure (𝑃/𝑃0) range between 0.02 to 0.62 and both adsorption and desorption branches were collected.

In order to get reproducible results, the sample was measured 3 times. The resulting absolute surface 

area was measured as 𝐴=1182±63 cm2, where the confidence interval is 95%, estimated as a double 

standard deviation. The surface area of the silicon wafer substrate is negligible compared to the total 

surface area measured. The value obtained by this method allows to uniquely determine the fibre axes 

length per volume 𝜎, by equation (6.33) coupled with the diameter profile, as elaborated on in the next 

paragraph. 

6.2.5. Analysis of the diffusion-limited coating profile 

The diameter profile model of the multicycle ALD-coated CNT (6.42,43) was found to be highly 

sensitive to deviations of the model parameters. Therefore, in order to obtain a reliable estimate 

of the expected coating profile and its confidence intervals, we implemented a bootstrap approach. 

The bootstrapping relies on random data sampling with replacement carried out multiple times, 

calculating the estimators of interest in each randomisation and ultimately obtaining distributions 

of the estimators. 

The profile model (6.42,43) has 3 independent parameters: 𝑑min, 𝑑max and 𝑘. The 𝑑min was determined

in each bootstrap iteration as a mean value of randomly selected diameter measurements at depths 

higher than 110 μm, which we found to be deep enough, so that the diffusion-limited coating depth does 

not reach it at any cycle. If the number of measurements performed deeper than 110 μm was 𝑁𝑑 , then

𝑁𝑑  diameter measurements were drawn at random with returns, which follows the most common

implementation of bootstrap. Analogously, the 𝑑max was estimated in each bootstrap iteration

for measurements taken at depths less than 50 μm. The parameter 𝑘 requires information about the gas 

exposure Φwall and 𝜎, therefore both of them need to be determined. To do so, in each bootstrap

iteration, the exposure Φwall and the total surface area 𝐴 are randomly drawn from their respective
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gaussian distributions, taking the mean and standard deviations as the distribution parameters. 

By definition, 𝐴 can be calculated as 

𝐴 = 𝑆 ∫ 𝛼(𝑥)d𝑥
𝑙

0

= 𝑆 ∫ 𝜎𝜋𝑑(𝑥) exp (−𝜎
𝜋𝑑2(𝑥)

4
) d𝑥

𝑙

0

, (6.46) 

where 𝑆 is the surface area of the Si wafer substrate covered by the CNT mat. The parameter 𝑘 is then 

obtained in each bootstrap iteration as a result of numerical solution of the system of equations 

(6.42,43,46). In the same procedure, 𝜎 is simultaneously obtained. 

The number of bootstrap iterations in this work was set to 104. The results are presented in Figure 6.9 

and the set of the relevant parameters is gathered in Table 6.2. The confidence intervals shown 

in the figure were calculated based on all the statistics obtained from the bootstrap. 

Figure 6.9. Measured diameters of the coated CNTs at a constant precursor exposure at each cycle together 

with the expected coating profile evaluated based on the measured parameters and the model presented 

in this work. The dotted lines indicate the 95% confidence interval of the expected coating profile resulting 

from uncertainties of the individual parameters determining the profile. 

Table 6.2. The relevant parameters of the system and their confidence intervals resulting from measurements (a) 

and inferred from the bootstrap calculations (b). 

Parameter Value±Uncertainty Unit 

𝑑min
a 13.79±0.31 nm 

𝑑max
a 27.10±0.76 nm 

ℎa 0.888±0.055 Å 

Φwall
a (6.76±0.68)×1019 cm-2

σb (4.63±0.65)×1010 cm-2

Figure 6.9 shows an excellent the agreement of the experimentally obtained coating profile 

and the theoretical prediction. The location and slope of the steep edge of the coating profile are 

predicted accurately, within the established confidence intervals, which constitutes validation 
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of the modelling provided in this work. The growth per cycle ℎ is found to be consistent with the values 

reported typically in literature [259,260]. 

6.3. Discussion – the physical parameters of the system 

The modelling introduced in this work and its fit to the experimental data allowed to evaluate a range 

of physical parameters of the system, as well as their evolution with the growing ALD film. We 

summarise the parameters in this section, for a straightforward comparison of the system of Al2O3 ALD 

on CNT mats in our experimental configuration to other related systems. 

The evaluation of Knudsen number Kn requires additional discussion. While only the high values of Kn 

characterise the Knudsen diffusion regime, we made sure to not overestimate its value, to have 

the highest confidence, that the system is indeed governed by Knudsen diffusion. It means obtaining 

a realistically low estimate for the mean free path in the bulk gas. Equations for Kn (6.38-40) were 

introduced for a simplified case of only the precursor gas present. Neglecting the carrier gas might 

however lead to an overestimation of the mean free path 𝜆b and Kn, which, as mentioned above, is to be

avoided. Therefore, the estimation about to be shown here accounts for the influence of the carrier gas 

(here: nitrogen) on the mean free path of TMA in the bulk gas 𝜆b and, consequently, Kn, following

the definition (6.5). According to the classical molecular kinetic theory [261], the mean free path 

of a molecule in a binary mixture is expressed as 

𝜆b =
𝑘B𝑇

𝜋√2𝑑TMA
2 𝑝TMA + 𝜋√1 +

𝜇TMA
𝜇N2

(
𝑑TMA + 𝑑N2

2
)

2

𝑝N2

, 
(6.47) 

where 𝑑𝑥 is a is a kinetic diameter of a molecule, 𝑝𝑥 – partial pressure, 𝜇𝑥 – molar mass. The subscripts

𝑥 denote the gas mixture component. The kinetic diameter of nitrogen is established as 3.64 Å [262]. 

We estimate the kinetic diameter of TMA based on the average surface area of a reactive surface site 

𝑠0 assuming a close-packed arrangement of spherical molecules,

𝑑TMA
2 =

2

√3
𝑠0, (6.48) 

which gives the value of 𝑑TMA=6.06 ± 0.19 Å, consistent with literature [263].

The partial pressures of TMA and nitrogen over the sample with respect to time are evaluated 

for a typical precursor pulse curve, as described in Appendix D.3. The particular point in time is 

selected, for which the combination of partial pressures gives the smallest estimate of 𝜆b, which falls

at the maximum of the partial pressure of TMA over sample. 

The experiment carried out in this work does not allow to fit or evaluate the reactive sticking probability 

𝛽0, but it allows to estimate it from below. While in the experiment, the ALD coating was done

in the diffusion-limited regime within the entire range of the diameter of the coated CNTs, we obtain 

a lower estimate of 𝛽0 for the initial diameter 𝑑min. From the condition (6.22) we obtain

𝛽0 ≫
2𝐷𝜏f

𝑙2 , (6.49) 
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which results in the requirement for 𝛽0 to be much greater than 5.7×10-7. It means, that 𝛽0 has to be

at least an order of magnitude greater than this value, so that the ALD occurs in a diffusion-limited 

regime, as it did in the experiments presented. This is however a very conservative estimate. Precise 

investigation of sticking probability of ALD precursors, TMA particularly, is a topic currently widely 

pursued in the ALD community. So far, it has been best studied for the classical ALD of alumina 

with TMA as an aluminium precursor and water as an oxidiser (TMA+H2O ALD). The recent work 

of Vandalon et al. [264] provided a precise measurement of sticking coefficient of TMA in TMA+H2O 

ALD, obtaining a value of 𝛽0=(3.9±0.4)×10-3, consistent also with other studies, such as another recent

work of Gakis et al. [265]. In our process we used ozone as an oxidiser (TMA+O3 ALD), therefore 

the surface termination prior to TMA exposure is of a different chemical character than 

in the TMA+H2O ALD. However, it is safe to assume that the sticking probability is in this case 

of the same order of magnitude. Therefore in the evaluations of parameters which depend on 𝛽0, we are

using the value found by Vandalon et al. 

The mean absolute velocity of TMA from Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution is given with 

𝑣 = √
8𝑁A𝑘B𝑇

𝜋𝜇TMA
, (6.50) 

where 𝑁A is the Avogadro’s constant. Equation (6.50) gives the value of 𝑣=392 m/s. The expected

values and uncertainties of the parameters are evaluated by the following procedure. We generated 104 

normally distributed instances of each of the quantities from Table 6.2, of 𝛽0 obtained

by Vandalon et al. and of CNT mat thickness 𝑙=300±5 μm. Subsequently, the value for each instance 

was evaluated based on an appropriate equation introduced in this work. Ultimately, the value 

and uncertainty of each parameter was calculated as average and 95% confidence range of the resultant, 

respectively. If a given parameter is affected by the CNT diameter, we show the values for both 𝑑min

and 𝑑max, to elucidate how its value evolved with the proceeding ALD process. The gas impingement

rate 𝐽wall is estimated at the maximum TMA concentration. The evaluated parameters are gathered

in Table 6.3. 

Table 6.3. Physical system parameters determined as a result of the experiments and modelling carried out 

in this work. Abbreviations in the column headings: Sym. – symbol, Val. – mean value, Unc. – uncertainty 

determined as 95% confidence interval. Dashes in the Unit column reflect that the given quantity is dimensionless. 

If the given parameter is affected by the value of CNT diameter, the values for the diameter 𝑑max and 𝑑min are 

given in the first and second row, respectively. All values are shown up to 2 significant digits of the respective 

uncertainty. Parameters denoted with a superscript symbol † were determined assuming the sticking probability 

of TMA based on the results of Vandalon et al. [264]. The gas impingement rate is estimated at its expected 

maximum (at maximum TMA concentration in the reactor upon precursor pulsing). 

Parameter name Sym. Val. Unc. Unit 

Surface area to volume ratio 𝛼 
18.7 ±2.4 μm2

μm3
30.1 ±3.0 

Knudsen diffusivity 𝐷 
0.32 ±0.05 cm2

s0.16 ±0.03 

Porosity 휀 0.93 ±0.01 -
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0.77 ±0.04 

Thiele number ℎT

132 ±23 
- 

259 ±45 

Gas impingement rate onto nanostructure walls 𝐽wall 1.67 ±0.38 
1020

cm2s

Knudsen number Kn 
79 ±13 

- 
156 ±25 

Mean diffusion path until chemisorption† 𝜆c

3.25 ±0.57 
μm 

1.65 ±0.29 

Mean flight path confined by porous structure 𝜆f

0.247 ±0.035 
μm 

0.126 ±0.018 

Mean free path of TMA in bulk gas 𝜆b 19.5 ±1.4 μm 

Reactive site surface area 𝑠0 31.8 ±2.0 Å2

Pore wall surface area to pore volume ratio �̅� 
20.0 ±2.8 μm2

μm3
39.4 ±5.5 

Mean diffusion time until chemisorption† 𝜏c

168 ±42 
ns 

85 ±21 

Mean flight time between subsequent molecule-wall collisions 𝜏f

0.647 ±0.091 
ns 

0.329 ±0.047 

Coating depth in the single cycle 𝑧c

94 ±14 
μm 

47.7 ±7.4 

6.4. Summary and conclusions 

In the present work we revisited continuum modelling of ALD on porous substrates. A new 

parametrisation of the model system has been introduced, based on the natural scales of the physical 

phenomena that govern the process, which are gas diffusion and chemisorption. The model expressed 

in its natural system of units returns entire classes of scalable solutions, which offers ease in determining 

the relevant scaling laws governing the described processes. This approach revealed a clear, direct 

and quantitative connection between the single-cycle ALD coating profile and the determination 

of the ALD regime (diffusion- or reaction limited). Moreover, we have shown, that the gas diffusion 

regime (determined by Knudsen number) and so-called excess number (ratio between gas equilibration 

rate and surface reaction rate) are two sides of the same coin, being determined by the same physical 

parameters and as such cannot be decoupled. We particularise the model for the case of diffusion-

limited multicycle ALD coating of carbon nanotube forests, applying the theoretical framework of gas 

transport in random fibrous media developed in our previous work. We find a remarkable agreement 

between the theoretically predicted coating profile based on the determined process parameters 

and the directly measured coating profile from SEM imaging. The findings in this work constitute 
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a significant contribution to the understanding of ALD on porous structures in general and on random 

fibrous mats in particular. 
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Chapter 7

Summary and outlook 

“I begin with an idea and then 

it becomes something else.” 

Pablo Picasso 

This short chapter contains the summary of the findings and outcomes 

of the studies described in this thesis, as well as their possible 

implications on the future developments of hierarchical composites. 
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In this thesis, we have tackled the concept of hierarchical composites based on carbon fibres (CFs) 

grafted with radially-aligned carbon nanotubes (CNTs) for nanoscale reinforcement of the fibre-matrix 

interface and enhancement of the off-axis performance of the fibre-reinforced epoxy composites. 

The issue of fibre degradation upon the harsh conditions of direct CNT growth by chemical vapour 

deposition (CVD) was tackled by application of a thin protective alumina coating by means of atomic 

layer deposition (ALD). The barrier coatings have been mostly avoided in the scientific community 

developing CNT-CF hierarchical composites, due to the potential downsides of this solution: 

• The presence of the barrier coating increases the complexity of the composite system: it gives

rise to additional interfaces, the mechanical stability of which needs to be ensured.

• The application of the barrier film increases the complexity of the composite manufacturing

process.

There are however distinct advantages of this approach, considering in particular the alumina film 

applied by ALD: 

• ALD is the method of choice for coating of geometrically complex substrates (such as CF

fabrics of tows), allowing for an atomic precision in coating thickness over the entire substrate

surface.

• ALD alumina is a very effective support for CNT synthesis due to the particular catalyst-

substrate interaction, inherently allowing for a dense, uniform growth of high-quality CNTs.

• The film offers protection of the CF in the CNT growth process.

These advantages may outweigh the downsides, especially when pushing the limits of the composite 

performance is the priority. The application of the ALD alumina protective film offers a great promise 

of CNT-CF hierarchical composites, without compromises on the CF mechanical properties, 

nor on the grown CNT quality. Thus, the decision of applying the protective alumina film was 

motivated, spawning many research questions and challenges to pursue. 

First of all, the protective effect of the alumina film needed to be confirmed. We acknowledge the work 

of Vogel et al. [90] carried out previously in our group. By means of micromechanical testing, 

Vogel et al. have demonstrated, that the alumina film indeed does allow to retain the CF mechanical 

properties upon the CNT growth conditions and found that the minimum film thickness for this purpose 

is 12 nm. The mechanisms which govern the protective effect could be at that point hypothesised, 

however the direct confirmation was clearly required. 

The morphological changes that occur in the CFs upon the CVD of CNTs were investigated by means 

of nanotomography. Deterioration of the CF was found to be connected with the migration of iron 

catalyst nanoparticles into the subsurface regions of the CF, to about 100 nm in depth. Moreover, the 

mechanism of migration of iron into the CF has been evidenced: the iron was shown to remain 

in a localised form of nanoparticles throughout the migration process. This finding indicated, 

that the migration is driven by dissolution and diffusion of carbon through the nanoparticles, rather 

than by a simple dissolution of iron in the body of the CF. The 12 nm alumina film allowed to prevent 

the penetration of iron nanoparticles into the CF, which explained the protective effect. 

Vogel et al. [90] had shown, that the adhesion of alumina to CF diminishes strongly under CNT growth 

conditions, posing a challenge in the development of hierarchical composites with the alumina barrier 

film. A modified ALD process was investigated, with an additional ozone pre-treatment of the CF 

surface, for enhancement of the covalent bonding between the fibre and the grown film. The retained 

interface shear strength of the alumina-CF interface was demonstrated by single-fibre pull-out testing. 
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Dense and vertically-aligned CNT arrays are readily wetted by epoxy, facilitated by the capillary action 

of the ultrahigh surface area of the CNTs. Moreover, this morphology allows reaching high CNT 

loadings in the matrix in order to harness the extraordinary mechanical properties of CNTs 

to the greatest extend, particularly in the out-of-plane direction. The CNT growth morphology is largely 

determined by the dispersion of the catalyst nanoparticles on the surfaces. This constitutes 

the motivation of the development of a coating method of alumina-finished complex structures, such as 

CF fabrics or tows, with the iron catalyst. We proposed an aminosilane treatment of the substrates 

and demonstrated its effectiveness in promoting a homogeneous coating with the iron catalyst precursor 

from an iron salt solution. The improvement of homogeneity of catalyst nanoparticle distribution was 

evidenced quantitatively by image analysis. The new catalyst coating strategy was shown to yield dense, 

homogeneous and aligned CNT growth, both on flat substrates, as well as on CF fabrics. 

As the growth of CNTs by CVD occurs at a gas-solid interface, understanding of gas transport 

phenomena is crucial for an efficient manufacturing process development. For instance, considering 

a roll-to-roll process for CNT growth on CF tows, the carbon precursor gas needs to diffuse into the tow 

within the foreseen CVD treatment time. The diffusion limitation may become more pronounced 

as the CNT growth progresses, leading to an inhomogeneous CNT growth throughout the CF tows. We 

identified a knowledge gap in the fundamentals of gas transport in fibrous structures. To fill this gap, 

we introduced a theoretical framework of gas diffusion in fibrous membranes, encompassing 

the Knudsen diffusion occurring at low pressures, the molecular diffusion characteristic to relatively 

high pressures, as well as the transition between both the extremes. The model was derived from basic 

physical principles. Due to its generality and applicability at all scales, the progress in understanding 

of the gas transport provided in Chapter 5 has implications reaching far beyond the CNT growth on CFs. 

The developed theory was then experimentally at the nanometre scale. The experiments were carried 

out on a model system of ALD on CNT mats, which is controlled by gas diffusion. This model system 

was chosen, because it allowed to isolate and quantify the effects of Knudsen diffusion. On top 

of the experimental validation of the theory, we provided a new approach to general description of ALD 

on arbitrary porous substrates, which led to multiple practical scaling laws describing the process 

and many enlightening physical insights into ALD on porous substrates in general. 

The work carried out within the scope of this thesis opened the following paths of further study. 

The anchoring strength of CNTs on the ALD-alumina remains unknown and it might be subject 

to optimisation. Micromechanical testing methods such as single fibre pull-out testing can give an idea 

about the CNT-alumina interface. In this context, taking a step back towards the CNTs grown on flat 

substrates should be considered as well, for experimental simplicity. Moreover, with the electrical 

properties of the composite in mind, alumina may potentially be replaced with another material, which 

would not only adhere well to the fibre and provide an excellent support to the CNT growth, but would 

be a good electrical conductor as well. We used the alumina because of its wide availability in the ALD 

and because of its very well-understood ALD synthesis process. However, it would be certainly 

beneficial to find or develop a replacement coating material, with the electrical conductivity 

functionality. Furthermore, we developed an effective solvent-based iron catalyst coating method; 

however, an alternative approach may be beneficial in some applications. Namely, we suggest coating 

the CFs with the catalyst or catalyst precursor, also using ALD. One could consider a multistage gas 

phase processing furnace, with a range of temperatures and reactive gases, in which the CFs are coated, 

in sequence, with the protective film (ALD), with the catalyst (ALD) and ultimately grafted 

with the CNTs (CVD). Last, but not least, the development of a model of CNT growth throughout fibre 

tows or fabrics utilising the theoretical framework of gas transport introduced in the last chapters of this 

thesis should be taken into consideration, because it allows to increase the fundamental understanding 

of the process, and to straightforwardly establish the scaling laws governing the phenomena occurring 
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at the interface of gases and complex surfaces, thus facilitating the process development 

and optimisation. 

This work has shown the viability of the strategy of manufacturing of CNT-CF hierarchical composites 

including a protective alumina film on CF. The adhesion of the alumina on CF has been ensured with 

an improved ALD coating process. Moreover, owing to the fact, that alumina is shown to function well 

not only as the CF protection, but also as an effective support for the CNT growth by CVD, the CNTs 

can be grown on the CFs without compromises on either CF strength, nor on the CNT density, 

homogeneity or alignment, which constitutes a significant improvement over many previous reports. 

Using the methods developed here, one can uniformly grow dense and aligned CNTs on substrates 

of geometries as complex as CF tows or fabrics, without catalyst deactivation by migration 

into the substrate subsurface regions. Furthermore, the theoretical work on gas diffusion in fibrous 

media presented here lays the foundation for understanding of complex gas-phase processing 

of the fibres and CNTs, as well as other fibrous substances, such as certain aerogels or electrospun 

nanofibre mats. Accounting for all the above, we believe that our work brings us a leap further 

in a journey of hierarchical composites, towards their use in extreme applications and ultimately, 

perhaps, their wide adoption, decreasing our environmental impact and improving our everyday lives.
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Appendix A

Supplementary information 

to Chapter 2 

This appendix contains additional experimental data of carbon fibre 

strength analysis, details of elemental characterisation process by EDX 

and its effect on the samples and numerical evaluation of the influence 

of the nanoparticle separation on the interpretation 

of the nanotomography data. 
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A.1. Single fibre tensile testing – the effect of alumina protection and fibre pre-tension

In this study we refer to the mechanical performance of the fibres examined in the previous work carried 

out in our group [90]. The influence of the thickness of the ALD alumina film necessary to apply prior 

to CVD processing in order to retain the tensile strength of a CF was studied. For the convenience 

of the reader we show these results here in a condensed form. 

The influence of two factors on the fibre strength has been tested at varying thickness of the alumina 

film: fibre prestraining by 0.2% and CVD CNT growth process equivalent to the one carried out 

in this work. The results are summarised in Figure A.1. 

Figure A.1. Summary of the tensile test results carried out in our recent work [90]: dashed black line with grey 

bar represents the baseline strength of the AS4 fibre as received along with the error interval; closed red squares 

– loose (not prestrained) CF having undergone ALD and CVD processes; open blue squares – 0.2%-prestrained

CF having undergone ALD and CVD processes, open purple triangle – CF after ALD with no further processing

open green circle – CF having undergone 100 ALD cycles and thermal treatment at 750°C CVD temperature

in argon, but with no presence of a catalyst or reactive gas. The latter two points are offset along the horizontal

axis for clarity. Thickness of oxide layer equal 0 nm refers to no ALD processing for the given samples.

The results confirmed, that the prestrain is a crucial factor in retaining the CF strength in the process. 

Furthermore, we have concluded that the optimum alumina film thickness is about 12 nm and its further 

increase is not beneficial. 

A.2. Influence of electron beam irradiation during EDX on secondary electron image

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the areas irradiated with electron beam during EDX have changed their 

appearance on secondary electron image. Within an irradiated ROI, the area of NP has increased 

intensity appearing brighter in the image, whereas the surrounding carbon has a decreased intensity, 

appearing darker, see Figure A.2. 
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Figure A.2. SEM of the unprotected CF slice examined by EDX. Labels correspond to the spectra in Figure 2.15a. 

The observations can be explained by the following phenomena. The well-known local deposition 

of amorphous carbon by electron beam from free hydrocarbons present in the non-perfect vacuum 

within the SEM chamber may have caused the local darkening of the secondary electron image of CF. 

The other phenomenon is the catalytic action of iron triggered by local heating by 3 keV electron beam. 

It could have resulted in diffusion of NP towards the surface and precipitation of carbon, causing 

the apparent brightening of the NP. The confirmation of the hypothesis however requires an additional 

study of the interaction of iron NPs with the surrounding carbon upon electron beam irradiation, which 

lies beyond the scope of this work. 

A.3. Influence of small nanoparticle separation on the results of PXCT data analysis

In section 2.3.8 of this work, which is devoted to the verification of PXCT data analysis by means 

of FIB/STEM/EDX examination, we have pointed out that due to the high chance of NPs getting close 

together comparable to the spatial resolution obtained in PXCT, there is a possibility that multiple 

smaller NPs can be interpreted as a smaller number of larger NPs. However, we stated that it does not 

induce a significant error in the resulting estimate of iron content in a given region. In this section we 

support this statement by an example simulation of two NPs getting close together and its subsequent 

analysis employing an algorithm analogous to the one introduced in section 2.3.6. For the sake 

of simplicity, in the simulation we assumed an electron density for CF of 𝜚CF=0.5 Å-3 and an isotropic

Gaussian PSF of 𝜎=29 nm, which falls between the radial 𝜎𝑟 and the axial 𝜎𝑧 obtained from the analysis.

We defined two NPs of 29 nm and 23 nm diameters, being not greater than 𝜎. Blurring of NPs 

of diameter not greater than 𝜎 with PSF produces electron density images very well-described 

with a Gaussian 

𝜚(𝑟) = 𝜚CF +
𝑁𝑒

(√2𝜋𝜎)
3 exp (−

|𝑟 − 𝑟0|2

2𝜎2 ), (A.1) 

where 𝜚 is the simulated electron density image, 𝑟 is a position vector, 𝑟0 is the position of the center

of the NP, 𝑁𝑒  is the total number of electrons in the NP. 𝑁𝑒  can be calculated as

𝑁𝑒 =
𝑍Fe𝑑Fe𝑉NP𝑁A

𝜇Fe
, (A.2) 

where 𝑉NP is a volume of the NP, 𝑍Fe, is the atomic number of iron, 𝑑Fe is iron mass density and 𝜇Fe

is the molar mass of iron. This means that at this NP size all the information about any specific shape 
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is lost and the NPs can be defined as a 3D Dirac delta functions multiplied by the corresponding 𝑁𝑒 .

We took advantage of this fact to produce the simplified simulation. In the simulation, 40 evenly 

distributed values for distances between NPs were considered ranging from 0 nm, meaning a complete 

coalescence of the NPs, up to 116 nm. The cross sections of the produced images at 6 values for the NP 

separation are shown in Figure A.3. We can already see that at a distance of 46 nm it is no longer 

possible to identify the two NPs. 

Figure A.3. Cross sections of simulated electron density images produced by two NPs of different diameters 

(indicated by arrows) at 6 distances. 

The subsequent analysis has been carried out employing the methodology introduced in section 2.3.6 

with minor changes. Instead of artificially adding Gaussian noise to the electron density maps, their 

histograms were numerically convolved with a Gaussian of rms=0.029 Å-3 being close 

to the experimental one. Such an operation is mathematically equivalent to adding noise, but it does not 

introduce noise at low histogram bins and the histograms remain smooth. Consequently, the fitting 

procedure does not have to account for the noise and the optimization function can be defined as 

opt =
1

𝑁
∑ log2 (

𝐻e(𝑘)

𝐻s(𝑘)
)

𝑁

𝑘=1

, (A.3) 

where 𝐻e is the input histogram obtained from the simulated electron density map of the two NPs

at proximity, whereas 𝐻s is the histogram being a result of a linear combination of histograms of well-

separated NPs of different volumes, in this version of the algorithm ranging from 0 to 2.1×104 nm. 

The optimisation function (A.3) represents a non-weighted mean square deviation at logarithmic scale. 

The usage of such an optimisation function is justified by the fact that the algorithm should be sensitive 

to the features of the histograms that become apparent at the logarithmic scale. The fitting termination 

criterion was set as opt<5×10-3 which has given excellent fitting results. A one-dimensional NP volume 

distribution 𝑓(𝑣) was set as a fitting parameter. 

The resulting NP volume distribution is shown in Figure A.4. It is well-pronounced, that at distance 

greater than 100 nm being about 3.5𝜎, the NPs are well distinguished by the algorithm. However, 

as the distance decreases, the algorithm interprets the image as if the smaller NP was getting gradually 

larger, but its contribution to the final histogram was decreasing. On the other hand, the bigger NP 

contribution gradually intensifies. It continues until the distance of ~60 nm is reached, which 

corresponds to about 2𝜎. At this stage, the apparent contribution of the smaller NPs vanishes 

completely. With the further decrease of distance, the image is interpreted by the algorithm as if one 

NP was increasing in volume, but decreasing slightly in contribution to the histogram. Ultimately, 

at the distance equal 0 the output shows clearly one NP of a volume equal the sum of the two. 
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Figure A.4. Output NP volume distributions versus distance between the two NPs. An artefact of a peak at zero 

NP volume has been erased for clarity. 

Using the output 𝑓(𝑣), the total iron volume 𝑉Fe can be calculated as

𝑉Fe = ∫ 𝑣𝑓(𝑣)𝑑𝑣

𝑣max

0

, (A.4) 

which can be compared with the expected total iron volume being the sum of the two NP volumes. 

The relative error of the evaluated total iron volume is presented in Figure A.5. We observe that 

the greatest error that is encountered is only about 6.5%, therefore we claim that it is not significant.  

Figure A.5. Relative error in the total iron content evaluated using the methodology introduced in this work 

in the simulated case of two NPs separated by distances comparable to the PXCT resolution.  

The results of this simulation constitute an example that, in case of close proximity between NPs, 

the introduced algorithm might mistake several NPs as one or misjudge the proportions of the NP sizes. 

Nonetheless, the simulation results exemplify that in such a case the algorithm does not introduce 

a significant error in the estimated total iron content.
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Appendix B

Supplementary information 

to Chapter 4 

This appendix contains modelling of the temperature distributions 

and gas glows in the CVD reactor and image analysis data 

of the surface nanoparticle coatings. 
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B.1. Temperature distribution and gas flow in the CVD reactor

In this appendix we present additional information about the temperature distribution and estimations 

of gas flow, which were not included in Chapter 4, but are nonetheless significant. 

B.1.1. Temperature profile – measurement and modelling

As described in section 4.2.1, the temperature profile within the reactor along the reactor axis has been 

characterised using a thermocouple, see also: Figure 4.3. In order to verify our understanding of the 

temperature distribution, we prepared a heat flow finite element model simulation using COMSOL 

Multiphysics® 5.3a with a heat flow module. Several idealising assumptions were made in the model 

(refer also to Figure B.1): 

i. The system exhibits an axial symmetry around the reactor tube axis.

ii. A mirror symmetry exists with respect to the midplane of the reactor.

iii. The heating zone in the middle of the reactor can be treated as a surface with the boundary

condition of constant set temperature 𝑇S.

iv. The remaining walls of the reactor tube act as an ideal insulation, i.e. a boundary condition

�̇� = 0, (B.1) 

where �̇� denotes the heat flow through the surface in W/(m2s). 

v. The heat shields act as heat sinks with the heat flow proportional to the difference between

the temperature at the boundary 𝑇B and the ambient temperature 𝑇A, which leads

to the boundary condition

�̇� = ℎ(𝑇B − 𝑇A), (B.2) 

where ℎ is the proportionality constant in W/(Km2s). 

vi. The mass flow rate is negligible compared to the heat flow rate.

vii. Only argon at 1 bar is present in the chamber.

Figure B.1. The geometry and boundary conditions of the finite element heat flow model of the CVD reactor. 

Some of the assumptions require discussion. The assumption ii. can be interpreted the following way. 

Let 𝑥 describe the spatial coordinate along the reactor tube axis, with 𝑥=0 defined as in the middle 

of the heating zone. At at the midplane of the reactor tube – the plane perpendicular to the tube axis, 

crossing the axial coordinate 𝑥=0 – the temperature profile is locally symmetrical. In this case, 

the temperature gradient with respect to 𝑥 vanishes. Hence, the heat flow across the symmetry plane 

necessarily equals 0 as well, as the temperature gradient is the driving force for the heat flow. 
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This assumption is consistent with our measurements of the temperature profile. Even though reality 

the reactor in is not symmetrical (see: Figure 4.3), the assumption remains valid, as long 

as the experimentally determined temperature profile peaks at 𝑥=0. We are simplifying the simulation 

by modelling only the region of interest, where the substrates for CNT growth are typically placed, 

which is to the right form 𝑥=0. In reality, the heat dissipation is most likely similar on both sides, but 

certainly not completely symmetrical. In the assumption v. a proportionality parameter of the heat sink 

effectiveness ℎ was defined. It remains a free parameter of the simulation, adjusted to fit the simulation 

to the measurement data. The value of ℎ fitting the experiment best was established as 0.11 W/(Km2s). 

The ambient temperature was set as 25 °C in the simulations. In assumption vi., we state, that the mass 

flow rate is negligible compared to the heat flow rate. It means, that in the simulation we assume a quasi-

static situation, where the gas is not flowing through the reactor, because the timescale of the gas flow 

is much longer than the timescale for equilibration of the temperature profile. We substantiate it 

by the following back-of-an-envelope calculation. 

Let us consider the heat diffusion along the reactor tube, described with the equation 

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑡
=

𝜕

𝜕𝑥
(𝛼

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑥
), (B.3) 

where 𝑡 is time, 𝑇 – temperature, 𝛼 – heat diffusivity. In order to estimate the timescale of the diffusivity 

𝑡D, i.e. the characteristic time of equilibration of the temperature profile, let us equate the length

of the reactor 𝐿 = 90 nm to the diffusion length, which gives the expression 

𝑡𝛼 =
𝐿2

𝛼
, (B.4) 

which is analogous to the mass diffusivity; see also eq. (5.43). The assumption vi. holds if 𝑡𝛼 is much

smaller than the timescale of gas flow 𝑡F, which is the time needed to deliver the amount of gas into

the reactor equal to its capacity. We express 𝑡F as

𝑡F =
𝑁C

𝑟Ar
, (B.5) 

where 𝑟Ar is the argon flow rate in moles per second, whereas 𝑁C is the number of moles of gas

in the reactor at atmospheric pressure and at the given temperature profile. In the following, we are 

establishing the estimates 𝑡D and 𝑡F.

The heat diffusivity of gas 𝛼 is described with the equation 

𝛼 =
𝑘

𝜌𝑐p
, (B.6) 

where 𝑘 is heat conductivity in W(mK)-1, 𝜌 –density, 𝑐p – heat capacity at constant pressure in terms

of J(kgK)-1 [266]. The heat conductivity of gas 𝑘 is expressed as 

𝑘 = 2𝛽𝜌𝜆b𝑐v𝑣, (B.7) 
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where 𝜆b – mean free path of the gas molecule as given with eq. (5.1), 𝑣 – mean thermal velocity of gas

molecules, as given with eq. (5.3), whereas 𝛽 is a constant factor of the order of 1, depending 

on the collision integral [267]. While the purpose of the calculations here is to compare the orders 

of magnitude, a precise measure of 𝛽 is unnecessary, therefore we equate it to 1. 

Combining together equations (B.6,7), (5.1,3) and the ideal gas law, we obtain the close-form 

expression for the heat diffusivity 𝛼, 

𝛼 =
(

𝑘B𝑇
𝜋

)

3
2

√
𝜇

𝑁A
𝑑m

2 𝑝𝛾

, (B.8) 

where 𝑘B is the Boltzmann’s constant, 𝑇 – temperature in K, 𝜇 – molar mass of argon, 𝑁A – Avogadro’s

constant, 𝑝 – pressure, 𝛾 – ratio of 𝑐p/𝑐v, for monoatomic gases, such as argon, equal 1.67. While

in the reactor we measure a gradient of temperatures from the set temperature in the middle 

of the reactor 𝑇S down to room temperature at its edge 𝑇A, we consider both the extremes

in the calculations, 𝑇S=750 °C and 𝑇A=25 °C, respectively. Consequently, equation (B.4) gives

the values for 𝑡𝛼≈1.0 s and 6.1 s, for the higher and the lower temperature, respectively.

To estimate the timescale of gas flow 𝑡F, we need a measure of the number of moles of gas in the reactor

𝑛C, which requires the complete temperature profile within the reactor. The latter is unfortunately

unavailable, due to technical obstacles. However, for these approximate estimations an educated guess 

of the temperature profile is sufficient. We assumed an approximately symmetric temperature profile 

in the heating zone of the reactor and a similar temperature drop across both heat shields, necessitating 

the transition to room temperature at both ends. The measured temperature profile, along with 

the inferred extension is shown in Figure B.2.  

Following the ideal gas law, the total number of moles of gas in the chamber 𝑁C is estimated as

𝑁C = ∫
𝑝

𝑅𝑇(𝑥)
𝑆d𝑥

𝑥2

𝑥1

, (B.9) 

where 𝑥1,2 are the coordinates of the reactor tube edges, 𝑇(𝑥) – the temperature profile, 𝑅 – universal

gas constant, 𝑆 – the cross-section area of the reactor tube. Equation (B.9) returns the value of 𝑛C≈0.28.

Taking the flow rate of argon 𝑓Ar, that we typically use in experiments, equal 2 L/min, we estimate

the flow rate in terms of moles pes second, 

𝑟Ar = 𝑓Ar

𝑝

𝑅𝑇A
, (B.10) 

where 𝑝=1 bar, 𝑇A=25 °C are the ambient conditions at which the volumetric gas flow 𝑓Ar is measured,.

We obtain the estimate of 𝑡F≈200 s, which is clearly much greater than either of the values of 𝑡𝛼 (1.0 s

and 6.1 s). Therefore, the assumption vi. is valid and the mass transport in the reactor can be treated 

as quasi-static, and the temperature distribution can be accurately decoupled from the gas flow effects.  

The graph in Figure B.2 shows an excellent agreement of the measurement data with the simulated 

temperature profile. 
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Figure B.2. Temperature profile measured at the 750 °C setting of the CVD reactor (closed squares), along 

with the estimated extension of the profile (open squares). The interpolation by a piecewise polynomial (dashed 

line) is used in the numerical calculations. The simulated temperature profile of the region of interest is shown 

(red solid line). Grey rectangles indicate the positions of the heat shields, for reference. 

The simulations showed, that the temperature profile can be accurately scaled with the set temperature 

using the scaling law 

𝑇′(𝑥) = (𝑇(𝑥) − 𝑇A)
𝑇S

′ − 𝑇A

𝑇S − 𝑇A
+ 𝑇A, (B.11) 

where 𝑇(𝑥) is the measured temperature profile at the temperature setting 𝑇S, whereas the primes

indicate the temperature profile and the setting to scale to. We use this knowledge in the further part 

of this appendix for estimations of precursor gas concentrations in the reactor at the lower temperature 

725 °C. 

B.1.2. Precursor concentration and exposure

In the calculations of the carbon precursor concentration and exposure we assume that the mass 

diffusion rate is much faster than the gas flow rate. It means, that the inhomogeneities in the gas 

concentrations in the reactor chamber are rapidly equilibrated at the timescales of the ethylene dosing 

time considered. This assumption is validated in a similar way, as the assumption vi. above – we 

compare the timescale of mass diffusion 𝑡D with the timescale of the precursor dosing 𝑡P. The shortest

precursor dosing time in the experiments was 30 s, therefore we set it as the value of 𝑡P.

The diffusion time is, analogously to equation (B.4), 

𝑡D =
𝐿2

𝐷
, (B.12) 

where 𝐷 is the diffusivity of the given component in the gas mixture. The 𝐷 is expressed as 

𝐷 =
𝜆b𝑣

3
, (B.13) 
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where 𝜆b is the mean free path of the given component in the bulk gas mixture. In equation (6.47) we

described 𝜆b in a binary mixture of gases. Here, however, we need to consider the ternary mixture

of ethylene, argon and hydrogen. The expression (6.47) is straightforwardly generalisable to 𝑁-

component gas mixture [261], 

𝜆𝑖 = (𝜋 ∑ √1 +
𝜇𝑖

𝜇𝑗
(

𝑑𝑖 + 𝑑𝑗

2
)

2

𝑛𝑗

𝑁

𝑗=1

)

−1

, (B.14) 

where 𝜆𝑖 is the mean free path of the 𝑖-th component, 𝜇𝑖,𝑗 – molar masses, 𝑑𝑖,𝑗  – kinetic diameters, 𝑛𝑗

– concentration of the 𝑗-th component in the mixture in terms of number of molecules per volume. Let

us assign index 1 to ethylene, 2 to argon and 3 to hydrogen, therefore 𝜆b ≔ 𝜆1, 𝜆2 or 𝜆3, depending

which component of the mixture is considered. While in the ideal gas law, the number of molecules 

at given pressure and temperature is proportional to volume and independent of the gas species, the gas 

concentration 𝑛𝑖 is proportional to its respective volumetric flow rate 𝑓𝑖,

𝑛𝑖 =
𝑝

𝑘B𝑇

𝑓𝑖

∑𝑓𝑖
. (B.15) 

Parameters of the gases are summarised in Table B.1. 

Table B.1. Parameters of gases considered in the gas flow calculations 

Ethylene Argon Hydrogen 

Index 𝑖 1 2 3 

Kinetic diameter 𝑑𝑖 3.9 Åa 3.4 Åb 2.9 Åc 

Molar mass 𝜇𝑖 28.05 g/mol 39.95 g/mol 2.02 g/mol 

Volumetric flow rate 𝑓𝑖 0.4 L/min 2.0 L/min 0.6 L/min 

a Matteucci et al., 2006 [268], 
b Breck, 1984 [269], 
c Ismail et al., 2015 [262]. 

Once again, let us consider both of the extreme temperatures in the reactor: the set temperature 

𝑇=𝑇S=725 °C and the ambient temperature 𝑇=𝑇A=25 °C. The summary of the calculations is given

in Table B.2. 
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Table B.2. Results of calculations for all the components of the gas mixture considered. The numbers are given 

up to 3 significant digits. Subscript 𝑖 denotes the gas species: 𝑖=1 represents ethylene, 𝑖=2 – argon, 𝑖=3 – hydrogen. 

Parameter Ethylene Argon Hydrogen 

Temperature / 

°C 

25 °C 725 °C 25 °C 725 °C 25 °C 725 °C 

Concentration 

𝑛𝑖 / 1024 m-3

3.28 0.980 16.4 4.90 4.92 1.47 

Mean free path 

𝜆𝑖 / nm

55.4 185 57.0 190 120 404 

Diffusion time 

𝑡D,𝑖 / s

2.93 0.478 3.39 0.554 0.360 0.0588 

We find, that the diffusion time at any temperature and for any gas considered is indeed much shorter 

than the time of the ethylene dosing (always greater than 30 s). Therefore, the assumption 

of the assumption of rapid homogenisation of gas in the reactor tube is valid. 

In this case, the amount of moles of the 𝑖-th component of the gas mixture in the reactor chamber 𝑁𝑖 is

described with a differential equation 

d𝑁𝑖

d𝑡
= 𝑟𝑖(𝑡) −

𝑁𝑖

𝑁C
∑ 𝑟𝑗

3

𝑗=1

(𝑡), (B.16) 

where 𝑟𝑖 is the gas delivery rate in terms of moles per second, whereas 𝑁C is the total amount of moles

in the reactor introduced previously. The 𝑟𝑖, in principle, depends on time, because the gas flow can be

controlled. In the case, when the temperature of the reactor changes in time, a more general form 

of the set of differential equations needs to be considered, namely, 

d𝑁𝑖

d𝑡
= 𝑟𝑖(𝑡) +

𝑁𝑖

𝑁C(𝑡)
(

d𝑁C

d𝑡
− ∑ 𝑟𝑗

3

𝑗=1

(𝑡)). (B.17) 

The 𝑁C is dependent on temperature, following equation (B.9), and thus on time. Temperature profile

𝑇(𝑥) is evaluated at each point in time using the equation (B.11). This more complex approach was 

used to calculate the gas concentrations presented in Figure 4.4b,c. However, in the following 

considerations, we assume a constant temperature and use equation system (B.16), for simplicity. 

At the beginning, ethylene is switched on for a given precursor dosing time 𝑡P. Argon and hydrogen

remain constant. Therefore, we set 

𝑟1(𝑡) = (𝐻(𝑡) − 𝐻(𝑡 − 𝑡P))
𝑓1𝑝

𝑅𝑇A
, (B.18) 

𝑟2(𝑡) =
𝑓2𝑝

𝑅𝑇A
= const, (B.19) 
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𝑟3(𝑡) =
𝑓3𝑝

𝑅𝑇A
= const, (B.20) 

where 𝑝 and 𝑇A are the ambient pressure and temperature, respectively, 𝐻 – Heaviside step function.

Initially, the chamber is completely flushed with a stable mixture of argon and hydrogen, therefore 

the initial conditions for 𝑁𝑖 are

𝑁1(𝑡 = 0) = 0, (B.21) 

𝑁2(𝑡 = 0) =
𝑟2

𝑟2 + 𝑟3
𝑁C, (B.22) 

𝑁3(𝑡 = 0) =
𝑟3

𝑟2 + 𝑟3
𝑁C, (B.23) 

for 𝑖=1, 2 and 3, respectively. Such defined problem is solvable analytically. The total amount of moles 

remains constant, 

∑ 𝑁𝑖(𝑡)

3

𝑖=1

= 𝑁C = const, (B.24) 

as well as the ratio between argon and hydrogen, as they are both delivered at a constant rate 

into the reactor. Therefore, it is sufficient to solve for the ethylene 𝑁1 and infer the other two

components, 𝑁2,3. 𝑁1 is expressed as

𝑁1(𝑡) =

{

𝑁C

𝑟1

𝑟1 + 𝑟2 + 𝑟3
(1 − exp (−𝑡

𝑟1 + 𝑟2 + 𝑟3

𝑁C
)) for 0 < 𝑡 < 𝑡P

𝑁P exp (−(𝑡 − 𝑡P)
𝑟2 + 𝑟3

𝑁C
) for 𝑡P < 𝑡

, (B.25) 

where 𝑁p was implicitly defined for convenience,

𝑁p ≔ 𝑁C

𝑟1

𝑟1 + 𝑟2 + 𝑟3
(1 − exp (−𝑡P

𝑟1 + 𝑟2 + 𝑟3

𝑁C
)). (B.26) 

At each point in time, the 𝑁2,3 are equal

𝑁2(𝑡) = (𝑁C − 𝑁1(𝑡))
𝑟2

𝑟2 + 𝑟3
, (B.27) 

𝑁3(𝑡) = (𝑁C − 𝑁1(𝑡))
𝑟3

𝑟2 + 𝑟3
, (B.28) 

respectively. Having the number of moles of each component in the chamber and the set temperature 

of 𝑇S=725 °C, we calculate the respective gas concentrations experienced by the sample
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𝑛𝑖 =
𝑁𝑖

𝑁C

𝑝

𝑅𝑇S
. (B.29) 

We evaluated the model for a set of different ethylene dosing times 𝑡P from 0.5 min to 10 min, which

is the range that we explored experimentally. The results are presented in Figure B.3. 

Having the function of ethylene gas concentration with respect to time, we are able to evaluate 

the ethylene gas exposure Φ experienced by the samples. The exposure Φ is, by definition, a time 

integral from 𝑡=0 to infinity of impingement rate 𝐽, the latter being expressed by equation (6.2). 

The exact analytical solution for Φ is 

Φ(𝑡p) =
𝑟1

𝑟1 + 𝑟2 + 𝑟3

𝑝𝑁A

√2𝜋𝜇1𝑅𝑇s

 (𝑡p

+
𝑁C𝑟1

(𝑟2 + 𝑟3)(𝑟1 + 𝑟2 + 𝑟3)
(1 − exp (−𝑡p

𝑟1 + 𝑟2 + 𝑟3

𝑁C
))), 

(B.30) 

which is very well approximated by the linear relationship 

Φ(𝑡p) =
𝑟1

𝑟1 + 𝑟2 + 𝑟3

𝑝𝑁A

√2𝜋𝜇1𝑅𝑇s

 𝑡p, (B.31) 

due to the fact, that the second additive term besides 𝑡p in the major bracket in (B.30) is much smaller

than 𝑡p for the parameter range considered.
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Figure B.3. Results of the calculations of the gas concentrations at a range of ethylene dosing times; a. ethylene 

concentration, b. concentration of argon and hydrogen. While argon and hydrogen remain at a constant ratio 

throughout the process, the data for them both is visualised once, with a double vertical axis. 

B.2. Image analysis results and nanoparticle size histograms

In this appendix we present all the SEM images along with the essential subsequent image analysis 

steps, as described in detail in paragraph 4.3.2. The histograms were prepared in terms of nanoparticle 

diameters at logarithmic scale. The histograms indicate the number of nanoparticles which were 

neglected, below the threshold diameter of 4 nm. For completeness, in the histograms of each image we 

additionally indicate the total number of particles detected 𝑁, the area disorder of Delaunay 

triangulation ADDel and the surface coverage with particles 𝜙, in percent.
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Figure B.4. Nanoparticle data extracted from SEM image analysis, Sample 1. For explanation of symbols, refer 

to the text in Appendix B.2. 
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Figure B.5. Subsequent steps of image processing towards segmentation and triangulation of nanoparticles 

in SEM images of Sample 1; a) original image; b) linear normalisation of the image brightness and median 

filtering; c) local contrast enhancement; d) thresholding and Delaunay triangulation (red patches – NPs 

segmented, white dots – NP centroids, blue lines – triangulation result). 
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Figure B.6. Nanoparticle data extracted from SEM image analysis, Sample 2. For explanation of symbols, refer 

to the text in Appendix B.2. 
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Figure B.7. Subsequent steps of image processing towards segmentation and triangulation of nanoparticles 

in SEM images of Sample 2; a) original image; b) linear normalisation of the image brightness and median 

filtering; c) local contrast enhancement; d) thresholding and Delaunay triangulation (red patches – NPs 

segmented, white dots – NP centroids, blue lines – triangulation result). 
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Figure B.8. Nanoparticle data extracted from SEM image analysis, Sample 3. For explanation of symbols, refer 

to the text in Appendix B.2. 
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Figure B.9. Subsequent steps of image processing towards segmentation and triangulation of nanoparticles 

in SEM images of Sample 3; a) original image; b) linear normalisation of the image brightness and median 

filtering; c) local contrast enhancement; d) thresholding and Delaunay triangulation (red patches – NPs 

segmented, white dots – NP centroids, blue lines – triangulation result). 
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Figure B.10. Nanoparticle data extracted from SEM image analysis, Sample 4. For explanation of symbols, refer 

to the text in Appendix B.2. 
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Figure B.11. Subsequent steps of image processing towards segmentation and triangulation of nanoparticles 

in SEM images of Sample 4; a) original image; b) linear normalisation of the image brightness and median 

filtering; c) local contrast enhancement; d) thresholding and Delaunay triangulation (red patches – NPs 

segmented, white dots – NP centroids, blue lines – triangulation result). 
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Figure B.12. Nanoparticle data extracted from SEM image analysis, Sample 5. For explanation of symbols, refer 

to the text in Appendix B.2. 
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Figure B.13. Subsequent steps of image processing towards segmentation and triangulation of nanoparticles 

in SEM images of Sample 5; a) original image; b) linear normalisation of the image brightness and median 

filtering; c) local contrast enhancement; d) thresholding and Delaunay triangulation (red patches – NPs 

segmented, white dots – NP centroids, blue lines – triangulation result). 
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Figure B.14. Nanoparticle data extracted from SEM image analysis, Sample 6. For explanation of symbols, refer 

to the text in Appendix B.2. 
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Figure B.15. Subsequent steps of image processing towards segmentation and triangulation of nanoparticles 

in SEM images of Sample 6; a) original image; b) linear normalisation of the image brightness and median 

filtering; c) local contrast enhancement; d) thresholding and Delaunay triangulation (red patches – NPs 

segmented, white dots – NP centroids, blue lines – triangulation result). 
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Appendix C

Supplementary information 

to Chapter 5 

In this appendix we present additional derivations to the theory of gas 

diffusion in random fibrous media presented in Chapter 5. 
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C.1. Tortuosity factor of isotropically distributed cylinders

In section 5.4.1 we provided the expression for the tortuosity factor of isotropically-oriented cylinders 

𝜏=2. In this appendix, we are presenting the derivation that led to this value. 

Consider a planar surface Δ𝑆 crossing the fibre carpet at the specific orientation, e.g. parallel 

to the substrate. The following derivation is based on establishing the number of fibres Δ𝑁 crossing 

the Δ𝑆, which lets us find the expression for 𝜎0 in relation to 𝜎, and consequently, the tortuosity factor,

following the Eq. (5.14). The angle 𝜃 is measured with respect to the normal to Δ𝑆. We are utilizing 

the rotational symmetry of the problem with respect to azimuthal rotation by the angle 𝜑, 

which simplifies the calculations. 

Consider the projection of the surface area Δ𝑆 onto the plane inclined at an angle 𝜃, Δ𝑆𝜃 (see:

Figure C.1),  

Δ𝑆𝜃 = Δ𝑆 cos 𝜃. (C.1) 

The number of fibres that are approximately perpendicular to the Δ𝑆𝜃 comprise of a fraction of all fibres

corresponding to the pdf𝜃(𝜃) (Eq. 5.21), namely

d𝑁(𝜃)d𝜃 = 𝜎Δ𝑆𝜃pdf𝜃(𝜃)d𝜃 = 𝜎Δ𝑆 sin 𝜃 cos 𝜃 d𝜃. (C.2) 

Upon integration over the domain of 𝜃, we obtain 

𝜎0 =
Δ𝑁

Δ𝑆
= 𝜎 ∫ sin 𝜃 cos 𝜃 d𝜃

𝜋/2

0

=
𝜎

2
, (C.3) 

where the Δ𝑁 is the d𝑁(𝜃)d𝜃 integrated over 𝜃 ∈ [0,
𝜋

2
]. Hence, the tortuosity factor indeed equals 

𝜏 =
𝜎

𝜎0
= 2. (C.4) 
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Figure C.1. Illustration of the geometry for the derivation of the tortuosity factor of the randomly oriented fibre 

carpets. For explanation of symbols, we refer to the main text. Porosity and surface area to volume ratio within 

intersecting fibre mats 

C.2. Porosity and surface area of random fibre arrays

In the main part of the work we have presented the equations for 𝛼 and 휀 (5.18,1919) for the case, when 

the fibres are allowed to intersect. The equations can be used in cases when 𝜎𝜋𝑑2/4 ≪ 1, which means

that the average fibre diameter is much smaller than the average spacing between the fibres (effectively: 

intersections can be neglected), or when films are grown on the fibres, and the film thicknesses are 

of the same order of magnitude as the fibre diameters or greater, e.g. as grown by means of ALD, CVD 

or CVI. 

It is convenient to begin these derivations from the porosity 휀. Consider the structure of fibres of average 

diameter 𝑑 and axes length per volume 𝜎. In the given volume Δ𝑉 there is a total length Δ𝑙=𝜎Δ𝑉, as per 

definition (5.14). The following derivation is constructed as a sequential addition of small fibre lengths 

d𝑙 into the structure, while examining the contribution to the void volume fraction (porosity) 휀 of each 

subsequent addition. The 𝑙 ∈ [0, Δ𝑙] is the independent variable. 

If there were no intersections, a single fibre fragment d𝑙 would contribute d𝑙⋅𝜋𝑑2/4 to the total fibre

volume. However, only the fraction of this contribution crosses the empty space, and this fraction is 

determined by the current porosity 휀(𝑙). We write 

d휀 = −d𝑙 ⋅
𝜋𝑑2

4Δ𝑉
휀(𝑙) = −d𝜎

𝜋𝑑2

4
휀(𝜎), (C.5) 

where d𝜎 ≔ d𝑙/Δ𝑉 was defined for convenience. The integration of the above equation should be 

performed for 𝜎 from 0 up to its desired value, therefore the collision of symbols between 

the independent variable and the upper integration limit is not an issue. Given the initial condition 

휀(𝜎 = 0) = 1, (C.6) 
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the solution of equation (C.5) is 

휀 = exp (−𝜎
𝜋𝑑2

4
), (C.7) 

as introduced in section 5.4.1. We treat the derivation of the 𝛼 analogously. If there were no fibre 

intersections, each fibre element d𝑙 would contribute d𝑙⋅𝜋𝑑 to the surface area, however only a fraction 

of the added fibre surface crosses the void and this fraction is determined by the already established 휀. 

We write 

d𝐴1 ≔ d𝑙𝜋𝑑휀 = d𝜎Δ𝑉𝜋𝑑 exp (−𝜎
𝜋𝑑2

4
), (C.8) 

Where d𝐴1 is the first contribution of the fibre element to the surface area. There is however also

a second - negative - contribution. As the fibre element crosses the existing structure, the already present 

surface area that is crossed by the fibre is excluded. The fraction of the excluded area is equal 

to the volume fraction occupied by the fibre element d𝑙. We write 

d𝐴2 ≔ −
d𝑙

𝜋𝑑2

4
Δ𝑉

𝐴 = −d𝜎
𝜋𝑑2

4
𝐴, 

(C.9) 

where 𝐴 is the current surface area. Setting d𝐴 = d𝐴1 + d𝐴2, we obtain

d𝐴 = d𝜎Δ𝑉𝜋𝑑 exp (−𝜎
𝜋𝑑2

4
) − d𝜎

𝜋𝑑2

4
𝐴. (C.10) 

Dividing both sides of the equation by Δ𝑉 and rearranging terms, we transform equation (C.10) to 

d𝛼

d𝜎
= 𝜋𝑑 exp (−𝜎

𝜋𝑑2

4
) −

𝜋𝑑2

4
𝛼. (C.11) 

Given the initial condition 

𝛼(𝜎 = 0) = 0, (C.12) 

we obtain the solution of (C.11), 
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𝛼 = 𝜋𝜎𝑑 exp (−𝜎
𝜋𝑑2

4
), (C.13) 

as introduced in section 5.4.1. The above derivation is easily generalised to different shapes of randomly 

added intersecting objects, such as spherical particles, cubes and other irregular shapes, it is however 

beyond the scope of this work.  

C.3. Physical meaning of the Knudsen tortuosity

In section 5.4.5 we derived the Knudsen diffusivity in arrays of random fibrous media. The expression 

for the Knudsen tortuosity (5.33) emerged and its physical meaning was outlined. In this appendix we 

elaborate on it. Let us consider a fibrous membrane of surface area Δ𝑆, thickness 𝑙 and surface area 

to volume ratio 𝛼. The dimensionless surface area enhancement of the membrane can be calculated as 

Δ𝐴

Δ𝑆
=

𝛼Δ𝑉

Δ𝑆
=

𝛼Δ𝑆𝑙

Δ𝑆
= 𝛼𝑙. (C.14) 

Hence, 𝛼 can be understood as a surface area enhancement per unit thickness. Consequently, given 

equation (5.33), it becomes clear that 𝜏K has a meaning of the surface area enhancement

of the membrane of characteristic thickness equal to 2𝜆b/𝜋2.

C.4. Impingement rate onto a macroscopic object within a fibre carpet

As stated in section 5.4.7, we must differentiate between the macroscopic impingement rate 𝛤c

and the impingement rate in molecular regime 𝛤. Specifically, in this appendix we are showing 

that the impingement rate within the fibre carpet onto a macroscopic object, such as substrate, is 

in agreement with the classical gas kinetics. The following derivation is in principle no different 

than the derivation of the classical bulk gas impingement rate, however we find it necessary 

to substantiate that the presence of fibres does not change the impingement rate onto macroscopic 

object. It is of note, that for the simplicity and clarity of the calculations, we treated the molecule 

movement as if they were always at an average absolute velocity instead of invoking the Maxwell-

Boltzmann distribution. It leads however to the same result, while in the following considerations 

the mean absolute velocity is the determining factor of the kinetics description and the specific profile 

of the velocity distribution is not relevant. 

Consider a very thin slice of the structure adjacent to the macroscopic object surface, illustrated 

schematically in Figure C.2. 

Figure C.2. Illustration supporting the derivation of macroscopic impingement rate. 

The slice is so thin, that the molecules present within this slice inevitably either hit the underlying 

surface or drift away from it; the collision with fibre wall is negligibly likely. 
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Following the definition (5.35), we need to establish Δ𝑁, Δ𝑡 and Δ𝑆 in order to obtain 𝛤c. The Δ𝑁 is

Δ𝑁 =
𝑛

2
Δ𝑉휀 =

𝑛

2
Δ𝐴Δ𝑥휀. (C.15) 

The division by 2 is present, because due to the isotropy of the gas flight directions, the movement 

of only half of all molecules nearby the plane Δ𝐴 is directed at the plane, whereas the other half is 

drifting away from it. The Δ𝑥 is the thickness of the slice described above. Multiplication by 휀 reflects 

the volume fraction available to the gas molecules. 

The surface area of the object available to be reached by the gas molecules is 

Δ𝑆 = Δ𝐴휀, (C.16) 

where Δ𝐴 is the element of the surface area of the object, including the parts obscured by the fibres. 

Taking only the gas molecules moving towards the object plane (𝑣𝑥>0), their average drift velocity

towards the object is 

〈𝑣𝑥〉 = ∫ 𝑣 cos 𝜃 pdf𝜃(𝜃)𝑑𝜃
𝜋/2

0

= 𝑣 ∫ sin 𝜃 cos 𝜃 𝑑𝜃
𝜋/2

0

=
𝑣

2
, (C.17) 

which was calculated using the isotropic distribution of the angle 𝜃, (5.21). For all the Δ𝑁 molecules 

within the slice Δ𝑥 to hit the surface, it will take Δ𝑡 time, 

Δ𝑡 =
Δ𝑥

〈𝑣𝑥〉
=

2Δ𝑥

𝑣
. (C.18) 

Consequently, according to the definition (5.35), the 𝛤c is

𝛤c =
Δ𝑁

Δ𝑆Δ𝑡
=

𝑛
2

Δ𝐴Δ𝑥휀.

Δ𝐴휀
2Δ𝑥

𝑣

=
𝑛𝑣

4
, (C.19) 

which does remain in agreement with the classical gas kinetics. Exactly the same expression for 𝛤c holds

at the bulk-to-fibres interface, which ensures that the gas concentration within the void of the fibrous 

structure is in equilibrium with the bulk gas. 

C.5. Uniform distribution of distance of fibre axes from the flight path

In order to design the MC simulation in an optimal way, it is important to narrow the considered 

representative volume down to the necessary minimum while avoiding artefacts from boundary effects. 

In the considered case, the necessary minimum is the molecule path cylinder in which the collisions can 

occur, as discussed is section 5.4.4. To accurately simulate the isotropically random orientations 

and uniformly random positions of fibres in the narrow molecule path cylinder, we have identified two 

solutions: 
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a) generating the cylinders in a volume much greater than the volume of interest representing

a big part of the porous structure and considering only the fibres that do cross the molecule

flight path,

b) generating the cylinders directly in the molecule path cylinder with carefully chosen

probability distribution of positions and orientations.

The option b) is much less computationally intensive than a). In order to implement the approach b), 

we validated the probability distribution of the fibre axis distance from the molecule flight path (5.24) 

with the approach a). For this purpose, we considered a molecule path cylinder of 70 nm in diameter 

and of 1 μm length and we generated straight lines corresponding to fibre axes within the cylinder 

of 10× larger diameter (700 nm) and of 20× larger length (20 μm), oriented co-axially with the molecule 

path cylinder. Each line was generated with an origin point uniformly distributed within the large 

cylinder volume and the orientation vector, following the isotropic distribution (5.20-21). 

The sequential line generation was continued until we obtained 107 axes crossing the small molecule 

path cylinder. Once the generation was complete, we evaluated the histogram of distances of the lines 

to the axis of the molecule path cylinder and normalised the histogram so that the histogram bar heights 

correspond to a probability density. Figure C.3 presents the result and a comparison to the distribution 

(5.24).  

Figure C.3 Normalised histogram of the simulated distances of fibres from the molecule flight path compared 

to the uniform probability distribution (5.24).  

As we can see in Figure C.3, the distance distribution indeed corresponds to the uniform probability 

distribution (5.24), which allows for the optimisation of the MC simulation algorithm. 

C.6. Numerical evaluation of the molecule flight path

We define a 1D grid of 0.5 nm pitch along the flight path coincident with the axis 𝑧. Each element 

of the grid is assigned its distance to the closest fibre axis - distances to all lines are evaluated 

and a minimum value is chosen. We obtain dist𝑖, where 𝑖 is a natural number indexing the discrete

points of the grid and dist𝑖 is the distance value for the given 𝑧𝑖. The 𝑧r is identified as the first 𝑧,

for which the distance crosses the value of 𝑑/2 and is increasing with 𝑧 at this point, whereas the 𝑧c is

found as the first 𝑧 greater than 𝑧r, for which the distance crosses the value 𝑑/2 but is decreasing.

A linear interpolation of the dist𝑖 with respect to real values of 𝑧 is implemented for an increase

in accuracy, as exemplified in Figure C.4. The mean value of all collected values of Δ𝑧 for given 𝑑 

and 𝜎 is the evaluated mean flight path 𝜆f.
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Figure C.4. Example evaluation of the release and collision point based on the linear interpolation of the grid 

of distance to the nearest fibre axis. For clarity, the square markers of distance grid points are shown only 

in the insets. 
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Appendix D

Supplementary information 

to Chapter 6 

In this appendix we present additional derivations to the modelling 

of atomic layer deposition on porous substrates introduced 

in Chapter 6. 
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D.1. Diffusion-limited scaling law of coating depth 

The condition for the diffusion-limited regime (6.29) is equivalent to setting the reaction zone width 

as negligible compared to the depth into the structure. We can see that clearly comparing Figure 6.3a 

and b – for the solution presented in Figure 6.3b, the total depth of the system 𝑙 was set to be 10 times 

higher as for Figure 6.3a, rendering the reaction zone width comparatively smaller. From this, we can 

conclude, that for the diffusion-limited regime, the coverage profile approaches a step-function, 

and the gas concentration profile can be described with two linear sections. This lets us solve the system 

in a quasi-static manner, where the reaction zone is considered as a moving boundary with a boundary 

condition for concentration 𝑛 = 0, and at every moment in time, the system is at an instantaneous 

equilibrium, i.e. the concentration gradient is constant in the zone I. The gradient can be expressed 

in this 1-dimentional case as a derivative 

 
d𝑛

dz
= −

𝑛R

𝑧c
, (D.1) 

where 𝑧c is the position of the reaction zone, i.e. coating depth and 𝑛R is the gas concentration in the 

reactor, directly above the nanostructure. Of note is that in equation (D.1) the derivative is regular 

instead of partial, due to the quasi-static treatment of the problem. The concentration gradient is 

a driving force for the diffusion. The diffusion flux 𝐽D is expressed as 

 𝐽D = −𝐷
d𝑛

d𝑧
= 𝐷

𝑛R

𝑧c
, (D.2) 

The flux delivers precursor particles to chemisorb in the zone II (at the moving boundary), by definition 

 𝐽D =
1

𝑆v

d𝑁

d𝑡
, (D.3) 

where 𝑆v is the surface area of a cross-section of void unoccupied by the solid elements 

of the nanostructure, whereas the d𝑁/d𝑡 is the number of precursor molecules delivered by the flux 𝐽D 

in a unit of time. In order to advance the reaction zone position by d𝑧c, d𝑁 molecules need to be 

delivered, 

 d𝑁 =
𝛼𝑆

𝑠0
d𝑥c, (D.4) 

where 𝛼 is the surface-area-to-volume ratio of the nanostructure, 𝑆 - the surface area of the cross-section 

considered, 𝑠0 – an average surface area of a chemisorption site. Combining equations (D.2-4) together, 

one obtains 

 
𝐷𝑆v𝑠0

𝛼𝑆
𝑛R(𝑡)d𝑡 = 𝑧cd𝑧c. (D.5) 

The 𝑛R = 𝑛R(𝑡) is set, while in principle it is a function of time. By definition, 𝑆v/𝑆 equals porosity 휀. 

The impingement rate 𝐽wall is related to the 𝑛R with equation (6.3), hence 
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휀

𝛼
𝐷𝑠0𝜏f�̅�𝐽wall(𝑡)d𝑡 = 𝑧cd𝑧c. (D.6) 

By substituting equations (6.11), (6.12) and (6.35), we obtain 

1

2
𝜆c

2𝛽0𝑠0 ⋅ 𝐽wall(𝑡)d𝑡 = 𝑧cd𝑧c, (D.7) 

which integrated and transformed gives the scaling law, that directly relates the coating depth 𝑧c

to the gas exposure Φwall,

𝑧c(Φwall) = 𝜆c√𝛽0𝑠0Φwall. (D.8) 

D.2. Numerical extraction of coating depth and reaction zone width from simulation data

As mentioned in paragraph 6.1.4, in the diffusion-limited regime, the blurred coating profile can be 

expressed as a step-function convolved with a certain smoothening function 𝑓. Hence, we perform 

a deconvolution and extract the 𝑧c as the location of the step and 𝑤II as the square root of the variance

of the smoothening function treated as a probability density function. For the simplicity of the analytical 

approximation, we perform the convolution in a domain of 𝑧 from -∞ to ∞. This assumption is fulfilled 

if 𝑧c is much further from the boundaries of the structure than 𝜆c.

Let us set 

𝛩i(𝑧) = 𝐻(𝑧c − 𝑧), (D.9) 

𝑓 = 𝑓(𝑧):  𝜇𝑓 = 0, 𝑉𝑓 = 𝑤II
2. (D.10) 

where 𝛩𝑖(𝑧) is the idealised sharp coating profile, 𝐻 - the Heaviside function, 𝑓 – the considered filter

function. The derivations do not assume any particular shape of the 𝑓, besides of requirement 

that its mean value 𝜇𝑓 is 0, that it has a finite variance 𝑉𝑓, implicitly set as 𝑤II
2, and that it vanishes

for |𝑧| ≫ 𝜆c. The convolution gives the actual coating profile 𝛩

𝛩(𝑧) = (𝛩i ∗ 𝑓)(𝑥) = ∫ 𝛩i(𝑧′)𝑓(𝑧 − 𝑧′)dz′
∞

−∞

= 1 − 𝐹(𝑧 − 𝑧c), (D.11) 

where ∗ denotes a convolution operation, 𝐹 is the cumulative distribution function of the 𝑓, namely 

𝐹(𝑥) ≔ ∫ 𝑓(𝑧′)dz′
𝑧

−∞

. (D.12) 

To extract the 𝑧c from the profile, we begin with the statement, that 𝑧c can be calculated as an expected

value of the 𝑓 shifted by 𝑧c and proceed with integration by parts, as follows:
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𝑧c = ∫ 𝑧 ⋅ 𝑓(𝑧 − 𝑧c)d𝑧
𝑙

0

= [𝑧 ⋅ 𝐹(𝑧 − 𝑧c) − ∫ 𝐹(𝑧 − 𝑧c)]
0

𝑙

= 𝑙 − ∫ (1 − 𝛩(𝑧))d𝑧
𝑙

0

= ∫ 𝛩(𝑧)d𝑧
𝑙

0

. 

(D.13) 

Analogously, we find the variance 

𝑤II
2 = ∫ (𝑧 − 𝑧c)2 ⋅ 𝑓(𝑧 − 𝑧c)d𝑧

𝑙

0

= [(𝑧 − 𝑧c)2𝐹(𝑧 − 𝑧c)]0
𝑙 − ∫ 2(𝑧 − 𝑧c)𝐹(𝑧 − 𝑧c)d𝑧

𝑙

0

= (𝑙 − 𝑧c)2 − ∫ 2(𝑧 − 𝑧c)(1 − 𝛩(𝑧))d𝑧
𝑙

0

= 2 ∫ 𝑧𝛩(𝑧)d𝑧
𝑙

0

− 𝑧c
2.

(D.14) 

Equations (D.13) and (D.14) allow for the numerical model-free extraction of the 𝑧c and 𝑤II directly

from the coating profile 𝛩(𝑧) resulting from the solution of the model (6.1). 

D.3. Extraction of precursor exposure from recorded pressure in the ALD reactor

We developed a numerical procedure to estimate the precursor exposure experienced by the sample 

based on the analysis of the pressure recorded during the pulsing. For this purpose, simplifying 

assumptions were made, as enlisted in section 6.2.2. 

The first step of the process is fitting of a model function to the pressure curve to estimate the amount 

of precursor pulsed over time. In our experimental setup, a nitrogen mass flow of 𝑣N2
=20 sccm

(standard cubic centimetres per minute) was constantly purging the reactor and the exhaust connected 

to the vacuum pump was always open, both also during the precursor pulsing. This led to a stable 

baseline purging pressure 𝑝b. The nitrogen delivery rate 𝑟N2
 in terms of molecules per unit time can be

calculated as 

𝑟N2
=

𝑝0𝑣𝑁2

𝑘B𝑇0
×

10−6

60
, (D.15) 

where 𝑝0=1.01×105 Pa and 𝑇0=273.15 K are standard conditions of pressure and temperature,

respectively, referring to the definition of the unit of sccm, whereas 𝑘B is the Boltzmann constant.

The numerical factor is a conversion to SI units. We model the pressure response to the precursor 

impulse in an analogy to signal processing, where a defined temporal response of the system to a Dirac’s 

delta convolved with the real shape of the impulse gives an actual response. If one molecule is 

instantaneously injected into the reactor chamber at time 𝑡=0, the impulse delivery rate of TMA 𝑟i,TMA

can be described with a temporal Dirac’s delta function 𝛿, 

𝑟i,TMA(𝑡) = 𝛿(𝑡). (D.16) 

We model the response of the pressure 𝑝i to the gas pulse (D.16) as a decaying exponential with a time

constant 𝜏pump, which reflects the pumping behaviour, multiplied by a Heaviside unit step function 𝐻,
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 𝑝i(𝑡) = 𝑝b +
𝑘B𝑇

𝑉c
𝐻(𝑡) exp(−𝑡/𝜏pump), (D.17) 

where 𝑉c≈141 cm3 is the reactor chamber volume, estimated based on the chamber dimensions (cylinder 

with 15 cm diameter and height of 0.8 cm; gas inlet and outlet are at far sides of one of the cylinder 

bases, see: specification of Savannah 100 ALD reactor). We approximate the real pulse of 𝑁TMA 

molecules with a temporal gaussian centred at 𝑡=𝑡0 and of a duration parameter 𝜏pulse, therefore the 

model TMA delivery rate is 

 
𝑟TMA(𝑡) =

𝑁TMA

√2𝜋𝜏pulse
2

exp (−
1

2
(

𝑡 − 𝑡0

𝜏pulse
)

2

). 
(D.18) 

The model pressure curve is then a convolution of (D.17) and (D.18), based on the properties 

of response to an arbitrary impulse, 

 𝑝(𝑡) = (𝑝i ∗ 𝑟TMA)(𝑡), (D.19) 

where the symbol “∗” represents the convolution operation. Equation (D.19) is evaluated numerically 

and is used as a model function to fit to the pressure data upon pulsing. The fitting parameters are 𝑁TMA, 

𝜏pulse, 𝜏pump and 𝑡0. 

The next step in the procedure is the estimation of the precursor exposure onto CNT walls. The total 

gas delivery rate 𝑟total is 

 𝑟total(𝑡) = 𝑟N2
+ 𝑟TMA(𝑡). (D.20) 

The molar fraction of TMA at the inlet is 

 
𝜑TMA(𝑡) =

𝑟TMA(𝑡)

𝑟total(𝑡)
=

1

1 +
𝑟N2

𝑟TMA(𝑡)

. 
(D.21) 

We account for the expansion of gas with the changing pressure. The gas mixture with the TMA fraction 

𝜑TMA injected into the reactor at the time 𝑡 flows over a sample with a certain delay, at a time 𝑡′. 

While the sample is in the middle of the reactor, we find the time 𝑡′, for which the injected and expanded 

gas since the time 𝑡 equals half of the reactor chamber volume 𝑉c, based on the ideal gas law 

 
𝑘B𝑇

𝑝(𝑡′)
∫ 𝑟total(𝑡)d𝑡

𝑡′

𝑡

=
𝑉c

2
. (D.22) 

Equation (D.22) is solved numerically, giving the function assigning uniquely the time of gas sweep 

over sample 𝑡′ for each timepoint of injection 𝑡. The partial pressure of TMA over sample is calculated 

as 
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 𝑝TMA(𝑡′) = 𝑝(𝑡′)𝜑TMA(𝑡). (D.23) 

Notice, that the time argument of 𝜑TMA in (D.23) is not primed – it is because the gas mixture of TMA 

fraction 𝜑TMA injected at time 𝑡 reaches over the sample at time 𝑡′. The partial pressure of nitrogen 𝑝N2
 

is then, naturally, the difference between 𝑝 and 𝑝TMA. 

The gas impinging rate is then evaluated based on equation (6.3), substituting the time of flight 𝜏f 

specific to random fibrous geometry (6.36). We obtain 

 𝐽wall(𝑡′) =
2𝑣

𝜋2 𝑛 =
2𝑣

𝜋2𝑘B𝑇
𝑝(𝑡′)𝜑TMA(𝑡). (D.24) 

The gas exposure Φwall is then, by definition 

 Φwall = ∫ 𝐽wall(𝑡′)d𝑡′
𝑡end

𝑡start

, (D.25) 

where 𝑡start and 𝑡end are the time boundaries considered.
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